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Abstract 

 

Wenyi film has long been a research focus of Chinese film studies since the 

1980s. An abundance of scholars has been writing on the topic of wenyi film, 

defining its generic nature as “literature and art film” or film adaptation of great 

literature, or understanding it in relation to themes of love and human relationships. 

Many scholars have explored the role of wenyi films in post-war Hong Kong and 

Taiwan cinemas. Yet, in terms of Republican Chinese cinema, only brief accounts 

on some wenyi directors or works can be found.  

 

This dissertation aims to answer the question of “what is wenyi film?” by 

studying materials from the 1910s to the 1940s. Wenyi film as a discursive notion 

was never static in that period of time and the notion intersects with different 

discourses and practices. By investigating the interaction between the notion and 

those discourses and practices, this dissertation aims to present a taxonomy of wenyi 

film as grouped under the themes of romance, family, national character, heroism 

and the people. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction: Wenyi Film and its Modes of 

Expressions in Republican China 

 

The notion of wenyi film (wenyi pian 文藝片) is a familiar sight which has 

come to designate films with serious themes and esteemed for high artistic values. 

It has also become a brand shared by the Greater China region. Recent films like 

Under the Hawthorn Tree (Shanzhashu zhi lian 山楂樹之戀, 2010) and The 

Summer Is Gone (Bayue 八月, 2016) from mainland China, China-Hong Kong co-

production Soulmate (Qiyue yu ansheng 七月與安生, 2016), Ann Hui’s historical 

epic The Golden Era (Huangjin shidai 黃金時代, 2014) and Our Time Will Come 

(Mingyue jishi you 明月幾時有, 2017), and Hou Hsiao-hsien’s alleged martial art 

film The Assassin (Cike Nieyinniang 刺客聶隱娘, 2016) are labelled under the 

same generic name wenyi film despite their very different forms, artistic treatments 

and central themes.1 This genre is a Chinse specific genre so it is hard to find an 

English equivalent for the term. Wenyi film has been an important component in 

Chinese cinema from the 1920s, when Chinese filmmakers began their work in 

earnest, till now, when they routinely win international acclaim. The label has been 

used for nearly a century to describe Chinese films, yet the configuration of the 

genre is still very much understudied, if not un-studied. This dissertation seeks to 

study the history of wenyi film in the Republican era, and provide taxonomy of the 

genre within this history, to bring out expressions and themes filmmakers in this 

period used in wenyi productions, in response to and in negotiation with different 

cultural, political and commercial needs. With this dissertation, I hope to contribute 

to this still largely uncharted field in Chinese film studies. 

 

As suggested by Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh, the wenyi film was a genre of 

adaptation of foreign and modern Chinese literature in Republican China. The genre 

was closely related to literature and usually had a textual source to refer to. This 

enabled the genre to be a venue to address broader questions about culture, history 

                                                
1 Wenyi film has been translated as melodrama in some scholarly works. However, Emilie Yueh-yu 

Yeh (2009, p.449) argues that the applications of melodrama as a translation of wenyi film to 

Chinese film studies are inadequate to explain the corpus of the genre. They may also carry 

theoretical baggage and might perpetuate unbalanced power relations between East and West. 
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and politics, especially after the New Cultural Movement and the May Fourth 

Movement when intellectuals invented new concepts, proposed new idea and 

created new discourses that in turn influenced the manifestation of wenyi films. 

Through a comparative approach to the reading of the films, the literature they are 

based on, and the cultural milieu and discourses of the time, I aim to taxonomize 

wenyi films into subsets that address consistent cultural issues across individual 

films and filmmakers, to account for the themes of the genre in their cultural and 

political significance, and thus to offer insights into the cultural and political history 

in the Republican China. 

 

 

1.1. The Geneology of Wenyi Film 

According to Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh, wenyi, is a long-established term in 

classical Chinese which generally indicates writing techniques and crafts that are 

highly formulaic, patterned and structured, such as classic parallel prose of the Six 

Dynasties (est. CE 220-589 or Tang poetry (est. CE: 618-907) (2013, p.233). The 

meaning of the term shifted when it reentered the discourse of the early twentieth 

century as a derivation of the Japanese literary term bungei. Bungei is a term of 

wide usage in the Meiji period (1868-1912), “reinventing its borrowed meaning 

from classical Chinese to connote a new, modern literature” (Yeh, 2012, p.73). 

Bungei played an important role in Meiji Japan to reform and reinvent Japanese 

language, bringing about a new form of literature (Yeh, 2014, p.87). By the 1900s, 

bungei had already been widely circulated in Japanese media while its Chinese 

counterpart was reused by the local media and intellectuals in the early twentieth 

century. Literary magazines named with the term wenyi can be found in Shanghai 

in the 1910s, such as Wenyi Club (文藝俱樂部, est. 1912) and Wenyi Magazine (文

藝雜誌, est. 1914). By the 1920s, wenyi was generally understood as a noun for 

literature and art. The dictionary definition of the term confirmed this. The entry of 

wenyi in Wenyi Dictionary, edited by Sun Lianggong (孫良工, 1894-1962), reads: 

 

Wenyi: Generally, it is a noun for literature and art. Its meaning 

is narrower than that of art while broader than that of literature. 
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Sometime it designates literature (namely pure literature); and 

sometime it is used to denote the totality of art (1928, p.55).  

 

The slippery nature of the term—from the totality of literature (wen) to that of art 

(yi)—is confirmed by this entry. This is the reason why Yeh suggests that wenyi “is 

close to what Ben Singer calls a “cluster concept” when he refers to the multifaceted 

dimensions of melodrama” (2007, p.205). Thus, wenyi cannot be seen as a singular 

concept with a coherent content. Instead, it poses itself as a supraconcept2—a term 

that was configured differently in different moments by different people with 

different ideological backgrounds in modern China.  

 

Early wenyi filmmaking began in the 1920s. Films like Dan Duyu’s (但杜宇, 

1896-1972) Swear Oath (Haishi 海誓, 1921) and Zheng Zengqui (鄭正秋, 1889-

1935) and Zhang Shichuan’s (張石川, 1890-1954) An Orphan Rescues His 

Grandpa (Guer jiuzu ji 孤兒救祖記, 1922) are regarded as the most recognized 

origins of the wenyi tradition; while Hou Yao’s (侯曜, 1903-1942) Poet from the 

Sea (Haijiao shiren 海角詩人, 1927) are exalted as a film with wenyi style (Zhang, 

2012, p.34). In fact, the category wenyi was only retrospectively applied by later 

film scholars. Their contemporaries did not designate them as wenyi film. The first 

usage of the notion of wenyi in the cinematic field may be the film review by Bing 

Xin (冰心, 1900-1999). Her review of The Soul of Yuli (玉梨魂, 1924) designated 

this adaptation from the Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies novel as wenyi work 

(wenyi pin 文藝品). More importantly, the term was used by Xu Zhuodai (1881-

1958) as one of his genre classifications in his book, On Photoplay (Yingxi xue 影

戲學, 1924) (Yeh, 2009 & 2012). Although both of them did not provide a clearly 

definition of what they meant by wenyi pin or wenyi pian, this should not blind us 

to the early attempt of appropriating the term from the literary field to the cinematic 

field.  

 

                                                
2 The notion of supraconcept is derived from Lydia Lui’s idea of super-sign. For Lui, a super-sign 

is “a linguistic monstrosity that thrives on the excess of its presumed meanings by virtue of being 

exposed to, or thrown together with, foreign etymologies and foreign languages” (Liu, 2004, p.13). 
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A massive attempt to formulate what wenyi meant for film can be found in 

the film journal Silver Star (Yinxing 銀星, est. 1927). The group of writers of the 

journal articulated in their articles the importance of wenyi for film and called for 

their fellow directors and scriptwriters to produce wenyi films. This is what I call 

the first attempt to theorize wenyi film in Chinese film historiography (Tam, 2015). 

Because of the efforts of the Silver Star writers and other film practitioners, the term 

wenyi film and wenyi blockbuster had been widely circulated by the late 1920s and 

early 1930s. Yeh provides a list of films related to wenyi in terms of their 

advertisements on Shen Bao (申報), a prestigious newspaper in the late Qing and 

Republican period. Her list shows that the term “literature and art blockbuster” 

(wenyi jupian 文藝巨片) first appeared in 1931 and was widely circulated after 

1935 (2011, p.187). Although the trend of making wenyi film waned and was 

replaced by martial arts films and other films adapted from folk tales in the late 

1920s, it resumed in the early 1930s with films like Zhang Shichuan’s Fate in Tears 

and Laughter (Tixiao yinyuan 啼笑因緣, 1932), Zheng Zhengqui’s Twin Sisters 

(Zimei hua 姊妹花, 1933), Bu Wancang’s (卜萬蒼, 1903-1974) Peach Blossom 

Weeps Tears of Blood (Taohua qixue ji 桃花泣血記, 1931), Love and Duty (Lianai 

yu yiwu 戀愛與義務, 1931) and Conscienceless (Rendao 人道, 1932). These films 

are later regarded by scholars as early examples of wenyi film in Republican China 

(Cai, 1985; Wang, 1981). Meanwhile, the relationship between Mandarin Ducks 

and Butterflies literature and wenyi film is highlighted (Liang, 1986a). A good case 

in point is Zhang Henshui (張恨水, 1895-1967). His influence on wenyi filmmaking 

can be found in Fate in Tears and Laughter, an adaptation by Zhang Shichuan in 

1932. This echoes Teo’s observation (2005) that the notion can be taken as film 

adaptations from Chinese and foreign literature. It can be observed from these 

positions that wenyi filmmaking was practiced in the early 1920s and baptized as a 

film genre by Xu Zhuodai in 1924 and was extensively used in the 1930s.  

After 1949, the production base of Chinese commercial filmmaking was 

relocated from Shanghai to Hong Kong and Taiwan. While their mainland 

counterparts were busy with producing socialist realist films, Hong Kong and 

Taiwan wenyi films were given a new lease of life. The popularity of wenyi films 

that dealt with family relationships and ethics, romantic elements and finer aspects 

of human emotions can be observed especially in Hong Kong from 1950s-1970s 
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(Wang, 1978 & 1981; Cai, 1985; Law, 1986; Liang, 1986b; Wong, 2008; Han, 2009; 

Chung, 2011; Wang, 2012). Individual filmmakers—including Lee Sun-fung (Li 

Chenfeng; 李晨風, 1909-1982), Doe Ching (Tao Qin; 陶秦, 1915-1969), Chin 

Chien (Qin Jian; 秦劍, 1926-1969) and others—were highlighted and the points 

that wenyi films can be understood as a genre of ethical conflict and romance 

pervaded with the tragic sentiment were put forward  (Wang, 1978 & 1981). Apart 

from the romance and ethical conflict, post-war Hong Kong wenyi films inherited 

the spirits from the May Fourth movement and left-wing cinema. The Union (中聯

影業) produced Cantonese wenyi films and its inaugural production was a remake 

and re-adaptation of Ba Jin’s (巴金, 1904-2005) Family (Jia 家, 1953). On the other 

hand, Sun Luen (新聯), allegedly with the support from the People’s Republic of 

China, promoted left-wing ideas by making use of the form of wenyi film (Chung, 

2011). It carried a wenyi mission to politicize the rather depoliticized Hong Kong 

film industry. 

 

In the 1960s’ Taiwan, wenyi was incorporated in to the official policy of film 

production: the notoriously famous trend of healthy realism (健康寫實主義) (Tang, 

2009). The KMT-owned Central Motion Picture Corporation put forward the style 

as “a didactic construction of romantic melodrama and civic virtue, a sort of 

purified wenyi” (Yeh, 2007, p.206). Directors like Lee Hsing (Li Xing; 李行, 

1930- ), Li Jia (李嘉, 1923-1994) and Bai Jingrui (白景瑞, 1931-1997) were the 

most prominent figures of this trend (Liu, 1998; Tang, 2009). Later in the 1970s, 

the wenyi trend shifted from the didactic style to love narrative, from healthy 

realism to “romance” (yanqing dainying 言情電影). Romance novels by Qiong Yao 

(瓊瑤, 1938- ) and other woman writers provided huge resources for screen 

adaptation (Yeh, 2007; Huang, 2009 & 2014). With the transition from healthy 

realism to romance in the 1960s and 1970s, the trend of shifting from nation 

building towards private passion in wenyi productions became apparent (Leung, 

2003). In contrast to the party-driven project of healthy realism, which was for the 

most part set in the living environments of underclass or marginalized people so as 

to evoke audiences’ sympathy towards the backwards and the poor, the love films 

adapted from romance novels tends to feature a more modern setting, focusing in 
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particular the love and passion between couples in private space. These adaptations 

reconstructed the audiences’ imagination of modern love (Huang 2014). 

 

The popularity of Qiong Yao’s films reached a peak in the mid-1970s before 

a period of stagnation followed. Wenyi film continued to flourish in the 1980s’ 

Taiwan but in a different form with different themes. At the beginning of the 1980s, 

Yeh claimed that “[e]ventually vernacular wenyi [of Qiong Yao’s films] was 

replaced by the serious wenyi, the respectable, committed wenxue (literature) of the 

Taiwan New Cinema” (2007, p.206). This was regarded as another turning point of 

Taiwan wenyi, shifting from private passion to “pure wenyi” (Liang, 1986b). Over 

the following decades, thanks in part to the awards Chinese-language filmmakers 

earned from international film festivals, wenyi films succeeded in gaining a wider 

international following. Wong Kar-wai is one of these figures who seizes the 

attention of producers and filmmakers all around the world by his unique “literary 

vision” and wenyi style (Teo, 2005). These developments bear out the growing 

transnational appeal and impact of Chinese-language wenyi films. What used to be 

a local film genre has becomes an essential part of global arthouse cinema. 

 

1.2. Wenyi Film and Mode of Expression 

 The historical sketch above is by no means exhaustive, but it should suffice 

to give a sense of the scope and complexity of wenyi cinema, which has taken on 

very different forms and meanings in different periods of time. This is the reason 

why Stephen Teo, after delineating the relationship between wenyi film and 

civilized drama and asserting that the term refers to adaptations of Chinese and 

foreign literatures, still leaves a remark that wenyi film “is an enigmatic 

nomenclature even to the Chinese” (2006, p.203). The enigma may be because over 

the course of decades of sustained productions, the genre still has not established a 

clear generic identity in the eyes of producers, audiences and critics alike. People 

can hardly find coherent generic characteristics shared by the films named under 

the term wenyi.  

 

The most conventional way to approach genre is to identify generic elements 

or characteristics in a particular film so as to evaluate whether the film belongs to 

that particular genre. Barry Keith Grant’s book (2007) is a typical example. In his 
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book, the author describes in details elements of genre, including iconography, 

setting, stories and themes, characters, actors and stars, etc. He is aware of the 

limitations of this approach and cites to Janet Staiger’ four methodologies for 

determining the genre and their potential problems: 

 

Janet Staiger suggests that there are four ways to approach genre 

definition, each with its own limitations. The idealist method, 

which judges films against a predetermined stand, is proscriptive 

in that certain films are privilege over other to the extent that they 

remain close to the chose model; the empiricist method involves 

circular logic in that the films selected already have been chosen 

as representation the genre; the a priori method, in which 

common generic elements are selected in advance; and the social 

convention method, which is problematic in how cultural 

consensus is determined (Keith Grant, 2007, p.22; original 

emphasis). 

 

Although Staiger’s methodologies approach films differently, they are based on the 

same belief that the grouping of a genre is based on the affinity between films in 

terms of the generic characteristics—the “law of genre”. The paradox of this 

approach is apparent: the law dictates every text that belongs or not belong to a 

genre while at the same time it is provisional and subject to ongoing revision 

(Langford, 2005, p.29). 

 

These observations apply strongly to wenyi film. Wenyi film is a genre that 

has been so extensively redefined through critical intervention as I mention above 

in the historical sketch. By identifying wenyi film with Qiong Yao’s romance in the 

1970s’ Taiwan, critics overlaid a new definitional framework onto a long-standing 

association of wenyi film with healthy realism in the previous decade. Later in 

Taiwan New Cinema, critics again identified wenyi film with arthouse cinema and 

overlaid a new framework onto the association between wenyi film and romance. 

From healthy realism to Qiong Yao’s romance to Taiwan New Cinema, one can 

hardly draw the common strains that constitute the genre. Wenyi film seems 

generally (by no means exclusively) to have denoted drama of romantic passion and 
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love or familial love and duty. Thus any discussion of wenyi film needs to begin not 

by defining the genre but by demarcating a field. Wenyi film here is something like 

the specific modes of expression of a “world-view”. This category referred to as 

“genre” here means something very different from the localized genres of film 

studies and film history. Instead, it is very much comparable to the notion of genre 

in literary theory. As observed by Fredric Jameson (1975), genre criticism in 

contemporary literary theory has two tendencies which he characterizes as the 

semantic and syntactic approaches. For semantic approach, it aims “explicitly at 

giving an account of the meaning of the genre” (p.136; original emphasis): 

 

The conceptual operation involved in this particular approach 

may be characterized a substitution, for the individual work in 

question, of some more generalized existential experience of 

which a description is then given which can range from the 

impressionistic to the phenomenologically rigorous. In this 

approach, the essence of genre is apprehended in terms of what 

we will call a mode. (p.137; original emphasis). 

 

This semantic approach intends to demarcate the mode of a genre, the vision of the 

genre, “which may be seen as a more general or universal attitude towards life or 

form of being-in-the-world” (p.136). In contrast, the syntactic approach aims to 

building a model.3  

 

This situation of wenyi film is very similar to the case of melodrama in 

classical Hollywood system (and therefore it is not surprising that critics and 

scholars choose melodrama as the English equivalent of wenyi film). Recently, a 

growing body of scholarship attempts to shift from discussing the constituting 

strains of melodrama to the melodramatic mode. Linda Williams offer a clear 

statement of this reconception of melodrama: 

 

                                                
3 Jameson does not prescribe one approach over the other. He makes these two seemingly 

incompatible tendencies the basis of the nature of genre. 
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Melodrama is the fundamental mode of popular American 

moving pictures. It is not a specific genre like the western or 

horror film; it is not a “deviation” of classical realist narrative; it 

cannot be located primarily in woman’s films, “weepies”, or 

family melodramas— though it includes them. Rather, 

melodrama is a peculiarly democratic and American form that 

seeks dramatic revelation or moral and emotional truths through 

a dialectic of pathos and action. It is the foundation of the 

classical Hollywood movie (Williams, 1998, p.42). 

 

Williams makes an ambitious claim that melodramatic mode is the foundation of 

the classical Hollywood movie. I am not going to go as far for wenyi film. What I 

want to point out is the similarity between melodrama and wenyi film as a mode: 

wenyi film is not a specific genre like martial arts film or kung fu film; it is not a 

“deviation” of social realism or realist narrative in arthouse cinema; it cannot be 

located primarily in romance and family melodramas—though it includes them. 

Rather, wenyi film is a mode, or an amalgamation of several modes of expressions 

that seeks revelation or truths through a dialectic—as I will state later—of ethos 

and intellectual thinking. 

 

1.3. Beyond Romance and Family 

This dissertation makes no attempt to study the genre in a comprehensive way. 

My focus is primarily on the usage of the term wenyi in the cinematic field from the 

1910s and the wenyi films produced during the 1920s-1940s. The reasons for 

emphasizing this particular period of time are twofold: on the one hand, by tracing 

the early usage of the term and the production of actual films, the origin of the genre 

can be substantiated. More importantly, it is in these films that the underlying 

argument of the dissertation, that is, the close interconnections between wenyi 

cinema and its intersections with the four modes of expression, i.e. romance, family, 

national character, and the people, can be illustrated most clearly. 

 

This attempt to bring wenyi film and the four modes of expression into 

meaningful intersections could strike one as odd and surprising, especially for the 

modes of national character and the people, since the wenyi film is commonly taken 
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as a genre more identified with love and familial relationships. In the history of 

wenyi film, as Cai Guorong argue, the focuses and themes of the genre are on family 

relationships and ethics, romantic elements, and finer aspects of human emotions 

(1985). At the first sight, this argument is valid for the early wenyi productions in 

Republican China. Take the examples I mention above: Zheng Zengqui and Zhang 

Shichuan’s An Orphan Rescues His Grandpa and Zheng Zhengqui’s Twin Sisters 

focuses on familial relationship; Dan Duyu’s Swear Oath, Zhang Shichuan’s Fate 

in Tears and Laughter and Bu Wancang’s Peach Blossom Weeps Tears of Blood 

deal with the problematics of love and marriage; Bu Wancang’s masterpiece Love 

and Duty combines the themes of free marriage and familial obligation; and his 

Conscienceless portrays the importance of conscience and benevolent.  

 

Without a doubt, the themes of love and marriage are crucial to the 

constituents of the wenyi cinema. Yet, yearning for love and free marriage does not 

exhaust what we can find in wenyi cinema. Rather, a more complex relationship of 

wenyi film and the cultural and social discursive, aesthetic, and institutional forces 

is at play. For example, Hou Yao’s Poet from the Sea provides another facet of wenyi 

film, for it not only appeals to love and familial relationships. More importantly, it 

is a picture about a lonely poet searching for the meaning of his life by the sea. In 

other words, the meanings embedded in the modern love and free marriage 

discourse of the wenyi film are by no means exhaustive; rather, they need to be 

specifically coordinated with a larger understanding of the cultural and political 

circumstances of the time. For instance, the wenyi biographical pictures popular in 

the late 1930s and 1940s entailed not an urge to meditate on the problems of love 

and family. This example indicates that the genre was to a large extent harnessed as 

a means of bolstering a larger project of building China as a modern nation. On the 

other hand, the underclass depicted in wenyi films like Huang Zuolin’s (黃佐臨, 

1906-1994) Night Inn (Yedian 夜店, 1947) has again nothing to do with the 

presumed themes of free love and marriage. Given the cultural and social discourses 

that appealed to the wenyi filmmakers and scriptwriters, it comes hardly as a 

surprise that the wenyi cinema intersected with the most crucial and prominent 

cultural discussions of the time.  
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The seeming love-and-family-oriented theme in wenyi films, then, is 

misleading and needs to be taken with caution, since it obscures in many ways other 

wenyi qualities in related productions. The genre as a whole is better seen as 

combination of different modes of expressions apart from love and family. It is 

worth noting that the wenyi cinema, despite its films’ adherence to subjects of love 

and family, had since the early 1920s made a concerted attempt to put its products 

in dialogue with its contemporary cultural discussions. Taking advantage of their 

positions as literati, the wenyi film practitioners successfully appropriated a range 

of new knowledge and articulations (e.g. female liberation discourse, free love and 

marriage debate, discourse of new heroism, left-wing articulations, etc.). All this 

had a crucial impact on their films: for instance, while the adaptations of Oscar 

Wilde’s Lady Windermere’s Fan embed the idea of modern marriage, they also, in 

Hong Shen’s (洪深, 1894-1955) adaptation in particular, utilize the female 

liberation discourse to put forward the idea of female as a free individual in a 

modern society. This discursive layer that excesses the simple discussion of free 

love and marriage here can hardly be missed: while there is no question that wenyi 

practitioners proposed through their adaptations a representation of a free individual 

embracing modern love and values, it did so by articulating other cultural 

discussions of the time to create an individual more than just a romantic subject. 

 

Similarly, despite the conventional perception of their being bound to the 

themes of romance and family melodrama, it is important not to overlook other 

dimension of wenyi films that proliferated particularly during the 1920s-1940s. 

Emerging and thriving in a period when China was embarking on a rapid course of 

modernization, these films were made in the hopes to escalate themselves to acquire 

the status of the arts, which turn out to be more intriguing than is usually thought. 

The wenyi film represented a major breakthrough in terms of modes of expressions 

when comparing to other genres. It borrowed many ideas from the literary fields—

through adaptations of modern Chinese literature, foreign literature and other 

literary sources—and turned them into new semantic elements for the genre. Tragic 

love sentiment, the idea of Nora’s leaving home, the image of “virtuous wife and 

good mother”, heroes in historical records, female activists and intellectuals in 

modern Shanghai and underclass people living at the margin of the society—all 
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these constituted elements would help propel wenyi cinema to a discursive and 

didactic device within this new form of mass entertainment. 

 

Yet making a case for the discursive, or even didactic, values of Republican 

wenyi films does not entail a narrowly textual approach. What is more important is 

to consider the complex intertwining of the films and their social and political 

contexts, especially the ways in which the films, their styles as well as their content, 

can be said to be rooted in the dynamics of Republican China’s modernization 

process after all those new cultural movements. This is not to simply argue that the 

films, with their emphasis on those new and modern individuals, mirrored the new 

characters of Chinese people. Nor is it adequate to say that the display of those 

individuals in the films alluded to a growing modernization of their characters 

among Chinese people. These interpretations are not necessarily wrong, but they 

are far too generalized to be of much analytical value. To better understand wenyi 

films of the period as a cultural expression, it is necessary to first consider that array 

of social, cultural and political changes brought about by China’s modernization, 

and then explain how these changes helped develop a new trend of wenyi films. 

 

1.4. Mapping Cultural Expressions in Republican China 

There is widespread scholarly consensus that the 1910s constituted a major 

transition era in Chinese society and culture. Soon after China became a “modern 

nation” in 1911, different cultural movements emerged across the intelligentsia. 

While the reform of the nation started as early as in the nineteenth century, full-

fledged modernization took place during the decade. Many intellectuals, 

particularly those who studied overseas or acquired language skills and knowledge 

of foreign countries, indulged themselves in modernizing the country and played 

an essential role in the restructuring of China’s cultural environment by propelling 

Western ideas and abandoning Chinese ones. These people, many of whom had 

affluent resources or cultural capital in the intelligentsia, endeavored to transform 

the “spirit” of Chinese people. The sense of living in an endangered nation, with 

the threats from the foreign countries pressing from all sides, created great anxiety, 

but this anxiety ironically provided the personal and collective drive of the 

intellectuals for cultural and political reform—a dialectic of the ethos and 

intellectual thinking as the basis of the wenyi cinema. 
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Spurred by the enthusiasm of Chinese intellectuals, the cultural milieu of 

Republican China experienced tremendous reformation from the 1910s through the 

1940s, transforming the country in less than half century’s time into a modern 

nation. This accelerated reformation generated tons of conflicts and tensions that 

had been building up during the decades and triggered arrays of cultural and 

political debates between different camps and different believes. One of the famous 

debates, which is closely related to the discussion of wenyi and wenyi film, was the 

debate between the purposes of art. Three different camps, namely Literary 

Research Association (Wenxue yanjiu hui 文學研究會), Creation Society 

(Chuangzao she 創造社) and Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies School, held 

different believes in literature. Literary Research Association put forward the notion 

of “art for life’s sake”; Creation Society reacted to and attacked the Association’s 

slogan on the one hand and propelled the notion of “art for art’s sake” on the other 

hand; the School, which regarded literature as a means of entertainment and for 

leisure, was seriously condemned by the former two camps for downgrading the 

literary art to the status of commodity. To promote their own convictions, the 

members of different camps acquired their means of production (magazines, literary 

journals, publishing houses, etc.) as the basis to disseminate their ideas about 

literature.  

 

The idea of “art for life’s sake” in the literary field triggered, or at least 

interacted dynamically with, the concomitant belief of (wenyi) film as a tool for 

didacticism in the cinematic field. Some film critics and theorists who were 

intimately linked to the film industry proclaimed to make film with wenyi quality. 

The intellectuals educated themselves with modern values, a generation who 

aspired to new forms of entertainment, further fueled the aspiration of wenyi 

productions in the 1920s. People began to ponder on how to propagate those ideas 

they considered as “progressive” and “enlightening”, aiming at bringing 

widespread changes to the social and cultural structure as well as to the ways people 

perceived and made sense of themselves as well as the world surrounding them.  
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Therefore, some major debates in the intelligentsia became the themes of 

wenyi film. Debases like free love vs. traditional family institution, the patriarch vs. 

free marriage, Nora’s leaving home, new virtuous wife and good mother, renewal 

of Chinese character, heroism, left-wing ideas and underclass, etc. entailed a 

fundamental change in the cultural milieu of Republican China, which in turn 

helped usher in new modes of expressions in wenyi films. The two seemingly 

distinct and independent realms—wenyi cinema and cultural expressions in 

Republican China—may be said to converge and intersect. It is precisely the goal 

of this dissertation to bring to light these intersections and interconnections, to 

investigate the different ways in which the social, cultural and political 

transformations associated with Republican China found expression in the wenyi 

film. 

 

Drawing from the recurrent themes in discursive construction in cultural 

discourses and film aesthetics, this dissertation designates four intersections 

between discourses and practices of wenyi film as to explore the rich complexity 

and interplay at various historical moments. My aim is to answer the question “what 

is wenyi film?” by the materials from the early 1920s to the 1940s. Wenyi in this 

period of time was never a static concept and wenyi film as a discursive notion and 

practice intersected with different discourses and practices of the time. To further 

elaborate how the question can be answered, I would like to turn to the intersection 

between the discourses and practices. These intersections capture distinct regimes 

of conception and affection. This dissertation is thus organized around these 

intersections: romance, family, national character, and the people. The four 

intersections are heuristic categories that capture certain prominent configurations 

of cultural discussions on literature and arts, the film aesthetics underlying 

cinematography, and transitions between different media—from literary works to 

cinematic texts or remakes of previous films. These four modes outlined here are 

by no means exclusive of each other. Instead, there are historical overlaps, 

coexistences, and recuperations with substantial transformations. Looking at the 

recurrent intersection across various cultural discourses and practices, each 

intersection uncovers the cultural and social discursive, aesthetic, and institutional 

forces at play. 
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1.5. The Four Intersections: Romance, Family, Hero and the People 

 

1.5.1. Romance 

In Cai Guorong’s seminal book Studies on Contemporary Chinese Wenyi Film 

(1985), “writing sentiments” (shuxie ganqing 書寫感情) is regarded as the most 

prominent subject matter of wenyi films (p.3). The author contends that wenyi film 

intersects with two kinds of sentiments (qing 情): familial love (qinqing 親情) and 

romance (aiqing 愛情). He argues that one of the three earliest feature films in 

Chinese cinema, namely Dan Duyu’s (但杜宇, 1897-1970) The Sea Oath (Haishi 

海誓, 1922), opens up the dimension of romance for later films to follow, affirming 

that aiqing (romance) is one of the major components of wenyi film. Cases like The 

Peach Girl (Taohua qixue ji 桃花泣血記, 1931). A Marriage through Tears and 

Laughter (Tixiao Yiyuan 啼笑姻緣, 1932), and Spring in a Small Town are 

discussed (pp.9-25). The argument of romance being a major theme of wenyi films 

is also confirmed by earlier materials. In an article discussing the film adaptation of 

his novel, novelist Yi Da (John Yip) (1974) argues that love is a universal sentiment 

pervading in both Chinese and Western literary classics as well as wenyi films. A 

review on Li Hanhsiang’s (李翰祥, 1926-1996) Back Door (Houmen 後門, 

1960)—a wenyi film adapted from Xu Xu’s (徐訏, 1908-1980) (1908-1980) novel 

with the same title—merits the film of its capability to “convey sentiments” 

(chuanqing 傳情) (Anonymous, 1960). More recently, Ng Ho edited book Music 

and Melodrama (2005) clearly points out that wenyi film is specified to express 

qing. From these examples, wenyi film is considered as carrying an affective power 

to express the emotion in romance with that emotion can move the audiences to 

burst into tears.  

 

This power has its origin in the early time of Chinese film industry, starting 

from the adaptation of Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies School’s literature. The love 

stories composed by the writers of the Butterflies School did not only convey a 

sense of romanticism; the tragic sentiment in those stories attracted many modern 

readers to weep with the writer. In late Qing and early Republican period emerged 

a subgenre of romance story, i.e. aiqing (tragic love 哀情) story. In late Qing, the 
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term was used for describing novels that fall under the category of tearjerkers. Later 

in the Early Republic, the label was first used in advertisements, and then in critical 

essays, to designate certain type of wenyi film. The tragic sentiment inherited from 

the Butterflies literature later became a major constituent of wenyi film in the 1920s 

and 1930s through the adaptations of tragic love fictions (aiqing xiaoshuo 哀情小

說). This was the emergence of a subgenre of wenyi film, i.e. tragic love film (aiqing 

dianying 哀情電影), with Zhang Shichuan’s (張石川, 1890-1954) 1924 adaptation 

of Xu Zhenya’s (徐枕亞, 1889-1937) The Soul of Yuli (Yulihun 玉梨魂) as the most 

prominent example. In the following decades, dozens of romance films (aiqing 

yingpian 愛情影片) were inspired by or adapted from first from the Butterflies 

novels then Western and modern Chinese literature with themes of romantic love. 

 

Under the influence of Hollywood, aiqing film utilized the performative 

technique of facial expression and cinematographic technique of close-up to convey 

the tragic sentiment. Gilles Deleuze’s concept of the affection-image can its 

relevancy here. With the help of the notion of affection-image and the theory around 

it, chapter 2 intends to discuss films like Cai Chusheng’s (蔡楚生, 1906-1968) New 

Women (Xin nüxing 新女性, 1935), Hung Suk-wan’s (洪叔雲) The Rich House 

(Pengmeng biyu 蓬門碧玉, 1942) and etc. to see how the affection-image in wenyi 

film work. 

 

 

1.5.2. Family 

It is not surprising that the theorization of wenyi film intersected with the call 

for freedom of love and voluntary marriage, concepts that were merited by the May 

Fourth writers and New Culture Movement intellectuals. From love to marriage, 

the notion of family steps into the formulation of wenyi film. Cai Guorong again 

confirms this formulation and raises cases in Hong Kong and Taiwan cinema after 

1949 for illustration. However, he seldom discusses cases with the theme of familial 

love from the Republican period. Hong Kong film critic and scholar Law Kar (1986) 

resonates with Cai’s argument and provides analyses to a list of wenyi film with 

family themes. But his focus is, again, on post-1949 Cantonese cinema. He chooses 

such cases as Mother’s Heart is Broken (Erxin sui muxin 兒心碎母心, 1958), 
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Autumn Love (Qiuyemeng 秋葉盟, 1964) and Eternal Regret (Niehai yihen 孽海遺

恨, 1962) to discuss ethical (lunli 倫理) issues manifested in these wenyi films. Law sets 

a standard of how to discuss wenyi film with family themes for later researches. One of the 

examples is He Chugeng’s discussion of Zheng Zhengqiu’s (鄭正秋, 1889-1935) 

films from 1923-1927. He classifies Zheng film as “family/ethic melodrama” 

(jiating/lunli qingjieju 家庭／倫理情節劇) from 1923-1927 (2002, pp.25-42). 

Other related discussions are the analysis of anti-feudalism in wenyi films and the 

theme of “abandoned child and single mother” from Grace Yan-yan Mak (2011) 

and Han Yanli (2009).  

 

In tracing the origin of the family themes in Cantonese wenyi films in the 

1950s and 1960s, Han recalls some of the Republican films like An Orphan Rescues 

His Grandpa (Guer jiuzu ji 孤兒救祖記, 1922), Little Toys (Xiao wanyi 小玩意, 

1933), Goddess (Shennü 神女, 1935), and Song of a Kind Mother (Cimu qu 慈母

曲, 1937) as a background for her discussion. In fact, wenyi films with family-

related issues occupied a more prominent positon in the Republican period than 

what the existing literature suggests. The debates of the problematics of the 

traditional family institution staged by the New Cultural Movement and the May 

Fourth Movement provided the momentum to wenyi films to reflect the relevant 

tension. Among all the debates, the family reform debate and the debate of Nora’s 

leaving home were the most essential: the family reform debate was set to demolish 

the traditional family institution and the authority of the family head; the debate of 

Nora’s leaving home posed questions of which form of new family should be 

pursued and what fate woman might face in this new scenario.  

 

 As a result, the tension in the transition between traditional, extended families 

and small, conjugal families were explored in wenyi film with family themes. Love 

and Duty (Lianai yu yiwu 戀愛與義務, 1931) is a good case which renders the 

complexity of the family-related issues in Republican China: the first half of the 

film shows the tragedy of arranged marriage (love) while the second half shows the 

familial responsibility of the parents (duty). Other examples are: the trilogy of 

Family (Jia 家, 1941), Spring (Chun 春, 1942) and Autumn (Qiu 秋, 1942) 

forecasted the decline of the family head and traditional family; Symphony of 
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Marriages (Jiehun jiaoxiang qu 結婚交響曲, 1944) portrayed the tragedy of 

unmatched couple; Mother and Son (Mu yu zi 母與子, 1947) sought the way to 

formulate a new form of family without the patriarch; Sorrows of a 

Bride  (Xinguiyuan 新閨怨, 1948) problematized the notion of “virtuous wife and 

good mother” (xianqi liangmu 賢妻良母). In chapter 4, I revisits the family reform 

debate and its criticism towards traditional family as a corrupt and oppressive 

system and focus on how the trilogy of Family, Spring and Autumn and Mother and 

Son intertwined with the traditional and modern modes of family. 

 

1.5.3. Hero 

The third intersection is between wenyi film and heroism. Neglected by later 

discussions of wenyi film, heroism was one of the key terms of this genre in its early 

theorization. As opposed to those who argue that heroism, a term which gained 

currency starting from the late 1920s, prepared for the popular reception of wuxia 

or martial art films around the same time, a composite modernist discourse of new 

heroism was one of the earliest attempts to theorize wenyi into its distinct social and 

political agenda for national re-invigoration. This early attempt can be found in the 

film magazine Silver Star (Yinxing 銀星) (Tam, 2015). The writers who contributed 

to Silver Star shared the belief of neo-heroism (xinyingxiong zhuyi 新英雄主義) 

derived from Romain Rolland’s idea (Lu 1926a, 1926b, 1927c; Chen 1926b, 1927; 

Yu 1928; Ying 1928). By absorbing Kuriyagawa Hakuson’s idea of the “symbols of 

anguish”, this group of film theorists believes that the hero of the new era should 

fight against oppression and reshape the non-human reality into a better living 

condition for common people. One of the main contributors to the magazine the 

scriptwriter Chen Zhiqing (1926) gave high esteem to the persistent and courageous 

spirit in foreign films and regarded the wenyi film as a genre capable of cultivating 

a better national spirit. Illuminated by the spirits of neo-heroism and symbols of 

anguish, the Silver Star believed that wenyi film should replace the traditional 

Chinese spirit by spiritual rigor and emotional outburst. Here, heroism would 

become the remedy for the weak and muddled national character attacked by 

intellectuals 
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The intersection between heroism and wenyi film can be found in wenyi 

biographical pictures (biopic), a type of film based on the materials of historical 

heroic figures. In Republican cinema, biopic was not a prominent genre. In the late 

1930s, biopic began to attract critics’ and audiences’ attentions due to the large 

amount of foreign productions imported to China, including films from Hollywood 

and the Soviet Union like The Story of Louis Pasteur (William Dieterle, 1936), The 

Life of Emile Zola (William Dieterle, 1937), Young Pushkin (Abram Naroditsky, 

1937), Victoria the Great (Herbert Wilcox, 1937), The Great Waltz (Julien Duvivier, 

1938), Conquest of Peter the Great (Vladimir Petrov, 1938), Young Mr. Lincoln 

(John Ford, 1939), Young Tom Edison (Norman Taurog, 1940), Edison, the Man 

(Clarence Brown, 1940), Abe Lincoln in Illinois (John Cromwell, 1940), etc. 

Following the foreign practices, Chinese wenyi biopic (wenyi zhuanji pian 文藝傳

記片) began to appear in the 1940s in order to promote a new character of Chinese 

people in response to the crisis in China. Facing the invasion of Japan, film 

practitioners hoped to agitate Chinese audience through heroic stories in Chinese 

history to fight against the foreign enemies. Longing for this extraordinary kind of 

heroism, the literati sought revitalization of their home country through the figures 

embodying heroism in wenyi film. Yet, wuxia film finally absorbed this notion, 

overcoming the dominance of wenyi film over this subject to become one of the 

most dominant genres of film in the late 1920s. However, wuxia and wenyi were 

and are never two separated conceptual zones without any intersection. The 

dialectic of wen and wu can be found in Chinese wenyi biopics in the 1930s and 

1940s. In these film, the heroes were expressed in term of wen, wu and other types 

of quality that were meant to reformulate the national character. Fei Mu’s Confucius 

(Kongfuzi孔夫子, 1940) and Bu Wancang’s National Spirit (Guohun 國魂, 1948) 

are two excellent examples for the re-interrogation and re-energization of the 

national character. I situate these wenyi biopic into their specific historical contexts 

to see how different heroisms were suggested during the anti-Japanese war and the 

civil war period in chapter 4. 
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1.5.4. The People 

“Going to the people” was one of the slogans of the theorization of wenyi film. 

“People’s art”, (minzhong yishu 民眾藝術) “people’s drama” (minzhong xiju 民眾

戲劇) and “people’s film” (minzhonog dianying 民眾電影) were common notions 

evoked in the theorization of wenyi film. This strong inclination towards 

representing and engaging the people reminds us of the earlier debate between “art 

for life’s sake” (wei rensheng er yishu 為人生而藝術) and ‘art for art’s sake’ (wei 

yishu er yishu 為藝術而藝術) in the literary field in the 1910s and 1920s. The 

notion of ‘art for life’s sake’ had a huge impact in both literary and cinematic field, 

especially for wenyi film which was a genre actively engaged in translating and 

adapting literature works into filmic images. 

 

The key player of the proposition of the notion of “art for life’s sake” was the 

Literary Research Association (Wenxue yanjiu hui 文學研究會) whose members 

believed in the realist approach to literature for the enlightenment of the people. 

Writers in the LRA believed in the mission of promoting “a literature of blood and 

tears” (xue yu lei de wenxue 血與淚的文學); in particular, Zhu Ziqing (朱自清, 

1898-1948) (1922) proposed the notion of “people’s literature”. (minzhong wenxue 

民眾文學). Both saw literature as a means to enlightening people to fight against 

the oppression they faced. In the domain of drama, The People’s Dramatic Society 

(Minzhong xiju she 民眾戲劇社) was set up in 1921 by Chen Daibei (陳大悲, 

1887-1944), Mao Dun (茅盾, 1896-1981), Xiong Foxi (熊佛西, 1900-1965), 

among others, to promote the idea of “people’s drama” and the belief of “art for 

life’s sake”. This way of thinking had a huge impact on the wenyi film for the 

practitioners often chose to adapt film from this literary camp. Film theorists then 

coined the notion “people’s film” in the belief of art as a means to enlightening the 

people and reforming the society, similar to that in “people’s literature” and 

“people’s drama”. Later in the 1930s, this belief found its leftist turn in wenyi film 

theorization and proposed that a wenyi film should become a vigorous means to the 

reform of the society (Ming, 1933) and reflect the social relations on which it based 

(Yi, 1940). From the 1920s-1940s, film theorists absorbed the idea of “art for life’s 

sake” to formulate their theory for wenyi film. They believed wenyi film should 

reflect the living conditions of the people and their social relations. To achieve this 
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end, wenyi filmmakers relied on realism, celebrating the reenactment of life events 

while combating against the status quo. In this sense, the wenyi film was a tool for 

social criticism. 

 

In the last chatper, through revisiting the debate between “art for life’s sake” 

and “art for art’s sake” in the literary field, I show its influence on the discourse of 

wenyi film. The reception of Oscar Wilde’s paly Lady Windermere’s Fan is an 

excellent case study to see how the idea of “art for life’s sake” sinicized the play for 

the local context, while Li Pingqing’s The World of Gold and Silver (Jinyin shijie 

金銀世界, 1939) and Huang Zuolin’s (黃佐臨, 1906-1994) Night Inn (Yedian 夜

店, 1947) are cases to illustrate how the notion of “art for life’s sake” was 

appropriated in different camps for different purposes. This again shows that wenyi 

film is a cluster term that can incorporate heterogeneous voices. 

 

Through an investigation of these intersections, this dissertation hopes to 

answer the question “what is wenyi film?” in Republican China from the 1910s to 

1940s. The period was selected in hopes to trace the emergence of the genre and its 

vicissitude in modern China. My choice of films provides us a condition through 

which we can see the interactions and intersections of the literary and cinematic 

fields. Producing a wenyi film is a translation process during which the literary, 

cultural, political and cinematic discursive practices as well as filmic productions 

are intertwined; it is also a desire to elevate the form of modern entertainment to 

the status of film-as-art. Seen from this perspective, the focus of my study is not 

only on film adaptations, but film history as well as cultural history as seen through 

the intersection between the literary and cinematic fields. The perspective of 

cultural history not only provides the contextual clues for my analysis of the texts. 

By this critical study of wenyi and wenyi film, I hope to make some contributions 

to our understanding as to the aspect of the cultural exchanges between literature 

and film. 
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Chapter 2. Ai1qing: Death, Face and Affection-Image  

 

Romantic love (aiqing 愛情) has already been argued by Cai Guorong and 

others as one of the major subject matter of wenyi films. In 1924, Zhang Shichuan 

(張石川, 1890-1954) made most probably the earliest romantic film adaptation, 

namely The Soul of Yuli (Yulihun 玉梨魂, 1924), based on Xu Zhenya’s (徐枕亞, 

1889-1937) novel of the same title. In the following decades, dozens of romance 

films (aiqing yingpian 愛情影片) were inspired by or adapted from novels of 

Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies School (hereafter Butterflies School). At a time 

when cinema was burgeoning into a modern form of public entertainment, it is not 

surprising that writers of the Butterflies School were attracted to the medium—as 

viewers, to experience the sensation of technological novelty; and as participants, 

to join the film industry in various roles. Meanwhile, filmmakers acquired a whole 

range of romantic love stories. Adaptations extended from Butterflies novels to 

Western and modern Chinese literature in general. 

 

With the introduction of this modern form of entertainment to China, romance 

film became a generic notion most frequently used for films that involve love 

between the two sexes. At the same time, tragic love (ai1qing 哀情) emerged as a 

notion even more closely related to film adaptations. 1  This notion is more 

elaborative because most of the early Chinese film adaptations borrowed heavily 

from the tragic love stories (ai1qing xiaoshuo 哀情小說) of the Butterflies School. 

More importantly, the notion of ai1qing film (ai1qing yingpian 哀情影片) was in 

wide circulation throughout print media a decade before the first Chinese ai1qing 

film appeared. This historic fact raises questions such as when and how the notion 

was used, how this newly anointed notion was in turn replaced by another notion 

called wenyi (grand) tragedy (wenyi [da] beiju 文藝[大]悲劇) , and how this later 

enriched our understanding of wenyi films.  

 

                                                
1 I use here ai1qing for transcribing the Chinese characters of tragic love because the romanizations 

of 愛情 (aiqing) and 哀情 (ai1qing) appear the same. To differentiate哀情 (ai1qing) from愛情 

(aiqing), the tone of 哀 (ai) is added to the romanization of 哀情 (first tone as 1) to make it become 

ai1qing. In other words, the romanization of 愛情 can be written as ai4qing. 
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Adapting from ai1qing fiction, most ai1qing films carry similar plots to their 

originals. Thus, a general narrative structure of ai1qing films can be obtained with 

reference to recent scholarship on ai1qing fiction. Perry Link offers the most robust 

study in ai1qing fiction and the Butterflies literature at large. His schema for 

courtesan novel provides a basis for a schema on ai1qing work, namely the six-

phase of a1iqing route. Keenly aware that film and literature are different art forms, 

this chapter borrows the idea of Face and affection-image from Deleuze’s cinematic 

theory. It is argued that the cinematic close-up on the facial expression of actors and 

actresses in ai1qing films concoct the specific affection-images of ai1qing. This 

chapter offers a close analysis of three ai1qing films, namely New Women (Xin 

nüxing 新女性, 1935), The Rich House (Pengmeng biyu 蓬門碧玉, 1942) and 

Broken Spring Dreams (Chuncan mengduan 春殘夢斷, 1955). With reference to 

the schema of the ai1qing route, this chapter interrogates the narrative structures of 

the three films in order to highlight their ai1qing elements. By pinpointing the most 

intense ai1qing moments (dying sequences) in these films, this chapter explains 

how close-ups help achieving the affection-images of ai1qing. 

 

 

2.1. Ai1qing: The Label 

Even before the first Chinese ai1qing film was produced, the notion of 

ai1qing film had been in use for a decade. Ai1qing yingpian (ai1qing film 哀情影

片) first appeared on Shen Bao (申報) on 26 November 1915 and later has since 

enjoyed wide circulation. The very first advertisement of ai1qing film went as 

follows: “Tonight’s show at the Republic Film Theatre (共和影戲園) will be 

rescheduled for an ai1qing xinju yingpian (ai1qing new drama film 哀情新劇影片) 

(Fig 2.1). It is reported that the film is a story about the war between Greek and 

Turkey in 1900. The scenes are authentic and stunning.” (Anonymous, 1915, 

November 26). 
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Figure 2.1 Republic Film Theatre reschedules for an ai1qing new drama film.  

Shen Bao (1915, November 26), p.11. 

 

Subsequently, news reports and advertisements with the label “ai1qing yingpian” 

proliferated. For example, an advertisement on Shen Bao dated December 11, 1916 

about the Ailun Film Theatre (愛倫活動影戲院) read as follows: “ai1qing film An 

Error Causes a Sorrow Life (Yishi zucheng qianguhe 一失足成千古恨)”; 2 another 

advertisement on the same newspaper dated April 17, 1917 read: “ai1qing film The 

Guilty of Romance (Qing zhi zui 情之罪). The film length is a thousand feet long”. 

3  

 

Indeed, ai1qing was first associated, not with film, but with fiction. The first 

mention of ai1qing fiction (ai1qing xiaoshuo) on Shen Bao was dated 6 February 

                                                
2 The original title of Yishi zucheng qianguhe cannot be identified. The English title is the translation 

of the Chinese one. 
3 The original title of Qing zhi zui cannot be identified. The English title is the translation of the 

Chinese one. 
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1908: “The ai1qing fiction Waves of Romance (Qinghai bolan ji 情海波瀾記) is 

serialized today. It is full of unexpected joys and sorrows, a recent masterpiece of 

novel of sentiments (yanqing xiaoshuo 言情小說). Interested readers please take 

note.”4 Since then, ai1qing became a popular label for fictional works that involve 

tragic love. The label appeared at around the same time when the notion of tragedy 

(beiju 悲劇) appeared on print media.5  The emergence of ai1qing and beiju at 

around the same time was not incidental. Tragic sentiment, including ai and bei, 

was a general ethos of the late Qing and early Republic period. Novel of sentiments 

at the time were often assigned subgeneric label informing the reader of its ethos: 

ai1qing (tragic love), kuqing (bitter love 苦情), canqing (miserable love 慘情), 

yuanqing (wronged love 冤情), lieqing (chaste love 烈情), and so on (Lee Haiyan, 

2007, p.62). Chen Pingyuan noted that joyous love was often excluded as the 

general public of that time mostly welcomed tragic love stories (1989, p.321). 

Indeed, ai1qing fiction was one of the most favorite subgenres of the Butterflies 

School. 

 

On the one hand, the wide application of ai1qing as a label for films with 

tragic content was a result of the general ethos of the time. On the other hand, it was 

also a result of some Butterflies School writers joining the film industry during the 

mid-1920s. Significantly, the label ai1qing film is usually used for adaptations of 

Butterflies School ai1qing fiction, or films that involve ai1qing fiction writers. 

Examples include: Dan Duyu’s (但杜宇, 1897-1972) The Revival of an Old Well 

(Gujing chongbo ji 古井重波記, 1923), which was scripted by an important 

Butterflies writer Zhu Shouju (朱瘦菊, 1892-1962); Zhang Shichuan’s Orchid in 

an Empty Valley (Konggulan 空谷蘭, 1925), adapted from the novel of the same 

title translated by another important Butterflies School writer Bao Tianxiao (包天

笑, 1876-1973); Fallen Plum Blossoms (Meihualuo 梅花落, 1927), adapted from 

Bao’s novel of the same title; Zheng Zhengqiu and Cai Chusheng’s (蔡楚生, 1906-

                                                
4 The newspaper reported the original author as the British author Peigen (培根). However both the 

fiction and the author cannot be identified due to lack of information. The English title is translated 

from the Chinese one. 
5 The first serialized tragedy in Shen Bao was published in 21 April 1907, namely Ji Shengsheng’s 

“Tears of Blood” (Xueleihen chuanqi 血淚痕傳奇). 
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1968) Hall of the Broken Zither (Suiqinlou 碎琴樓, 1930), adapted from He Zou’s 

(何諏) novel; and Tan Zhiyuan (譚志遠) and Gao Lihen’s (高梨痕, 1890-1982) 

The Sea of Regret (Henhai 恨海, 1931), adapted from the novel with the same title 

by Wu Jianren (吳趼人, 1866-1910). For a lengthy period in Chinese film 

historiography, the Butterflies School’s influence on the Chinese film industry has 

been neglected and under-estimated. Recently, scholars have begun to follow this 

line of inquiry and delivered some fruitful results. According to recent scholarship 

on Chinese film historiography, Butterflies School writers participated in the film 

industry in a variety of ways (Cheng, Li & Xing, 1963a, p.56; Mei, 2007, p.193; 

Feng, 1997; Li Bin, 2011). Their works were adapted to films extensively. Wen 

Shangnan’s statistic (1999) shows 92 films in the Republican period that were 

adapted from Butterflies literature, while Xu Shanshan (2008) counts 142. The 

number shows the Butterflies School’s huge influence on Chinese film productions. 

In an article written for the centenary celebration of Chinese cinema, Fan Boqun 

points to the fact that Zheng Zhengqiu, after the huge success of Orchid in an Empty 

Valley, invited the famous Butterflies writer Bao Tianxiao to be a scriptwriter for 

his film company (Fan, 2005). Recently, Mei Wen (2007) also acknowledges Bao’s 

contribution as a scriptwriter to the film industry. Zhang Wei’s monograph (2004) 

remains the most comprehensive research on the Butterflies writers’ participation 

in the early Chinese film industry. She discusses the Butterflies writers who had 

participated in the film industry and compiles a list of films produced by those 

writers. The list includes around 20 writers with more than 130 film titles. 

 

As a result of the Butterflies writers’ involvement in the film industry, and the 

numerous amount of films adapted from ai1qing fiction, the label ai1qing was 

quickly adopted in film reviews, advertisements and film related materials. In Shen 

Bao, the label “ai1qing film” first appeared in 1915, and was most frequently used 

from 1930-1936. Examples from the newspaper include: Zhang Shichuan’s An 

Orphan Rescues his Grandfather (Guer jiuzu ji 孤兒救祖記, 1923), described as 

the “first narrative feature” in standard Chinese film history, was labeled a “family 

ai1qing film”; Hou Yao’s (侯曜, 1903-1942) The Person in the Boudoir Dream 

(Chungui mengli ren 春閨夢裏人, 1925) was called a “war ai1qing film”; Zhang 

Huimin’s (張惠民) Orphan in the Snow (Xuezhong Guchu 雪中孤雛, 1929) was 
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named a “chivalrous ai1qing film”, etc. Besides newspaper advertisements, the 

label was also used by critics to designate films that either carried the power of 

ai1qing, or were adapted from ai1qing fiction. For instance, an article on Film 

Magazine (影戲雜誌) used the term ai1qing film alongside detective (zhentan 偵

探), martial art (shangwu 尚武) and adventure (maoxian 冒險) films (Lin, 1924); 

an article on the Hong Kong newspaper The Chinese Mail (華字日報) defined 

ai1qing film as “mainly depicting tragic family drama” among 16 types of film (LY, 

1924, November 29); Zhou Shoujuan (周瘦鵑, 1895-1968) compared the subgenre 

with ethic film (lunli yingpian 倫理影片) (Zhou, 1926); numerous reviews on The 

Soul of Yuli designated the film as an ai1qing film (Bing, 1924; Kai, 1924; Xia, 

1924, May 10; Yang, 1924, May 12; Bo, 1924, May 13), etc. These examples show 

how the notion of ai1qing film was widely circulated and recognized by film critics 

and general audience alike. 

 

One application of the ai1qing label worth noting is Bing Xin’s review of The 

Soul of Yuli. Bing highlighted the “literary tone or literariness” in the intertitles of 

the film. She further associated ai1qing with wenyi: “It is good to use meaningful 

and thought provoking phrases in the intertitles of ai1qing film for aiding the 

artwork or wenyi work (wenyipin 文藝品)—ai1qing film” (xin5). Bing Xin 

generally equated wenyi work with artwork. The notions of wenyi and art, after all, 

were used interchangeably in her time. This understanding of wenyi matches with 

the definition in Wenyi Dictionary, Edited by Sun Lianggong (孫良工, 1894-1962) 

in 1928, the entry reads: 

 

Wenyi: Generally, it is a noun for literature and art. Its meaning is 

narrower than that of art while broader than that of literature. 

Sometime it designates literature (namely pure literature); and 

sometime it is used to denote the totality of art (p.55).  

 

This general understanding of wenyi was shared by the literary circle, and Bing Xin 

utilized it as a critical device in her film review. She designated ai1qing film as a 

kind of wenyi work. But she did not use the notion of wenyi pian/wenyi film, which 

later became widely recognized in the cinematic field. Instead, her choice of words 
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was wenyi pin. This may be because the notion of wenyi film was not yet in 

circulation within the cultural circle in 1924. Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh points out that 

Xu Zhuodai (徐卓呆, 1881-1958) regarded wenyi film as one of the filmic genre 

classifications in his book On Photoplay (Yingxi xue 影戲學, 1924), Yeh further 

argues that Xu was probably the first person in Chinese film history to define wenyi 

film as a genre (Yeh, 2009; 2012). In her research, Yeh indicates that the term 

“literature and art blockbuster” (wenyi jupian 文藝鉅片) first appeared on Shen 

Bao in 1931, and became widely circulated after 1935 (Yeh, 2011). Combining 

Yeh’s observation with the above discussion, one may come to the conclusion that, 

a decade before wenyi film was seen as a proper generic label, ai1qing film 

occupied its position for designated tragic love film. In this sense, Bing Xin’s 

attempt was significant for linking wenyi to ai1qing film, conceiving ai1qing film 

as a type of wenyi work. 

 

The use of the label underwent gradual transformation in the late 1930s. The 

label ai1qing film began to recede in the late 1930s, and was replaced by the term 

“wenyi tragedy” (wenyi beiju 文藝悲劇) or “wenyi grand tragedy” (wenyi da beiju 

文藝大悲劇). As is mentioned, a high tide for the use of ai1qing film occurred in 

the mid-1930s on Shen Bao. During the time, around 10 films were placed under 

the name of ai1qing every year. However, by the late 1930s and early 1940, films 

were seldom labelled as such. On the contrary, the notion of wenyi tragedy emerged 

in the fields of drama and film in the 1940s. For example, an advertisement in 1948 

labelled MGM’s film Waterloo Bridge (1940) as a “wenyi tragedy” (Fig. 2.2). The 

film was adapted from the 1930 play of the same name. Later on, the film Love 

Letters (1945), adapted from the novel Pity My Simplicity by Christopher Massie, 

was also hailed as a “wenyi tragedy” (Fig. 2.3). After 1949, there was scant mention 

of the notion of ai1qing film in the media of Hong Kong, the biggest film production 

site in Greater China at that time. Following the practice in the 1940s, wenyi tragedy 

or wenyi grand tragedy continued its function in the 1950s and 1960s. The declining 

use of the label ai1qing film is a result of the declining influence of the Butterflies 

School in the media after the mid-1930s, as well as the rise of drama during the 

Japanese occupation. The term ai1qing from the Butterflies School faded out and 

the term beiju, literally “tragic drama”, from the drama field replaced its position. 
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Despite the change of wording from ai (哀) to bei (悲), this subgenre still largely 

deals with the same kind of tragic sentiment. Wenyi [grand] tragedy became a new 

term for films with tragic content. The modifier wenyi highlights the fact that these 

filmic productions, either scripted by modern writers or adapted from literary works, 

are closely related to literary art.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 MGM’s Waterloo Bridge (1940) advertisement with label wenyi tragedy.  

From Shen Bao (1948, August 8), p.8. 
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Figure 2.3 An advertisement of Shuangcheng meng with label wenyi tragedy. 

Overseas Chinese Daily (Hong Kong, 1950, January 20), p.4-2. 

 

In short, the label ai1qing was first used to describe novels, especially those 

produced by the Butterflies writers. Later on, the term was utilized in media for 

both foreign and local films with tragic sentiments. The involvement of Butterflies 

writers in the film industry and the adaptation of their works into film aided the 

term’s extension from the literary field into its cinematic counterpart. During and 

after the Japanese occupation, the label from the Butterflies School was replaced 

by wenyi [grand] tragedy, a label from the field of drama. By that time, drama has 

become more influential to cinema than the Butterflies School, at least in contriving 

generic labels. Consequently, the media borrowed the term beiju from the drama 

field and combined with the term wenyi to create a new label for filmic tragedy. 

This salient fact shows how the ai1qing label overlaps with the notion of wenyi. 

Understanding that the configuration of ai1qing does have a profound impact on 

wenyi film, the following sections investigate the constituents of ai1qing film, i.e. 

its narrative structure and cinematic techniques. 
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2.2. Narrative Structure: Six-phase Ai1qing Route  

In order to understand the characteristic of ai1qing films on a narrative level, 

one should first examine the narrative structure of ai1qing fiction, which share the 

same plot elements. Some recent scholarship on the Butterflies School has 

underlined the traits of this subgenre. Zhao Xiaoxuan points out that nearly every 

ai1qing fiction involves severe disease or death (1993, pp.56-63; 2002, p.114). It is 

commonly understood that the anguish (kumen 苦悶) engendered by the conflict 

between traditional familial institutions and the freedom of love becomes the source 

of inspiration for ai1qing fiction (Fan, 1984). Severe disease or death in narratives 

is a result of the anguish of the time. Through a close reading of Zhou Shoujuan’s 

ai1qing fiction, Pan Shawyu concludes that “the death of the lover is the necessary 

condition of ai1qing fiction” (2008, p.225). Pan further points out that through the 

translations of Western love stories, Zhou invented or imported a way of writing 

death different from traditional narratives like Dream in the Red Chamber 

(Hongloumeng 紅樓夢) and Stain of Flower and Moon (Huayuehen 花月痕). In 

traditional Chinese narratives, death is used as a means to pose ethical questions. 

Yet, in Zhou’s translation of Western fiction, death is depicted as “an instant 

outburst of ardor, a display of aestheticism. What the author concerned most was 

the dramatic moment, in which the internal sentiment of the couples and the 

romantic gesture of “dying for love” [qingsi 情死] are embellished” (Pan, 2008, 

p.240). 

 

This trait of “dying for love” in ai1qing fiction can also be found in ai1qing 

films. By combining this trait with Perry Link’s six-phase Romantic Route, the six-

phase of ai1qing route may be proposed. Link suggests a six-phase Romantic Route 

prefigured in courtesan novels. The six phases are: (1) extraordinary inborn gifts; 

(2) supersensitivity; (3) falling in love; (4) cruel fate; (5) worry and disease; and (6) 

destruction, which may be death or flight to religious seclusion (Link, 1981, pp.65-

77). The first phase of the route foregrounds the quality of the male and female 

protagonists. The protagonists’ inborn gift as scholar and beauty originates from a 

more traditional form of novel, i.e. the scholar and beauty (caizi jiaren 才子佳人) 

novel. Yet in ai1qing fiction/films, the male and female protagonists are not 

necessary caizi jiaren. Rather, whether the protagonists carry modern values is more 
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relevant to the genre, which foregrounds their conflict with tradition familial 

institutions. In ai1qing fiction or films, the fourth phase of cruel fate should be 

replaced by the conflict between free love and traditional familial institutions. 

Hence the six-phase Romantic Route may be rewritten as the six-phase of ai1qing 

route, these include: (1) embodying modern values; (2) supersensitivity; (3) falling 

in love; (4) conflictual situation of free love; (5) worry and disease; and (6) 

destruction. 

 

Take the film The Soul of Yuli as an example. The Soul of Yuli is based on the 

novel of the same title by Xu Zhenya, considered one of the forefathers of the 

Butterflies Schoo1. The novel was serialized on Minqüan Bao (民權報) in 1912 

and was published in paperback the following year to huge success. The novel was 

later adapted by Zhang Shichuan in 1924. The Soul of Yuli is an ai1qing film, 

depicting a tragic love story between widow Li and He Mengxia. Widow Li is a 

young, single mother forced by feudal tradition to remain single while He Mengxia, 

her son’s tutor, falls in love with her. Knowing her love for him is hopeless, widow 

Li goes to her father-in-law and asks his permission to marry her late husband’s 

sister to He Mengxia. Here, the oppressive power of traditional family institution 

plays an important role. The traditional values forbid widow Li to express her qing 

freely for she is a widow as well as mother. Bing Xin’s review of the film sums the 

film up with one central question: “Can a widow remarry?” (1924, xin 2) She asserts 

that the film implies the evil oppressiveness of feudal ethic (lijiao de chiren liliang 

禮教的吃人力量) by portraying the miserable condition of the widow who does 

not remarry. The film thus “directly attacks the evil belief of ‘widow cannot remarry’ 

and indirectly promotes and advocates the possibility of ‘widow may remarry’” (xin 

2). The origin of the cruel fate that afflicts He Mengxia and widow Li is already too 

obvious under this setting: the internalized traditional familial value forbids the 

widow to remarry a man she loves. She even initiates a solution to this sorrowful 

situation, pushing it to a more tragic direction. After that, He Mengxia and widow 

Li’s sister-in-law marries, but the marriage is loveless. He Mengxia still loves 

widow Li, who also finds it hard to forget him. At last, He Mengxia leaves the 

family to join the army and the depressed and lonely widow finally dies. The final 

plot element fulfills the last phase of ai1qing route, i.e. destruction.  
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In short the conceived route is a good tool for analyzing the narrative of 

ai1qing films. This section proposes the six-phase of ai1qing route to include: (1) 

embodying modern values; (2) supersensitivity; (3) falling in love; (4) conflictual 

situation of free love; (5) worry and disease; and (6) destruction. Yet, the route alone 

cannot fully explain the composition of ai1qing films. For a more comprehensive 

understanding of the genre, we need to examine the cinematic techniques 

foregrounded in ai1qiing films. 

 

2.3. The Face of Ai1qing 

Bing Xin’s review of The Soul of Yuli is again a good starting point for 

discussion. She uses half of her article to discuss “the performance of qing”, which 

includes editing, plot, costume, facial expression, lighting design and other 

cinematographic aspects. She basically evaluates every aspect of filming. Among 

these aspects, the one most closely related to qing is face, which Bing Xin argues 

has the capability of expressing qing. Bing Xin criticizes the male protagonist’s 

“face [mianbu 面部] is not lifelike enough” (xin3). She further points out that there 

are two dimensions “to be lifelike” (bizhen 逼真), “one is Mr. Wang’s [male lead] 

face and the other is the association [lianxiang zuoyong 聯想作用] inside the 

audience’s heads” (xin3).6 Thanks to the magnifying power and zooming ability of 

the camera, the close-up enables the audience to see clearly the actors’/actresses’ 

faces on the silver screen. This fact engendered a decade-long discussion on the 

actors’/actresses’ biaoqing (facial expression 表情).  

 

Gilles Deleuze’s discussion of the affection-image provides a better 

terminology for the notion of biaoqing found in this decade-long discussion. In his 

acclaimed book Cinema I, Deleuze puts forward his argument of a “Face”:  

 

It is this combination of a reflecting, immobile unity and of 

intensive expressive movements which constitutes the affect. But 

                                                
6 Lifelike (bizhen) is a key word in early Chinese film theory. Victor Fan suggests it should more 

properly be understood as “approaching reality”. For a discussion on the use of bizhen in early 

Chinese film theory, see Fan, 2015, pp.17-42. 
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is this not the same as a Face itself? The face is this organ-

carrying plate of nerves which has sacrificed most of its global 

mobility and which gathers or expresses in a free way all kinds 

of tiny local movements which the rest of the body usually keeps 

hidden (1986, pp.87-88). 

 

For Deleuze, a Face does not only mean the upper part of a human body or the front 

surface of a head. It is a unity that is reflecting and immobile with intensive 

expressive local movements. Is this not the excellent explanation for biaoqing? 

Biaoqing, normally translated as facial expression and gesture, is a combination of 

two Chinese characters, i.e. biao (表) and qing (情). Biao in Chinese carries at least 

two meanings. One is to perform (biaoyan 表演). To perform is different from to 

act. To act requires body movements or locomotion while to perform in the context 

of biaoqing only requires tiny local movements. The other meaning of biao is 

surface (biaomian 表面). Combing these two meanings, biao means to perform 

local movements on a surface, an “organ-carrying plate”. Indeed, the local 

movements are intensive and expressive which constitutes the affect, or in the 

context of this chapter, qing. In this sense, the Deleuzean notion of Face is a perfect 

translation for biaoqing. On the one hand, it captures the dual meaning of biao as 

performance and surface; while on the other hand it implies the dimension of 

expressing qing. Thus, biaoqing will hereafter be translated as Face in this chapter. 

 

Lin Shuyu asserts that the Chinese audience began to pay attention to the Face 

on screen beginning with Lilian Gish’s performance in D. W. Griffith’s Way Down 

East (1920): “Since Way Down East, our national fellows began to pay attention to 

the drama of Face. In other words, we pay attention to it since Lilian [Gish]’s 

performance” (1925, 16; my emphasis). While Lin pays attention to Gish’s Face, 

another film critic shows the relationship between Face and ai1qing. A review of 

D. W. Griffith’s Enoch Arden (aka The Fatal Marriage) on Shen Bao reads as 

follows: 

 

This is purely an ai1qing drama. The village girl in the film is 

played by Lillian Gish, who has already showed her excellent 
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skill in performing ai1qing in Way Down East. She performs very 

well in this film too. Her delicateness arouses audience’s 

sympathy while her resentful Face makes audience feel the 

sorrow (Jun, 1923, October 1; my emphases). 

 

This is a good illustration of the relationship between Face and ai1qing. The 

intensity of the delicateness and resentfulness on Gish’s Face conveys a sad 

affection to which the audience expresses sympathy. Another example involves the 

1921 film Camille and the actress Alla Nazimova:  

 

The Camille in film is played by the star Nazimova. Her Face is 

exceptional, presenting the beautiful manner of Camille to a 

touching and sorrowful level, exceeding the Camille from the 

original novel. We always praise Lin Shu’s translation of La 

Dame aux Camélias as a masterpiece of ai1qing. After viewing 

this film, I have found a better version (Anonymous, 1923, 

October 16; my emphases). 

 

In an article about D. W. Griffith and the rise of Chinese cinema, Chen Jianhua 

highlights the relationship between Face and ai1qing by alluding to Bing Xin’s 

article: 

 

Lillian Gish became the most popular among beautiful actresses 

due to the fact that intellectuals loved the genre of “ai1qing”. This 

situation can also be seen as the aftermath of the earlier trend of 

“tragedy” in novel and new drama. In cinema, ai1qing finds its 

new interpretation. Through the silver screen, “Face” produces a 

huge impact [to the audience], through which the film 

communicates the moving power to the audience. Similar to what 

Bing Xin has already mentioned, “the key point [for ai1qing] is 

inner act. The performance of innermost emotion has the greatest 

moving power, which is the essence of film”. One can conclude 

that Griffith showed to Chinese cinema the standard of “art film” 
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while Gish’s performance of “ai1qing” confirmed the standard of 

“moving” (dongren 動人) (2009, p.275). 

 

While one may not agree with Chen’s appraisal of D. W. Griffith’s role in setting 

the standard of art film and ai1qing for Chinese cinema, one should not miss the 

connection Chen makes between the moving power of wenyi or ai1qing films and 

the Face of actresses. This connection, moreover, resonates with Deleuze’s 

understanding of Face: “a reflecting, immobile unity and of intensive expressive 

movements which constitutes the affect”. 

 

The discussion on the Face of foreign actresses like Alla Nazimova and 

Lillian Gish soon extended to that of Chinese actresses. The Face of Yin Mingzhu 

(殷明珠, 1904-1989) in Sea Oath (Haishi 海誓, 1922) caught media attention and 

generated a debate when the film was shown (Zhou, 1922, February 4; Lou, 1923; 

Anonymous, 1923, March 10; Anonymous, 1923, June 11; Anonymous, 1923, 

March 3). This is also the case when The Soul of Yuli was shown. By this time, the 

Faces of both the female lead Wang Hanlun (王漢倫, 1903-1978) and male lead 

Wang Xianzhai (王獻齋, 1900-1942) garnered critics’ concern. For example, “The 

Face of Wang Hanlun’s Liniang [the name of the female protagonist] is excellent” 

(Tang, 1924, May 11); “Liniang is played by Wang Hanlun, whose Face is excellent 

yet her gesture of steps is not natural enough” (Liu, 1924, May 13); “The one who 

plays Mengxia […] moves rudely and his Face is rough and rash […] Ms. Wang 

Hanlun plays the role of Liniang and her Face is quite good” (Geng, 1924, May 15); 

“Wang Xianzhai’s Face is utterly unnatural […] Ms. Wang Hanlun’s Face is quite 

good”  (Xu, 1924, May 11).  

 

Besides written discussions of the actresses’ Face, film journals also 

published huge faces and close-ups of actors and actresses. In the context of 

stardom study, these images of famous stars in print media interacted with the 

readers to create a cosmopolitan spectacle in modern Shanghai (Chow, 2004, 

pp.115-124). In the context of consumerism and practice of everyday life, these 

images played a role in providing substantial and concrete information of the most 

popular trends and of guiding women to dress and perform in the cosmopolitan city 
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(Zhang, 2010, pp.43-52). Yet, in the context of ai1qing films, these images can be 

seen as the Face per se. A page in Women’s Pictorial (婦人畫報) illustrates this 

point (Fig. 2.4). In the page, there is an authorless article surrounded by the faces 

of actor and actresses. The article, entitled “A small talk on the beauty of facial 

expression” (Anonymous, 1934), differentiates the female beauty of the past and 

the present. The author argues that “in the past, female beauty is based on beauty of 

stasis [jingtai 靜態]; now, female beauty is produced by beauty of movement 

[dongtai 動態]” (p.37). The authors contends that the beauty of a modern female is 

based on “movement” and rooted in “strength” and “healthiness”, whereas Chinese 

women belonged to the category of stasis, too “weak” and “fragile”. Apparently, 

the rhetoric of the article played with the usual dichotomy of “China is the 

past/static” and “the West is modern/powerful”, a popular motif in cultural 

discussions of the late Qing and early Republic period. However, this stereotypical 

view on the so-called “cultural differences” of the beauty of Face between China 

and the West is opposed by the page design, which proposes another understanding 

of the beauty of Face not unrelated to the article. The famous faces of actor and 

actresses surrounding the article are all Chinese: Ge Furong (葛福榮) presents three 

different faces with happiness, sadness and angriness; Li Lili (黎莉莉, 1915-2005) 

shows a face with a smile; and Wang Ying (王瑩) shows a face with “mournful 

exquisiteness” (aiyan 哀豔). To follow the author’s categorization in the article, Ge 

and Li’s expressions can be regarded as “moving” while Wang’s expression is 

“static”. Thus, the layout of the page suggests the opposite: the difference in 

movement and stasis should not be viewed from a cultural perspective but rather 

different ways of expressing qing.  
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Figure 2.4 “A small talk on the beauty of expression” in Women’s Pictorial (1934) 15, p.37. 

 

The caption of Wang’s photo provides a hint to the relation between a Face 

and the expression of ai1. If Wang’s Face in any sense exhibits the sentiment of ai, 

it is due to the limited and restricted local movements on her Face. This is more 

prominent when Wang’s Face is compared with Ge and Li’s Faces. Through Wang’s 

exhibition of a mournful (ai1) Face, one may conclude that the Face of ai1qing is a 

face of stasis, of weakness, of fragility, of delicateness, and of limited and restricted 

local movements.  

 

Deleuze once again comes into play regarding the Face of ai1qing. In his 

discussion of the affection-image, Deleuze compares D.W. Griffith with Sergei 

Eisenstein in order to flesh out the difference between a reflecting face (Griffith) 

and an intensive face (Eisenstein). In Deleuze’s theory, a reflecting face is a smooth 
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face; it means to have a smooth face to reflect the light. On the other hand, an 

intensive face is a striated, striped face; it plays with darkness and shadow, focusing 

on the contrast on a surface. Deleuze names the former lyrical abstraction, and the 

latter expressionism (2009, pp.91-101). In order to capture this Face, one cinematic 

technique is mentioned: “The face is in itself close-up, the close-up is by itself face 

and both are affect, affection-image” (p.6). Coincidentally, early reviews on The 

Soul of Yuli also associated the Face and close-up in the context of ai1qing films: 

“Ai1qing film always emphasizes performance that comes from deep within the 

heart. Inserting close-up [jinjing 近 景] properly would help enrich the 

performances of the characters” (Kai, 1924).  

 

By appropriating the notion of affection-image, the analysis of the Face of 

ai1qing film can go further. Through close-ups, a Face can be shown on the silver 

screen; through low contrast lighting on a reflecting Face, a smooth Face is obtained; 

through practicing a smooth Face with limited and restricted local movements, a 

Face of ai1qing as an affection-image can be exhibited. With this understanding of 

the Face of ai1qing as an analytical tool, the next section analyzes three ai1qing 

films/wenyi tragedies. 

 

 

2.4. The Affection-images of Ai1qing on Screen: New Women (1935), The 

Rich House (1942) and Broken Spring Dreams (1955) 

 

When talking about Face in Chinese film history, the most notable and 

memorable one is definitely that of Ruan Lingyu (阮玲玉, 1910-1935). Her Face, 

inspired by Lillian Gish’s ai1qing performance, was acquired by later actresses of 

ai1qing or wenyi films as a role model. Her performance in New Women (Xin nüxing 

新女性, 1935) is the most remarkable one. New Women was labelled an “ai1qing 

blockbuster” at the time partly due to Wei Ming’s (played by Ruan) misfortune and 

death in the film, 7 which coincides with the last phase of ai1qing route suggested 

                                                
7 The advertisements of New Women on Shen Bao read: “Ladies! Please come to console these new 

women!/In the memory of Ruan Lingyu for she has died for a year/Solemn, ardent, desolate, fragrant 

ai1qing blockbuster/Republished in a new dubbing” (Shen Bao, 1936, March 8, p.30). 
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in the previous section. The film deals with an educated and modern young woman, 

Wei Ming, a music teacher who dreams of becoming a writer (thus route 1 

“characters with modern values” and route 2 “supersensitivity”). Years ago, she 

went away from her family to pursue the freedom of marriage (route 4 “conflictual 

situation of free love”). However, she was abandoned by her husband after giving 

birth to her daughter. Wei Ming and her editor Yu Haitao fall in love with each other 

but the past trauma forbids her to go one step further (route 3 “falling in love”). Wei 

Ming later loses her job. With no money, Wei’s daughter succumbs to pneumonia 

(variation of route 4 “cruel fate” as a result of pursuing free love). Distraught, Wei 

Ming attempts to commit suicide (route 5 “worry and disease”). In the hospital, her 

friends try to convince her to continue living. As the film ends, Wei Ming cries out 

that she wants to live but dies (route 6 “destruction”). The plot of New Women 

follows the six-phase of ai1qing route with a minor variation. The final destruction 

of Wei Ming suggests an ai1qing from her first love with her former husband, her 

second love with her editor, and her miserable situation as a victim of public 

opinions. 

 

The stills in film journals and magazines prepared the audience for the misery 

of Wei Ming. They are also helpful for a discussion on how the affection-images of 

ai1qing work. Fig. 2.5 is a still from New Women printed on Lianhua Pictorial (聯

華畫報) depicting Ruan Lingyu and Wang Naidong (王乃東). This film still is 

selected not for its ai1qing, but to illustrate what Deleuze means by a reflecting face. 

Although there are shadows on Ruan’s face, contrast is not the main focus of this 

shot composition. Rather, it is the light and the firm qualification which the 

filmmaker highlights. Both Ruan and Wang’s Faces are clear and clean while the 

affection of the overall shot is obvious: adoration and the pleasure of love. On the 

other hand, Fig. 2.6 shows Ruan’s Face and the affection-image conveys ai1qing. 

Similar performances to this typical Face of Ruan also appeared in her previous 

films since her very first success at playing a tragic role. 
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Figure 2.5 Extract from Lianhua Pictorial (1935) 5(2), p.15. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Extract from Lianhua Pictorial (1934) 4(24), p.1. 

 

Two other very telling stills from Wei Ming’s dying sequence are chosen for further 

elaboration. The first still (Fig. 2.7) is shot through the space between two other 

characters while Ruan looks to the direction of the camera. The second still (Fig. 

2.8), the famous shot of a dying Wei Ming surrounded by her friends, nurse and 

doctor, directs the audience’s attention to Ruan’s Face at the center. The camera 

captures the scene in the front while Ruan Lingyu looks up into the air. The caption 

of the former still reads: “Wei Ming is dying”. This suggests an ai1qing to the still 

as well as to the film with death as one of the crucial plot elements of ai1qing films. 

In the dying sequence from which the latter still is extracted, the sentence “Please 
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help me! I want to live!” uttered from Wei Ming’s mouth is superimposed on Ruan’s 

dying Face. This has become a classic moment in Chinese film history for depicting 

a helpless woman destroyed by the society. The two close-ups on reflecting faces 

are affection-images in a Deleuzian sense, putting a static, smooth Face, a very firm 

expression of ai1qing, a sorrowful sentiment of Wei Ming’s tragedy. 

  

 

Figure 2.7 Extract from Lianhua Pictorial (1934) 4(23), p.2. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Extract from Popular Pictorial (1933) (16), p.21. 

 

The case of New Women and Ruan Lingyu is a typical example of ai1qing 

film with the affection-image of reflecting face for conveying ai1qing. In fact, 
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ai1qing as well as the Face of tragedy is a phenomenon not limited to films from 

the 1920s and 1930s. It can also be found in later ai1qing wenyi films from the 

1940s to 1960s. The Cantonese film The Rich House (Pengmeng biyu 蓬門碧玉, 

1942) is a good example. The Rich House was recently rediscovered and donated 

to the Hong Kong Film Archive in 2012. This film occupies a prominent position 

in the discussion of ai1qing film not only because it is an adaptation of “Clara” 

(Heilila 黑麗拉) by famous Hong Kong novelist Lui Lun (侶倫, 1911-1988), nor 

only because the short story is a rewrite of Alexandre Dumas fils’s The Lady of the 

Camellias.8 In fact, the film’s opening credits confirms its identity as an ai1qing 

film. The beginning of the opening credits shows eight Chinese characters “南洋出

品／哀情影片”, which means “Nanyang production/Ai1qing film”. As a 

description provided by the production company, these words define the film 

unequivocally as an ai1qing work. This is probably the only film before 1949 with 

such a definite label. That the production company positioned the film this way 

speaks to the fact that the ai1qing label was widely recognized by the audience in 

Shanghai, Hong Kong and maybe even other parts of China. Meanwhile, it is 

undoubtedly also a wenyi film. On the one hand, it is an adaptation of a modern 

short story; on the other, it was labelled a wenyi film in a local newspaper.  

 

Moreover, The Rich House follows the six-phase of ai1qing route, further 

confirming its identity as an ai1qing film. The plot is very similar to that of The 

Lady of the Camellias. It depicts the tragic romance of a poor author and his lover 

against the backdrop of 1930s and 1940s Hong Kong. The struggling writer Yu Fan 

develops an affection out of sympathy for the waitress Clara (routes 1, 2 and 3). Yet 

their affair turns into a complex love triangle with the intervention of rich man 

Carlito (variation of route 4: the wealth of Carlito becomes the obstacle for the pure 

love between Yu Fna nd Clara).  Later Clara and Yu Fan become a couple. However, 

Clara works too hard for a living and falls sick and weak. Yu Fan moves back to the 

mainland for his career. Clara later is short of living and unwillingly becomes a 

dance girl in the hands of Carlito. Yu Fan mistakes that Clara fell in love with 

Carlito’s wealth and leaves her, while Clara’s lung disease worsens by the day (route 

                                                
8 Mary Wong argues that the film is adapted by combining two short stories by Lui Lun, namely 

“Clara” and “Mysterious Mist” (Miwu 迷霧) (Wong, 2015). 
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5). Finally Yu Fan visits Clara again, only to see her dying on bed (route 6). The 

film’s conclusion is worth attention. The dying sequence of The Rich House is 

strikingly similar to that of New Women. Both films, moreover, resemble the dying 

sequence of the 1921 Camille. At the end of Camille, the female protagonist lies on 

the bed with her friends accompanying her, witnessing her death. Just like Camille, 

New Women and The Rich House present the deaths in the same way: the 

protagonists lie on their deathbeds, as close-ups capture the dying smooth Faces, 

the affection-images of ai1qing, of the female protagonists.  

 

The use of still photos is also a common set-up between the Faces of New 

Women and The Rich House. In New Women, Wei Ming’s still photo exhibits her 

beauty just as what one can find in film journals and magazines (Fig. 2.9). In the 

photo, Ruan Lingyu’s signature posture and smile is presented, this later became 

the symbol of her miserable life outside cinema. Following the practice in New 

Women, there is a brief moment in The Rich House that Clara’s photo is also shown. 

In that photo, Clara’s posture and gesture resemble that of Ruan. This arrangement 

has two levels of meaning. Intra-cinematically, the affection-image of Clara dying 

is contrasted to the still photo of her bright Face in order to intensify her later misery 

and tragedy. Inter-cinematically, the photo hints at a link between the last Face of 

ai1qing in The Rich House and Ruan Lingyu’s signature Face of misery and tragedy, 

which in turn can be traced back to Alla Nazimova and Lilian Gish’s Faces. 

 

The use of still photos, close-ups and sick people lying on bed surrounded by 

friends appeared recurrently in later wenyi films of the 1950s and 1960s. Lee 

Sunfung’s (李晨風, 1909-1985) Broken Spring Dreams (Chuncan mengduan 春殘

夢斷) in 1955 is chosen for discussion. This wenyi film is based on Leo Tolstoy’s 

novel Anna Karenina, a tragic love story per se. Broken Spring Dreams has an 

abundance of close-ups on Anna Poon’s Face of ai1qing, depicted with a low angle 

track-in shot or high angle still shot. Yet interestingly in this case, the face appearing 

on still photos and the person who lies on the bed is the male protagonist. In the 

beginning of the film, Wong Kei-shu gives his photo as a souvenir of love to Anna 

Poon, who has married the rich businessman Chan Hak-lit. Towards the end of the 

film, Wong falls to the sea and recovers on a bed in a hospital. This is a later 
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development of the Face of ai1qing: not only do female leads carry this Face, a 

male lead may also carry it. The shift from female Face to male Face should be 

understood against the context of the feminization of men in post-war Cantonese 

cinema, which is beyond the scope of this research.  

 

 

Figure 2.9 A scene from New Women. Ruan Lingyu’s signature posture and smile in New 

Women  

that represents her miserable life outside the film 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Anna Poon finds Wong Shu-kei on bed in Broken Spring Dreams 
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In this section, the three films New Women (1935), The Rich House (1942) 

and Broken Spring Dreams (1955) are chosen to elaborate the narrative structure 

and the use of Face in ai1qing films and wenyi tragedies. By close analysis of the 

films, the static, smooth Face with limited and restricted local movements is a 

signature of ai1qing films and wenyi tragedies. At the ends of three films, a similar 

mise-en-scene is found at the last phase of the ai1qing route: Surrounded by friends, 

the protagonist lies on the bed and waits for death. The smooth and static Face on 

the bed show the most intense qualification of tragedy, forming a most remarkable 

affection-image of ai1qing. 

 

 

2.5. Conclusion 

From its earliest usage in Butterflies literature, its usage for foreign films on 

newspaper advertisements, to its application in labeling Chinese tragic films and 

related film criticism, ai1qing occupies a crucial position in the discussion of wenyi 

films. Ai1qing becomes an inseparable thread in relation to wenyi films. In the first 

place they may seem to be two different genres. But by tracing the morphing use of 

the label from ai1qing films to beiju tragedies, the overlapping of ai1qing and wenyi 

is unveiled.  

 

This chapter understands ai1qing film in two main aspects. One is the 

narrative structure; the other is close-up. By paraphrasing Perry Link’s six-phase of 

Romantic Route and others’ research, this chapter is able to conceive a new route 

specific to works of ai1qing, including film and fiction. The new route is called the 

ai1qing route with the following six phases: (1) embodying modern values; (2) 

supersensitivity; (3) falling in love; (4) conflictual situation of free love; (5) worry 

and disease; and (6) destruction. For the second aspect, this chapter works with a 

complex theorization of the Face of ai1qing.  

 

By referring to Deleuze’s theory of Face and weaving it with an investigation 

of the discussion on biaoqing in Chinese film theory, this chapter proposes a 

formulation of the Face of ai1qing. A Face or affection-image of ai1iqng is a smooth 

Face with limited and restricted local movements that reflects low contract lighting 

for a firm expression of sorrowful sentiment. This Face can be found in foreigners 
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like Alla Nazimova and Lillian Gish, who influences the later performances of Ruan 

Lingyu and other Chinese actresses. By using the affection-image of ai1qing as an 

analytical tool, this chapter works through the close analyses of the three selected 

films, i.e. New Women (1935), The Rich House (1942) and Broken Spring Dreams 

(1955), showing how the affection-images of ai1qing in these films, by their stasis 

and smoothness, engender ai1qing, especially towards the end, where the most 

intense sequences of dying are found. Developed since the very first attempt of 

Chinese ai1qing film production, this treatment of Face continued to be the most 

prominent way of portraying ai1qing, or tragic love, from the 1920s’ Chinese 

cinema to the 1960s’ Hong Kong cinema. 
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Chapter 3. Between Large and Small Family: Family-themed 

Wenyi Film 

 

3.1. Introduction 

In his seminal study on Chinese wenyi films, Cai Guorong (1985) highlights 

familial relationship (qinqing 親情) as one of the major themes of the genre. This 

echoes the view of Han Yanli (2009), who suggests the origin of Cantonese wenyi 

film and its distinctive theme of family can be traced to as early as An Orphan 

Rescues His Grandpa (Guer jiuzu ji 孤兒救祖記, 1922). Indeed, during the 

Republican period, Wenyi film with family theme occupied a more prominent 

positon than what existing literature suggests. In the 1910s and 1920s, the New 

Cultural Movement and the May Fourth Movement brought up debates and ideas 

that challenged the traditional family institution. Among them, the family reform 

debate and the notions of Nora’s leaving home and “virtuous wife and good mother” 

had a key influence on the formation and configuration of wenyi films. This chapter 

discusses the development of these critical debates and emerging ideas against 

which the notion of family became a major theme in wenyi films. 

 

Criticizing the oppressive nature of the traditional family institution, 

practitioners of the New Cultural Movement and the May Fourth Movement 

advocated the abolition of the extended family structure and its replacement with 

small and conjugal family. This concern regarding family reform was reflected in 

contemporary Chinese Literature and later became a core theme in wenyi films 

through adaptation. In this chapter, I argue that these family-themed wenyi films do 

not depict any kind of family relationship as Cai has suggested. Instead, wenyi films 

often draw on contemporary cultural discussion and aim to enlighten the audience 

to reform or revolutionize the traditional and oppressive structure dominating 

society at the time. Within the wenyi genre, films share a thematic concern and deal 

with the prevailing notions of the Republican period, including the abolition of 

traditional and extended family, the celebration of small and conjugal family, the 

leaving of Nora for individual freedom, and the proposition of “virtuous wife and 

good mother” to stabilize the family institution. 
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In the following sections, I first revisit the family reform debate and then 

examine how wenyi filmmakers address the issues of the changing family by 

studying two films—one being an adaptation of modern Chinese novels and the 

other an adaptation of foreign drama. With reference to the Torrent Trilogy of 

Family (Jia 家, 1941), Spring (Chun 春, 1942) and Autumn (Qiu 秋, 1942), and Li 

Pingqian’s Mother and Son (Mu yu zi 母與子, 1947), I discuss the ways in which 

wenyi filmmakers imagined the fall of the family head and the traditional extended 

family while envisioning a new form of family.  

 

 

3.2. Family Reform Debate 

 To better understand the relationship between wenyi film and family, this 

section reviews the family reform debate that was widespread in the Republican 

period and lasted for decades since. Centering on the transformation of “large 

family” (dajiating 大家庭) or extended family into modern, urban “small family” 

(xiaojiating小家庭) or conjugal family, the debate first began in the mid-1910s in 

Shanghai, when a considerable number of magazines published articles on the 

advantages and disadvantages of extended and conjugal family. In her 

comprehensive study on the evolution of the discourse of family from 1915 to 1953 

in China, Susan L. Glosser suggests that the proponents of the New Cultural 

Movement upheld the ideal of conjugal family that “promoted free marriage choice, 

companionate marriage, and economic and emotional independence from the 

[extended] family” (2003, p.3). The concept of individuality underlay the critical 

discussion, where, as Glosser puts, “[t]he issue of personhood had engaged New 

Culture radicals from the beginning; they proffered the individual as challenge to a 

society that subordinated the interests of the individual to the group” (p.31). The 

redefinition of manhood occupied the primary focus of the family reform debate 

and the patriarch or family head (jiazheng 家長) came under criticism. Quoting Yi 

Jiayue’s (易家鉞, 1899-1972) words, Glosser writes: “Although many aspects of 

the family need reform, the very first that must be eliminated is that disgusting 

thing—the family head. Because no matter what aspect we are discussing, the 

family head always represents power, class, and an impediment to social progress” 

(Yi, 1922, p.10). By eliminating the family head, the husband and wife replace the 
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father and son to constitute the core of the family system. The suggestion of family 

reform thus redefined family organization and gender roles, turning the hierarchical 

relationship between father and son into a horizontal, conjugal relationship between 

husband and wife.1 Notions pertaining to the family system, such as the universality 

of freedom of marriage and economic independence, were proposed in order to 

subvert the value system embedded in the large family. 2  Later in 1930, the 

Republican government enacted a new law to promote gender equality and freedom 

of marriage by abolishing the older generations’ power to arrange marriage for their 

offspring (Chang, 2000). 

 

What is remarkable and worth-noting is the role of women under this new 

family structure. As Glosser argues, the conjugal family sometimes slides into 

outright misogyny: 

 

The xiao jiating promised happy, productive individuals. The 

men who hoped to implement this ideal took for granted their role 

as the productive laborer. Consequently, they interpreted the xiao 

jiating ideal in ways that sustained traditional gender roles: men 

would devote themselves primarily to productive labor and 

women to re-productive labor and to making the productive (male) 

individual happy (2003, p.56). 

 

Chen Jianhua points out that during the family reform debate, the notion of 

“virtuous wife and good mother” (xianqi liangmu 賢妻良母) was closely related to 

the discussion of small family. Chen argues that despite a change in the structure of 

family institution and its embedded value system, the New Cultural Movement’s 

envisioned female image was hardly a subversion of the traditional female gender 

role. As he states, the proposed idea of “virtuous wife and good mother” defines a 

good woman as “physically healthy, educated by modern knowledge, good at 

                                                
1 Indeed, besides attacking the oppressive power of extended family, some authors defended the 

large family institution while others called for a reform of the extended family to make it more 

egalitarian and liberal. See Nai, 1928 and Yi, 1939. 
2 In the 1930s, some articles even addressed daily life issues such as the design of an apartment 

and cost of purchasing furniture, reflecting the transformation of the family structure on a material 

level. See Ling, 1935. 
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housework, able to teach the descendants, mentally independent, able to look after 

her husband’s morality” (2009, p.162). This female gender role implies a middle 

class identification differentiated from the working women with a lower social 

status (Mann, 1994). In other words, the family reform debate argued for a small 

form of conjugal and middle-class family in the name of progressiveness and 

egalitarianism while maintaining a female gender role that fits the traditional notion 

of “virtuous wife and good mother”. 

 

Since the 1920s, the wenyi films engaged with this cultural discussion through 

adapting foreign and Chinese modern literary works. Themes range from the 

abolition of the traditional family to the celebration of small family, from the 

displacement of the family head to the elimination of horizontal hierarchy, from 

arranged marriage to free marriage, from the oppression of women to the alleged 

liberation of both genders in a conjugal family. For example, Li Zeyuan (李澤源) 

and Mei Xuechou’s (梅雪儔) Between Love and Filial Duty (Zhaixing zhinü 摘星

之女, 1925) tells a story of arranged marriage, divorce and suicide, which are 

common plot elements in wenyi film with family theme. Hou Yao’s (侯曜, 1903-

1942) Cupid’s Puppets (Aishen de wanou 愛神的玩偶, 1925) features a plot that 

goes against arranged marriage and encourages an escape from the oppressive 

family institution. Drawing on the ideas emerging from the family reform debate, 

Bu Wancang’s (卜萬蒼, 1903-1974) Love and Duty (Lianai yu yiwu 戀愛與義務, 

1931) centers on the misfortune of arranged marriage and parents’ familial duties 

to their children. Fang Peilin’s (方沛霖, 1908-1948) The Rainstorm (Leiyu 雷雨, 

1938) derives its main theme from Cao Yu’s (曹禺, 1910-1996) original to criticize 

the ruling of the family head and the resulting tragedy. Yang Xiaozhong’s (楊小仲, 

1899-1969) Symphony of Marriages (Jiehun jiaoxiang qu 結婚交響曲, 1944) turns 

to look at the small family and questions its promises through the tragedies of two 

mismatched couples. Shi Dongshan’s (史東山) The Sorrows of New Bride (Xin 

guiyuan 新閨怨, 1948) continues to reflect upon the problem of small family by 

depicting a marriage built on free love and mutual admiration. Among these, the 

adaptations of Ba Jin’s Torrents Trilogy, i.e. Family, Spring and Autumn, and Li 

Pingqian’s Mother and Son are two representative works that explore major issues 
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of extended and conjugal family raised in the family reform debate. In the following 

section, I analyze these two productions to examine the imagination and 

representation of the problematics of family as well as their engagement with the 

cultural discussions at the time. 

 

 

3.3. Patriarch and its Spatial Manifestation in Torrents Trilogy 

The family head of the large and joined family, i.e. the patriarch, is the main 

figure that was heavily criticized under the family reform debate. Ba Jin’s (巴金, 

1904-2005) Torrents Trilogy (Jiliu sanbuqu 激流三部曲), i.e. Family (Jia 家, 1933), 

Spring (Chun 春, 1938) and Autumn (Qiu 秋, 1940), is representative in its critique 

of the family head within the traditional family institution. Its filmic adaptation in 

1941 and 1942 transposed the critique from the literary medium to the cinematic 

one. Remakes of this adaptation and similar films can be found in post-war Chinese 

cinemas, especially in Cantonese cinema. The critique of the family head later 

became a major constituent emblematic of wenyi films for decades to come. 

 

A year after the trilogy’s publication, eight directors from Chinese Union Film 

Company (Zhongguo lianhe yingye gongsi 中國聯合影業公司) co-produced 

Family (1941)3 and Yang Xiaozhong, the director of Symphony of Marriages, later 

took up the responsibility to complete the remaining installments in the trilogy.4 

Hsia Chih-tsing (夏志清, 1921-2013), the respectable and established Chinese 

literature historian, points out that the three novels: 

 

chronicle the tribulations of the Kao [Gao] clan in Chengtu 

[Chengdu] and the attempts of a few of its younger members to 

defy tradition and live a new life […]. Most of the other younger 

members, however, are unable to oppose the blind cruelty of their 

                                                
3 The eight filmmakers are Bu Wancang (卜萬蒼), Wang Cilong (王次龍), Fang Peiling (方沛霖), 

Li Pingqian (李萍倩), Wu Yonggang (吳永剛), Yang Xiaozhong (楊小仲), Yueh Fang (岳楓) and 

Xu Xinfu (徐欣夫). 
4 Yang Xiaozhong began his career in literary fictional work and was regarded as the first film 

participant associated with the notion of wenyi. In 1927, Xu Chihen (徐耻痕) appraised his films 

and their “‘wenyi style’ (wenyi hua 文藝化) and always stay calm and peaceful” (p.88). 
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feudal-minded elders and merely suffer and die. With complete 

disregard of monotony, Pa Chin [Ba Jin] traces, one by one, the 

tragedies of these weaklings: every family-arranged marriage 

ends ruinously, and every unhappy youth loves in vain and either 

commits suicide or dies of some horrible wasting disease (1961, 

p.250). 

 

This paragraph highlights the main theme of the original trilogy: the younger 

generations go against their feudal-minded elders (patriarchs) and arranged 

marriage to strive for the freedom of love. This shows how Ba Jin mingles the 

overthrowing of the patriarch with the personal struggle for freedom of love. In fact, 

themes including free love and modern marriage have appeared in wenyi film even 

before the adaptation of the trilogy. To examine the early representation of marriage 

in Chinese film industry, Paul G. Pickowicz selects three films available to 

contemporary audiences, i.e. A String of Pearls (Yi chuan zhenzhu 一串珍珠, 1925), 

Oceans of Passion, Heavy Kissing (Qinghai zhongwen 情海重吻, 1928) and 

Orphan in the Snow (Xuezhong guchu 雪中孤雛, 1929) (2012, pp.19-42). 

Highlighting the popular theme of modern marriage in feature films at that time, 

Pickowicz argues for the neglected connection between the early film industry and 

the New Cultural Movement. According to standard Chinese cinema historiography, 

the film industry initially developed with the capital investment from those who 

wish to capitalize on the commercial potential of the industry. They are more 

interested in profit making than advancing social ideals that underlie the 

modernization and enlightenment project. The Mandarin Ducks and Butterflies 

School’s joining the film industry exemplifies such opportunism (Cheng, Li and 

Xing, 1963a, pp.53-57). Contrary to what standard historiography documents, 

Pickowicz argues that productions during this “opportunistic” period already 

depicted a modern form of marriage and family. While offering a fresh perspective 

on the representation of modern marriage in early Chinese film industry, his 

analysis focuses primarily on films accessible today. To extend Pickowicz’s 

argument, I refer to Hou Yao’s wenyi films and discuss their themes of passionate 

love and modern form of marriage.  
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Hou began his career as a playwright and his script of The Divorcee (Qifu 棄

婦) was later adapted to a film of the same title. In 1927, he published a film theory 

book titled Techniques of Writing Film Script (影戲劇本作法). From 1924 to 1932, 

he actively participated in eleven productions of silent films, establishing his 

important role in the early stage of Chinese film industry (Lau Yam, 2014). Among 

these productions, seven were wenyi films adapted from literary and theatrical 

works in China and the West : The Divorcee (scriptwriter and co-directed with Li 

Zeyuan [李澤源]), Between Love and Filial Duty (scriptwriter), A Reviving Rose 

(Fuhuo de meigui 復活的玫瑰, 1927, scriptwriter and co-directed with Lai Man-

Wai [黎民偉, 1893-1953]) and A Poet from Sea (Haijiao shiren 海角詩人, 1927, 

director and scriptwriter) were adapted from his original plays; A String of Pearls 

(scriptwriter) was adapted from Guy de Maupassant’s short story “The Necklace”; 

The Hypocrite (Wei junzi 偽君子, 1926, director and scriptwriter) referenced 

Henrik Ibsen’s play The Pillars of Society and Molière’s Tartuffe; and Romance of 

the Western Chamber, (Xixiangji 西廂記, 1927, director and scriptwriter) was 

adapted from Wang Shifu’s (王實甫) drama of the same title. The majority of these 

films explore the subject of modern love and marriage. The Divorcee follows the 

experience of a woman who has left her oppressive family for a job and later joins 

the woman’s right movement as an activist. Between Love and Filial Duty, as 

mentioned, presents a story of arranged marriage, divorce and suicide, which are 

common plot elements in films depicting modern love and marriage (Xin Leng, 

1925). Romance of the Western Chamber was adapted from a classical Chinese 

drama and its original was considered today as one of the classic representations of 

qing (emotion) in Chinese traditional literature, similar to the way the classic Dream 

of the Red Chamber (Hongloumeng 紅樓夢) portrays modern love in pre-modern 

society. Moreover, another film Cupid’s Puppets, directed by Hao and scripted by 

one of China’s earliest female playwrights Pu Shunqing (濮舜卿), is also a story 

about arranged marriage and women’s suffering. Hou’s works supports Pickowicz’s 

argument that Hou and his contemporary filmmakers drew on the ideas emerging 

from the critical discussion of modern love and marriage during the New Cultural 

Movement and May Fourth Movement and represented them in cinematic images 

through adapting wenyi works.  
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This discussion of modern love and marriage carried on after the 1920s and 

influenced the developments of wenyi films in the following decades. As Hsia notes, 

Ba Jin’s trilogy exemplifies the tragedies of thwarted youth love resulted from 

arranged marriage forced upon by the family head, setting the tone for future wenyi 

films about similar experiences. The trilogy effectively manifests the traditional 

family institution and its decline through visual images in particular in Family’s 

opening sequence of and Autumn’s ending sequence. In Family, the opening 

sequence depicts the ideological and material formation of the Gao clan by 

surveying in detail the architectural space of the clan’s old mansion. The camera 

first captures the wall outside the mansion, then pans from right to left to the door 

where the servants are cleaning. The traditional architecture of the Gao clan reflects 

the basic structure of a large and extended family, with walls confining its members 

and servants tending to the family’s daily needs. The background music, Nie Er’s 

(聶耳, 1912-1935) Dance of the Golden Snake (Jinshe kuangwu 金蛇狂舞), infuses 

the scene with a New Year’s Eve festive ambience. What follows is a montage that 

shows the servants cleaning inside the mansion. The camera moves further inside 

and exhibits its interior in a montage of images: a long shot from a corner of the 

patio to show the circumscribing structure of the mansion by its four sides; a frontal 

medium shot from the patio to the main house—full of hanging lanterns above an 

empty, large armchair at the center; a close-up of the lighted candles on a lampstand; 

a close-up of the portraits of ancestors on the wall. The scene then cuts to the 

exterior of the mansion where the family members are seen returning home. This 

opening sequence gives a spatial representation of the family hierarchy: at the 

center of the main house is the empty armchair awaiting the patriarch’s return; on 

the wall are the portraits of ancestors whose symbolic presence empowers the 

patriarch to arrange the lives of the family members, especially their marriages.  

 

Later in the sequence, the grandfather of the Gao clan, as the patriarch of the 

family, comes into the frame. He first leads the family members to pay tribute to 

the ancestors by bowing to their portraits, which represent a symbolic submission 

to the power of the clan hierarchy. After that he sits on the reserved armchair, 

occupying the place of the patriarch on both spatial and metaphorical levels. Then 

in a high angle top shot, the family members are pictured bowing to the patriarch 
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(Fig. 3.1). This parallel editing that shows family members bowing, first to the 

deceased ancestors then to the living patriarch, reveals through a visual connection 

the inheritance of authority. In terms of visual composition, the positioning of 

different characters within the frame is emblematic of later wenyi films: The 

patriarch is seen at the center of the upper part while the kneeling family members 

fill the lower part and the servants taking up the marginal space at the top-right 

corner. 5 This spatial trope is frequently used in later wenyi films, especially in post-

War Hong Kong Cantonese cinema which had embraced the cultural spirit of the 

New Cultural Movement and the May Fourth Movement. In the 1950s, Hong Kong 

filmmakers reproduced the trilogy in Cantonese by employing a similar spatial 

trope.6 Other wenyi productions also follow such spatial trope to manifest visually 

the oppression from the patriarch. One example is Lee Tit’s (李鐵, 1913-1996) The 

House of Sorrows (Zhumen yuan 朱門怨, 1956), which is based on Zhou Yan’s (周

彥) stage play of the same title. The title itself suggests the misery one suffers in a 

large family. There is a scene, where a son and his wife are shown begging 

forgiveness from the father (patriarch). Using a similar high-angle shot as with 

Family, the camera is placed behind the father to show the son kneeling before the 

father. This composition highlights the patriarch’s authority in arranging the lives 

of other family members (Fig. 3.2). Another example is Lee Sunfung’s (李晨風, 

1909-1985) The Family of Kum (Jinfen shijia 金粉世家, 1961), an adaptation of 

Zhang Henshui’s (張恨水, 1895-1967) novel of the same title. In the scene where 

the father is checking his sons’ daily expenses, the camera shows the patriarch 

sitting on a sofa at the center of the mansion with the sons standing in a row paying 

attention to his words. This spatial trope again evokes the shot in Family, as 

analyzed above (Fig. 3.3). The use of space in the trilogy, in terms of both physical 

architecture and visual framing, features a centrally positioned patriarch who is 

                                                
5 This shot articulates the different kinds of oppression characters experienced. On the one hand, it 

shows the symbolic oppression of family members, whose status are marked by generational and 

power difference. On the other hand, it reveals the economical oppression of the lower-class, i.e. 

the servants, by highlighting the class difference. Throughout the trilogy, the issue of class is 

evident in other tiny plot details. For example, the third brother insists to walk home by foot 

instead of littering so as to uphold his ideal of treating the lower class justly. 
6 The three films are Ng Wui’s (吳回) Family (Jia 家, 1953), Lee Sun-fung’s (李晨風) Spring 

(Chun 春, 1953), and Chin Chien’s (秦劍) Autumn (Qiu 秋, 1954). 
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empowered by the ancestors at the background. The younger generations submit 

themselves to the family institution where their lives, especially their marriages, are 

arranged by the patriarch for the purpose of extending the large family. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 The family members bow to the patriarch in Family 

 

 

Figure 3.2 The son (center) begs the father’s (right) forgiveness in The House of Sorrows 
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Figure 3.3 The father (right) checks the daily expenses of the son (left) in The Family of Kum 

 

Most of the wenyi films with a similar family theme feature only one family 

head as the patriarch. However, the succession of power in the trilogy presents a 

continuation of patriarchal authority. Despite the decease of the first patriarch in the 

middle of Family, the family institution continues to be sustained. The third uncle 

later takes the place of his father and serves as the family head until he passes away 

in the sequel Spring. In the final work of the trilogy Autumn, the eldest brother of 

the third generation takes over the responsibility of managing the declining family. 

The changing of the patriarchs brings the family to a sorrowful ending, affirming 

Hsia’s observation that unfulfilling arranged marriages cause either young members’ 

suicides or death from horrible diseases. Towards the end of the trilogy, the eldest 

brother, the third patriarch in the third generation, decides to leave the decaying 

mansion and declining family. Set in a similar position with the Family’s opening 

sequence, the camera captures the last patriarch leaving the mansion with the 

members following his footsteps. The collectiveness depicted in this shot contrasts 

with the solidarity of the Gao clan in the beginning of Family. Spanning from the 

family’s arrival at the house through to its eventual departure, this trilogy offers a 

critical commentary on the traditional family institution. Here, leaving home is not 

merely a spontaneous event in the narrative but a leitmotif in wenyi films. It 

symbolizes the demise of the old family institution and the dawn of a new family 

structure. The most iconic act of leaving home in the Republican period was, 

undoubtedly, Nora’s leaving. It was introduced to China in the 1910s and prompted 
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a whole host of questions about a mother’s relationship to the family. The following 

section first reviews the debate surrounding the notion of Nora’s leaving home, 

followed by a close analysis of the leitmotif of leaving home in wenyi films. 

 

3.4. Chinese Nora’s Leaving Home in Mother and Son 

The debate around “Nora”—the mother in Ibsen’s A Doll House—emerged 

since the New Cultural Movement and the publication of “Ibsen Special” in the 

magazine New Youth (Xinqingnian 新青年) in 1918. Following the special issue, 

Ibsen’s works had been translated into Chinese for a dozen of times during 1910 

and1920 (Zhang, 2013, pp.18-20). Among these translated works, the most popular 

was A Doll House. From the 1920s to the 1940s, the work had been translated into 

five different renditions and the character Nora became a cultural icon for 

contemporary intellectuals (Qin, 2003). In his book on the relationship between 

Nora and the May Fourth Movement, Zhang Chuntian (2013) proposes three 

reasons for her popularity: (1) the image of Nora fits the agenda of the woman’s 

right movement in China at the time; (2) Chinese intellectuals projects their fate 

onto Nora, questioning “where their nation building ideals would lead them to”; 

and (3) the translation of Nora creates potential for the debate on large and small 

family. In Ibsen’s original, Nora is upset by the oppression of the nuclear family 

and eventually leaves. But when the character travelled to China through translation, 

she becomes also a fighter against the oppressiveness of the large and extended 

family, a romantic individual determined to break up with the old family institution 

(pp.51-55). Nora’s act of leaving home sparked a debate among the Chinese 

intelligentsia concerning female liberation which resonated with the debate on 

family reform earlier. 

  

Ibsen’s A Doll House was introduced to Chinese readers as a “social issue 

drama” (shehui wenti ju 社會問題劇). Later in the 1920s, many similar kinds of 

drama were produced to address different social issues in modern Chinese society, 

including Xiong Foxi’s (熊佛西, 1900-1965) The Sorrow of Youth (Qingchun de 

beiai 青春底悲哀), Hou Yao’s The Divorcee and A Reviving Rose, Ouyang 

Yuqian’s (歐陽予倩, 1889-1962) After Coming Home (Huijia yihou 回家以後), etc. 

(Xiang Peiliang, 1928). Some playwrights also created “Nora-type” drama based 
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on A Doll House to, such as Hu Shih’s (胡適, 1891-1962) Marriage (Zhongshen 

dashi 終身大事), Ouyang Yuqian’s Shrew (Pofu 潑婦), Xiong Foxi’s The Life of A 

New Person (Xinren de sheunghuo 新人的生活) and a “male Nora-type” drama 

Cheng Fangwu’s (成仿吾, 1897-1984) Welcome Party (Huanyinhui 歡迎會), etc. 

Unlike the Nora in Ibsen’s original, the protagonists—male or female in these 

“Nora-type” dramas—do not leave the nuclear family. Rather, they walk away from 

the extended family in pursuit of a modern nuclear family, hoping to seek relief and 

independence from the oppressive large family. It is just like some scholars put it: 

“For Chinese readers, Nora was a glorious fighter and heroine for pursuing equality, 

woman liberation and individual freedom. At the same time, Ibsen became the 

spiritual leader for destroying the feudal codes, overthrowing authority and 

advocating humanism and individuality” (Xu, 2011, p.39) In the following decade, 

the debate about “woman coming home” involved Nora into a larger socio-political 

reform project: either Nora comes home to help her male counterpart to reform the 

family institution and becomes a “virtuous wife and good mother”; or engages in 

social activism to reform the nation (Xu, 2003, pp.287-328). 7  Throughout this 

debate, the “appropriation” of Nora’s image turned her into an active proponent of 

female liberation in order to advance the cause of transforming the traditional, large 

family into a modern, nuclear family.  

 

In fact, the ending of the Torrents Trilogy follows such tradition, though it is 

not the female but the male who leads the the family to leave the mansion. 

Nevertheless, the act of leaving itself evokes the whole debate surrounding Nora. 

Towards the end of Autumn, the third generation’s departure from the declining 

family implies the demise of the large family as well as the dwindling authority of 

the patriarch. In these type of wenyi films, the promise of the large family is put 

under scrutiny. The story often presumes that one’s withdrawal from the large 

family brings freedom of love and marriage. Yet, leaving large family never 

                                                
7 There are also other examples in wenyi films where women become social activists after leaving 

home. For instance, in Hou Yao’s The Divorcee, the female protagonist leaves home for a job and 

decides to join the woman’s right movement after being assaulted in the work field. Another 

example is Sun Yu’s (孫瑜, 1900-1990) Wild Rose (Ye Meigui 野玫瑰, 1932), in which the female 

protagonist Xiao Feng leaves home for a job and is motivated to join the movement to save her 

country amid Japanese invasion.  
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promised an individual’s full liberation from the oppressive family institution. 

Modern marriage is never a Neverland. Li Pingqian’s Mother and Son (Mu yu zi 母

與子, 1947) is an example showing how the small family continues to be patriarchal 

despite the patriarch’s superficial modern demeanor. 

 

 Often considered a cross-cultural adaptation, Mother and Son in fact draws 

more from across the cinematic medium than another culture. The film is an 

adaptation of Chen Jiaping’s (陳嘉平) play, a sinicized version of the Russian play 

Innocent as Charged (Alexander Ostrovsky) that was often associated with the 

Chinese film. According to Chen Jiaping (1952), Li’s Mother and Son was adapted 

from his The Innocent (Wuzui de ren 無罪的人).8  From its adaptation into The 

Innocent and then Mother and Son, Innocent as Charged became sinicized and 

localized, bearing little resemblance to the Russian original. On the other hand, the 

two Chinese productions The Innocent and Mother and Son share similar plots 

except for the ending. A comparison of these three endings points to how Mother 

and Son, in altering the theme of pursuing the good of humanity in the original, 

responds to the debates on family reform and Nora’s leaving home. 

 

Mother and Son follows the life of Huang Su (Huang Ling in The Innocent). 

Su falls in love with Han Liren (Guo Licheng in The Innocent) at a young age and 

gives birth to their love child. Liren soon leaves her and marries a rich woman. 

Hoping to keep his child, Liren bribes the nursemaid and steals him from Su. 

Sixteen years later, Su changes her name to Lin Luping (Ye Luming in The Innocent) 

and becomes a renowned drama actress. She is invited to Shanghai (Tianjin in The 

Innocent) for a show. In the theatre troupe, the eccentric and unsociable young actor 

Han Chen (Guo Zheng in The Innocent) resents everyone because others sneer at 

him for being an abandoned child. Despised for being unwanted, Chen is innocent 

to what he is charged, hence the original title Innocent as Charged. It is not until 

later at a banquet that Luping finally recognizes Chen as her son and acknowledges 

that the troupe’s head is Liren, her young lover. In the film’s ending, Liren hopes to 

                                                
8 Chen Jiaping first adapted Innocent as Charged into a Chinese play Stage Queen (Wutai yanhou 

舞台艷后) which was performed in the 1940s. Later in 1952, he published the script as a book 

titled The Innocent. 
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reconcile with Luping and Chen but to no avail. This diverges from Chen Jiaping’s 

script, in which Licheng has no desire to restore the strained familial relationship. 

In Chen’s story, the dialogue between Guo Zheng and Luming about his father’s 

whereabouts reads as follows: 

 

Gou Zheng: Where is my father? 

Luming: Your father? (Licheng turns away) It is pointless to speak about your 

father. He is the one who brings us sufferings. It is him! He is our 

enemy! This world is filled with people of his kind—despicable, 

shameless, selfish and egoistic. They only think about their own 

interests, committing sins in society like a sore. Why do you ask about 

him? His path is different from mine. Let’s be independent and live as 

a free individual. From now on, we shall speak to thousands of 

audiences the ideas we hope to express on stage: The humiliated and 

the insulted will stand tall and speak up! For the sake of your 

happiness and dream, you shall stand up for yourself forever. No one 

can stop you! My child, please bear this in mind!  

Guo Zheng: But where is our dream?  

Luming: (Looking afar) Keep searching. We will find it one day! … 

(Chen, 1952, 116) 9 

 

In Mother and Son, the ending includes the following conversation: 

 

Han Chen: (to Luping) Why did you abandon me? 

Luping: No! I have been missing you for sixteen years. Your mother never 

abandoned you. I love you so much. Losing you has driven me crazy 

                                                
9 In Ostrovsky’s original, this episode unfolds as follows: 

Neznamov [the son]: (quietly) Mama, where is my father? 

Kruchinina [the mother]: Your father? (looks around the company. Murov turns away) You 

father … (tenderly) your father isn’t worth looking for. But I should like him to see us. 

Just to see us – he’ll have no share in our happiness. Why do you need a father? You’ll 

be a fine actor, we have enough money … As for a name, you can take mine, and bear it 

with pride. It’s no worse than any other. 

Dudukin [a wealthy gentleman]: I was afraid you had died! 

Kruchinina: No. Nobody dies of happiness. (she embraces her son) 

(Ostrovsky, 1997, 350) 
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and I have even made a suicide attempt. The one who abandoned you 

is him! (Pointing backward to Liren on the second floor) 

(Han Chen kneels down on Luping’s knee and cries; Luping stands up) 

Luping: Everybody, please don’t call him an abandoned child anymore. He is 

my son. 

Liren: Mao Mao! (Han Chen’s infant name) Mao Mao. I have been feeling 

lonely these recent years. Please come back, both of you. Don’t drift 

from here and there from now on.  

 Luping: We have managed to live and support ourselves for sixteen years. 

We have our career. (Turn to Han Chen) Child, let’s go. 

(The troupe at the banquet leave with them. Liren is left standing alone on the 

second floor) 

 

 This significant alteration in the plot of Mother and Son turns it into a wenyi film 

with the leitmotif of Nora’s leaving home. In Chen’s original script, the ending 

urges the humiliated and the insulted to stand up for themselves in the pursuit of 

happiness and dream, evoking Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s novel Humiliated and 

Insulted. The father is also absent from the last act in Chen’s play. The focus has 

been redirected from familial relationship to the hope for a better humanity. Yet in 

Mother and Son, the ending includes an episode where the father expresses the wish 

of a reunion. Upon hearing the request, Luping turns away from Liren and takes 

Han Chen to leave the mansion with her. From the titles, whether it is Ostrovsky’s 

Innocent as Charged or Chen Jiaping’s The Innocent, it is clear that the main focus 

of the drama is the abandoned child—who finally becomes “destigmatized” and 

stands up to seek his future. In contrast, the title Mother and Son reveals Li 

Pingqian’s chosen focus in the film, which explores the more intimate subject of 

mother-son relationship and maternal love.  

 

Maternal love is one of the prominent features in family-themed wenyi films. 

The mother figure in these stories is always characterized as selfless and sacrificing, 

as with the mother in Mother and Son.10 Yet what sets her apart from the typical 

                                                
10 The sacrificing mother is an archetype common in Cantonese wenyi film. Law Kar points out 

that in these works, “women are strengthened by suffering; tribulations will eventually bring out 
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representation is her determination to leave home, which echoes the image of Nora. 

In the ending, the father’s call for reunion can be understood on two levels with 

respect to his dual roles. As the boss of the drama troupe, Liren represents the 

wealthy upper class who has the economic power to provide for Luping and Han 

Chen if they are to return home. As a father, Liren attempts to reconstruct the 

familial relationship in the form of a small family. Ideally, a small family is built 

upon the communion of two independent and free individuals sharing mutual love. 

Under this structure, the traditional patriarch is despised. However, the family Liren 

expects to form is “small” in size but “large” in terms of hierarchy. This is evident 

in the last scene, which employs a spatial trope similar to that in Family, as 

previously analyzed (Fig. 3.4). In Family, the main house of the mansion is 

surrounded by portraits of the ancestors while the offspring kneels before this 

symbolic presence of patriarchal authority. In Mother and Son, the portraits are 

replaced by Western paintings, and the mansion architecture and its inhabitants 

exhibit a modern appeal. The characters have a Western demeanor and consume 

Western products and lifestyle, including clothing or cigarettes. They have a liking 

for modern drama, and are seen drinking in a Western manner. All these mis-en-

scene seem to suggest the modern and Westernized outlook of the house’s owner. 

Yet such modern and Westernized mentality remains superficial as the presence of 

the patriarch continues to sustain patriarchal oppression.  

 

 

                                                
the great virtues of womanhood. Self-sacrifice (physical and spiritual) and self-denial are pivotal 

elements in these films” (1986, p.16). 
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Figure 3.4 The calling from the father (top) to the mother (center)  

and son (right) for reunion in Mother and Son 

 

In this scene, Liren is pictured standing on the second floor. Despite his 

elevated position, he is placed not at the center of the frame but slightly to the left 

which seems to “dis-place” the dominating presence of the patriarch. Shot from a 

low angle position with the family members occupying the foreground of the frame, 

the composition seems to have empowered them to resist the patriarch who is above 

them both literally and symbolically. Instead of responding to Liren’s calling, 

Luping reasserts that she and her son have managed to live all these years in the 

absence of a father. She also emphasizes that they have their own career. This 

affirmation responds to the debate on Nora’s leaving home thirty years ago. In the 

debate, Lu Xun raised a question about Nora’s fate after she leaves home, and 

pointed out that if she lacked good economic security, she would either become a 

prostitute or return home (1924, p.1219). However, Luping’s leaving does not 

involve similar problems. Her reassertion reveals her ability to live independently 

for sixteen years by developing her own skills and career. Her economic status is 

sound enough to support her life. Unlike Lu Xun’s presumption regarding the future 

of Nora, Luping leaves with her son in a determined manner. In A Doll House, Nora 

leaves home by herself, becoming a free individual at the expense of abandoning 

her child. Contrastingly, Luping manages to leave the oppressive family as a mother 

by bringing her son with her.  

 

This particular Chinese version of Nora indeed does not follow precisely the 

path Nora pursues several decades ago. Luping’s act of leaving home with a son 

reinforces the significance of motherhood and the notion of “virtuous wife and good 

mother”. During the family reform debate, the model of the “virtuous wife and good 

mother” was crucial. Domestic life must be reconstructed, not dismantled, for the 

wife shall do the household duties and the mother rear the children. Alongside 

family-related notions such as free love and freedom of marriage, “virtuous wife 

and good mother” was one of the most discussed in the late Qing and the Republican 

period (Yang, 2016, pp.278-350). When the notion was raised in the late Qing, it 

was attacked by the proponents of the New Cultural Movement as confining the 

female individual under the names of “wife” and “mother” (Ye, 1919). As a result 
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of heavy criticism, the idea of virtuous wife and good mother received less attention 

than notions about free love and freedom of marriage. After the May Fourth 

Movement, resisting the ideal of “virtuous-wife-and-good-mother” became the 

mainstream thought among cultural radicals. Yet, the influence of the ideal of 

virtuous wife and good mother was still apparent in the Republican period, when 

society expressed anxiety towards women discarding the responsibility as a wife 

and a mother. For example the magazine New Woman (Xin nüxing 新女性) 

organized a special section to discuss the concern over modern woman and 

published articles from famous authors, including Chen Leng (陳冷, 1877-1965), 

Fei Yunhe (費雲鶴), Fan Zhongyun (樊仲雲, 1901-1989), Zhou Zuoren (周作人, 

1885-1967) and etc., to respond to the issue. In the editorial foreword to the section, 

the editor posed a question of whether a woman shall relinquish her role as a wife 

and mother for the sake of reforming society (Anonymous, 1927). This reveals that 

while cultural radicals hoped to ultimately overthrow the idea of virtuous wife and 

good mother, it still lingered in the mindset of contemporary intellectuals. 

 

In the 1930s, the idea made a major comeback under the name of “new 

virtuous wife and good mother” (xin xianqi liangmu 新賢妻良母). The idea reflects 

the outcome of women’s leaving home induced by the example of Nora. During the 

decade, new types of woman like young mistress (shaonainai 少奶奶) and modern 

concubine (yitaitai 姨太太) emerged. They westernized themselves by adopting a 

Western lifestyle and indulging in materialism. Under this circumstance, the 

advocates of “new virtuous wife and good mother” suggested that both man and 

woman should be “virtuous and good” (xianliang 賢良) and share family 

responsibilities together (Yang, 2016, pp.327-339). Other critics put forward the 

notion of “self-cultivation” (xiuyang 修養), especially those writers in the woman 

magazine Women’s Voices (Nü sheng 女聲): “For women who were housewives, 

the notion of ‘self-cultivation’ suggested a form of reaching out, of social 

engagement. Conversely, for women who were already working outside the home, 

‘self-cultivation’ meant looking inward to rediscover the small details of life and to 

balance their personal lives […]. For female readers, ‘self-cultivation’ was the only 

way to become a truly ‘modern woman’” (Huang, 2005, p.119). Reversing the 

image of Nora’s leaving home, this suggestion implies the need to “return home” 
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as a way to become a truly modern woman, to stabilize the shattering family 

institution. The enhanced social consolidation and stability would, in turn, help 

build the nation (He, 1934; Shulong, 1935). Chen Hengzhe (陳衡哲, 1893-1976), 

therefore, stated that  

 

Under the current situation, we do not believe that every woman 

shall leave home for other careers. On the other hand, we also 

disagree with the proposition that “all educated women shall not 

be allowed to leave home”. If every woman leaves her family, the 

children will lose their mothers; if all the educated women are 

confined to their families, the nation will suffer from the loss of 

their talents and contributions. Both constitute the lifeblood of a 

nation. We cannot afford to lose either of them (1935, p.4). 

 

Chen highlights the connection between wifehood and motherhood and nation-

building and seeks a balance between leaving or staying home, contributing to one’s 

family or society and nation. In Chen’s view, the stabilization of the family 

institution helps the development of the nation.11 Women can then be free to pursue 

a career or stay comfortably in the family to manage the household and raise the 

next generation. This egalitarian view that both genders should play their roles and 

shoulder family responsibilities seems to revise the old notion of “virtuous wife and 

good mother”. However, despite being emphasized as new, the idea was still 

attacked by cultural radicals as reactionary and a restoration of the old model. 

 

In Mother and Son, the selfless and sacrificing mother fits the image of a 

virtuous wife and good mother. On the one hand, Luping’s image brings to mind 

Nora’s leaving home. On the other hand, her calling for her son rewrites the 

meaning Nora embodies. Nora’s leaving home is understood as a move to seek 

individual freedom outside the family. But in Li Pingqian’s film, Liren is not 

                                                
11 Nicole Huang observes the connection between reclaiming motherhood and building the nation 

in the 1940s: “[…] to reclaim motherhood were closely intertwined with the enforcement of the 

new social and political order—an order resulting from the wartime Japanese occupation and 

based on the building of a ‘nation’ of prolific men and women who would work hard, both inside 

and outside of the home, toward the future of ‘China/Asia’” (2005, pp.106-107). 
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xianliang enough to keep Luping and Han Chen while Luping displays her 

xianliang before her stigmatized child. So Luping rejects the call from the patriarch 

and reunites with her son. In this case, the characterization of Luping’s combines 

the image of Nora and the idea of “new virtuous wife and good mother”. She dares 

to leave her irresponsible husband and shows her virtuosity in reconciling with her 

abandoned son. In fact, in the 1930s and 1940s, the idea of “new virtuous wife and 

good mother” was condemned as a conspiracy of the patriarchy. Yet, Li Pingqian’s 

film presents a facet of “new virtuous wife and good mother” and at the same time 

shows a different form of family depriving the patriarch of his authority. In order 

words, the selfless and sacrificing mother displaces the patriarch and hopes to 

restructure a family without patriarchal hierarchy. 

 

3.5. Conclusion 

Qinqing—familial relationship—is one of the major themes in wenyi films as 

suggested by Cai Guorong. Instead of being a general and universal representation, 

the familial relationships depicted in wenyi films are shaped by the particular issues 

pertaining to the Republican period. This chapter discusses how the genre 

intertwines with different family-related issues that emerged from the family reform 

debate initiated by the New Cultural radicals and the May Fourth writers. The 

debate criticized the traditional family institution led by the patriarch and put 

forward a new form of family, i.e. conjugal family, in which two independent 

individuals love each other freely and engage in non-arranged, free marriage.  

 

The adaptation of Ba Jin’s Torrent Trilogy showcases the intricate and 

dynamic relationship and interaction between the genre’s development and the 

cultural discussions at the time. One shared trait is the presentation of the patriarch 

through the use of cinematography. As the head in the traditional extended family, 

the patriarch is pictured at the center of the frame so as to underline his authority 

bestowed by the ancestors. This spatial troupe becomes emblematic of similar 

family-themed wenyi film in later years. This image, which appears early in the 

trilogy, sets an oppressive tone for the traditional family institution from the very 

beginning. The tragedy in the film lies in the dominating presence of the patriarch, 

who controls every member’s life, especially his/her marriage. The eventual 
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departure of the third patriarch symbolizes the determination to desert the old 

family institution. 

 

This act of leaving, which calls to mind the famous discussion of Nora’s 

leaving home, becomes the leitmotif of family-themed wenyi films. In the case of 

Mother and Son, the filmic adaptation alters the plot slightly and transposes the 

original’s destigmatization of the son to the mother’s determination to leave the 

family institution despite the modern patriarch’s call for reconciliation. By adding 

the episode of leaving home into the narrative, the filmmaker transforms the modern 

mother into a Nora-like figure. Yet, the mother is never an exact copy of Nora in 

that she does not leave alone but with her son. This recreates the image of Nora 

entirely to respond to the discussion on “new virtuous wife and good mother”. A 

possible reading of the mother’s final departure is to see the move as an assertive 

decision to leave the oppressive patriarch as well as a display of maternal goodness 

through the wish to reconcile with the son. Mother and Son depicts a different form 

of family unfavorable to the patriarch, whose displaced authority and significance 

within the institution is suggested visually through his decentering position in the 

frame.  

 

To conclude, wenyi films with a family theme articulate the family-related 

thoughts arising from the New Cultural Movement and May Fourth Moment and 

presents visually the abolition of the large, extended family (representation of the 

traditional family institution) and the decline of the patriarch as the family head. To 

replace the large family, one turns to the alternative system: a small and conjugal 

family. However, the modern nuclear family itself does not necessarily promise 

more equal and fulfilling familial relationships. The patriarchal hierarchy may 

continue to persist in a modern nuclear family. Hoping to weaken patriarchy while 

strengthening the family institution for social consolidation, wenyi film like Mother 

and Son imagines a xianliang mother who reconciles with her beloved son without 

the intervention of the father. This Chinese appropriation of Nora leaves the original 

family like a radical and return to another family to be a good mother. Of all the 

contributions wenyi films have made to the cultural discussions on the complexities 

of the family, what is perhaps most salient is its envisioning of a female figure, who 
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leaves as a radical and return as a good mother, to assume the position of the 

displaced patriarch. 
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Chapter 4. National Hero in Wenyi Biographical Picture 

 

Existing literatures and researches on wenyi film generally regard the genre 

as adaptations of published literary works, and seldom associate it with biographical 

picture (zhuanji pian 傳記片; hereafter biopic). Yet, going back to the 1930s and 

1940s when foreign biopics were massively imported into China, many film critics 

and theorists attempted to  theorize the relationship between biopic and wenyi by 

considering biopics as translations of the lives of historical figures and adaptations 

of historical materials. Like other types of wenyi film, wenyi biopics were also 

involved in the cultural discussion of the time through the process of adaptation in 

order to bring enlightenment to the audience so as to respond to the predicament 

the nation was facing. In this sense, the emergence of Chinese wenyi biopic in the 

1930s and 1940s was no accident but a response to the particular situation of that 

period of time. Facing the invasion of Japan which had begun in 1938, film 

practitioners hoped to agitate Chinese audience through reinterpreting the historical 

figures. Their attempts reveal a desire to renew the Chinese national character 

through the heroic stories of those historical figures for the reason of fighting 

against foreign enemies.  

 

Chinese national character was criticized by intellectuals for its inclinations 

towards weakness and obscurantism since the late Qing. Intellectuals regarded this 

as a partial reason why the nation was so weak and oppressed by foreign countries. 

Renewing the national character was one of the missions of the enlightenment 

project of the New Cultural Movement. Against this background, the biopic 

filmmakers found their place by adapting stories of historical figures, hoping to 

highlight the heroic aspect in Chinese tradition and redefine Chinese national 

character. Through rediscovering Chinese history and tradition, wenyi biopic 

interfered in the cultural discussion of Chinese national character and presented 

alternative ways of understanding national character with heroism, in reaction 

against the decades’ long casing of Chinese national character in negative terms. 

 

In this chapter, I provide a brief summary of the discourse of biopic and 

national character as a background against which the Chinese wenyi biopic emerged. 
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By affirming the value of the tradition, wenyi biopic filmmakers rediscovered the 

heroic aspect in Chinese historical figures. The heroism was then transposed into 

wenyi films to propose a different configuration of modern intellectuals. By 

combining wen (文) and wu (武), wenyi biopic puts forward new representations of 

the national character in the service of building the nation in the wartime and post-

war period. Two films, i.e. Fei Mu’s Confucius (Kongfuzi 孔夫子, 1940) and Bu 

Wancang’s National Spirit (Guohun 國魂, 1948), are selected. Fei Mu’s film is 

selected to elucidate an example of globalism amidst the high tide of nationalism; 

while Bu’s film is chosen to discuss the intertwinement of nationalism in another 

historical context, i.e. civil war period.  

 

 

4.1. Biopic, National Character and Nation Building  

In an article on the reasons of the rise of biopic in Hollywood, it is argued that 

adapting the stories of real-life figures resolves the predicament of shortage of 

scripts that was facing Hollywood: “in recent years Hollywood is suffering from 

the shortage of script. Fortunately brilliant film scriptwriters find a new way out, 

that is to blend the film and literature together [….] Besides novels, biography is 

the literary genre that most closely connected to wenyi film” (Anonymous, 1939, 

3). In the same article, the author named wenyi film examples that were adapted 

from biography such as Cleopatra (Cecil B. DeMille, 1934), Rembrandt (Alexander 

Korda, 1936), The Story of Louis Pasteur (William Dieterle, 1936), The Crusades 

(Cecil B. DeMille, 1935), The Life of Emile Zola (William Dieterle, 1937), Queen 

of Destiny (Herbert Wilcox, 1938), The Private Life of Henry VIII (Alexander 

Korda, 1933), etc. Not all of these films have an original written biography to base 

on. Cleopatra, for example, is an adaptation based on the historical materials 

gathered by Barlett Cormack, and Queen of Destiny is written by the scriptwriters 

based on their imagination of the historical events. However, regardless of whether 

these films have any basis on written biographies, critics nonetheless view them as 

wenyi works—adaptations from real life events. In his book on the relationship 

between film and literature, Wang Pingling (王平陵, 1898-1964) devoted a section 

to discuss the relationship between film and biography where he argued that 

historical events were indeed a kind of literature, and therefore films like Young Mr. 
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Lincoln, The Crusades and Cleopatra, which are adaptations of biography and/or 

historical fiction, are in fact film adaptations of literature in its purest sense (1938, 

pp.55-56). This argument extends the definition of wenyi film, including not only 

films adapted from literature but also films based on biographies and/or historical 

materials.  

 

In the context of biopic, the reception of Vladimir Petrov’s Conquest of Peter 

the Great (1938) in China is a case of note. The Russian film is based on Aleksey 

Tolstoy’s novel Peter the Great and was shown at the time when China was at war 

with Japan. Under this situation, the biopic was not merely another story about a 

great historical figure. In a review of Conquest of Peter the Great, the critic saw the 

film as a work related to the anti-Japanese war. To him, the film called for a stronger 

nation and the persistent hero set up an example for people who were willing to 

suffer for the masses, a basic condition for enhancing national strength (Nai, 1938, 

October 26). Another critic held the same point of view, considering that the hero 

in the film “unites and agitates the great and resolute nation [minzu 民族]” 

(Anonymous, 1938b, p.7). The idea that biopic was a genre carrying messages of 

nation building was widely accepted from the mid-1930s when the invasion of 

Japan became more pressing. A parallel of this understanding of biopic can be 

drawn with the discourse of historical film. Liang Yungu (梁雲谷) (1935) argued 

that historical film could help people to understand the greatness, glory and strength 

of their nation, useful for promoting the nation’s greatness and glory for the world 

to see. Here, Liang in fact resonated with Bao Tianxiao (包天笑, 1876-1973), who 

can be regarded as one of the pioneers in promoting historical film in the 1920s 

when his efforts were acknowledged only by few. Like Liang, Bao (1925; 1926) 

also suggested to reinvigorate the morality and representation of Chinese people 

through traditional sages and heroes in history. Another Butterflies writer Fan 

Yanqiao (范煙橋, 1894-1967) (1936) also advocated historical film for its power to 

revitalize the nation and save the daily life of his contemporaries from confusion 

and boredom. This indeed is derived from his early writings in which he argued that 

historical film could be instructive for the rise and fall of a nation, and that people 
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shall learn the teaching of history from these historical materials (Fan, 1928).1 As 

both biopic and historical film draw on historical materials, what is argued for 

historical film applies also to biopic.2 It is in the same vein that Li Zhujin (李鑄晉, 

1920-2014) (1945) later defined the function of biopics to help the audiences gain 

a deeper understanding of their own nation for the sake of nation building as one of 

its four major characteristics.3 

 

In this case, the film practitioners were very different from those intellectuals 

who argued for the reform of Chinese national character (guomin xing 國民性). 

The problematic of national character was the subject of rigorous cultural debate by 

Chinese intellectuals since the late Qing. The issue of national character was 

foregrounded in intellectual discussions when Chinese people came into contact 

with foreign cultures and powers, with the express desire on the part of the 

intellectuals to revitalize the nation by reforming the national character. Yan Fu (嚴

復, 1854-1921), who translated Evolution and Ethics, proposed that strengthening 

people’s power, opening up people’s mind and reevaluating people’s moral values 

are key to making a nation strong (Yan, 1986, 120) Here, one can find the 

association of reforming national character to rebuilding a strong nation. Another 

important late Qing thinker Liang Qichao (梁啟超, 1873-1929) wrote a volume of 

articles to address the issue of national character, such as “On Ten Great Vitalities 

                                                
1 Critics from the film magazine Silver Star (Yingxing 銀星)—an adversary camp to the Butterflies 

writers—held a similar idea on the function of historical film. For example, an author from Silver 

Star pointed out that the major function of historical films was to help the people to understand the 

past of their country to inspire patriotic sentiments and help them to find ways to fight for the 

integrity of the nation (Yi, 1927). 
2 Some critics of the time would see these two types as one. For example, in a review on Suez 

(Allan Dwan, 1938), a Hollywood historical film, the author listed some great works of historical 

films and most of them are biopics: “Mata Hari, Mary of Scotland, Conquest, The Adventures of 

Marco Polo, The Life of Emile Zola, If I were King…. All of them are based on historical events. 

Besides, in Germany, there is a film that traces the story of French heroine Jeanne d’Arc and a film 

about Beethoven—the god of music” (Gu, 1939, p.16). 
3 The other three are: (1) actualizing the film art; (2) actualizing the educational value of the film; 

and (3) expressing the protagonist’s spirit for struggling for the good of humanity. Indeed, the 

biopic did not only serve for a single function. Descriptions like warrior of humankind, battle for 

freedom, struggling for righteousness and etc. often appeared in the advertisement and reviews of 

biopic (Anonymous, 1938a; JY, 1944; Ying, 1947, January 11). This reveals that the genre showed 

not only the concern for nation building but also the struggling for the good of humanity in 

general.   
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of National People,” (國民十大元氣論) “On the Origin of China’s Weakness,” (中

國積弱溯源論) “On New People” (新民說) and “On the Relationship between 

Fiction and the Government of the People” (論小說與群治之關係). All of these 

writings draw the readers’ attention to the weakness of Chinese people in the hope 

of reforming the whole nation into a stronger one. Lu Xun (魯迅, 1881-1936), 

another prominent figure in the discussion of national character, wrote in his preface 

to Call to Arms (吶喊) to explain his belief in renewing the national character of 

Chinese people through promoting literature and arts (wenyi) (Lu, 1981, iii). Paul 

Foster points out that for Lu Xun the major characteristic of Chinese national 

character is muddledness: “Lu Xun saw the Chinese mentality as muddled by 

unscientific logic and reasoning. This muddledness was perpetuated biologically 

through the valorization of Chinese “spiritual culture” or “spiritual civilization”, 

which for the most part meant the moral and ethical doctrines of Confucianism 

championed by the Confucian supporters of the national essence” (Foster, 2006, 

p.106). From Foster, it is clear that Lu Xun severely criticized Confucianism and 

longed for scientific logic and reasoning. From these three prominent figures, one 

can see how intellectuals in late Qing and early Republic attacked the backwardness 

of China and called for the transformation of national character into a more rational 

and scientific one for saving the nation. 

 

This discussion of national character also attracted the attention of film critics, 

but it headed to a different direction. From the mid-1920s, film critics addressed the 

issue of national character not from the perspective of departing from the Chinese 

tradition but inheriting them. This echoed the abovementioned discussion of biopic 

and historical film. In the 1920s the Butterflies writers advocated historical film for 

saving the Chinese film industry from its predicaments on one hand and for 

inheriting the spirit of Chinese culture on the other (Xue Feng, 2010, p.103). With 

this aspiration in mind, the Butterflies writers appropriated the notion of national 

character and highlighted the characteristics of Chinese people in comparison with 

that of other countries. Using films as the analytic tool of national character, Chen 

Xiaodie (陳小蝶, 1897-1989) (1928) made use of German films like Die 

Nibelungen (1924) and Variety (1925) as a demonstration of German people’s 

“fortitudinous but ruthless characteristics” (p.72). By this, he predicted that 
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Germany would regain its vitality and rise to prominence in the future. In the same 

article he also analyzed British, American, French and Japanese cinemas from the 

perspective of national character and concluded that Britain was characterized by 

the notion of nobility, America by wealth, France aesthetics and Japan patriotism. 

Chen’s approach is by and large similar to nowadays’ national cinema approach in 

film studies—to point out the national characteristics from films of a nation. 

  

Many critics analyzed the world cinemas in a similar approach (Cong, 1930; 

Xiong, 1931; Jing, 1935). Yet, there was a remarkable article for its discussion of 

Chinese national character through a film adaptation of a Butterflies novel. The 

author refrained from criticizing Chinese people’s muddledness and upholding 

Westernization, and expressed worries that Chinese cinema “refuses to learn from 

the familiar Chinese dramas [for its scripts] while imitating the Hollywood style, 

shooting Westernized scripts which are unfamiliar to us. As expected, the result is 

ridiculous” (E, 1930, p.2). In the article, he analyzed the film adaptation of Broken 

Zither Tower (Sui qin lou 碎琴樓, 1930), based on a Butterflies aiqing novel written 

by the Cantonese novelist He Zou (何諏). The author commented that the film 

“fully expresses the national character of maternal love, fidelity, romance, loyalty 

and chivalrousness” (E, 1930, p.2). He pinpointed these traditional virtues as 

national character not to criticize them but to glorify their representations in film. 

Representing the traditional virtues in film, to him, is a path for a better future for 

Chinese cinema.  

 

The different takes on national character between the late Qing and Republic 

intellectuals and film practitioners illustrate their different stances towards the 

traditions of China. The intellectuals started from their anti-Confucianism 

standpoint to criticize traditional values and morality, whereas film practitioners 

hoped to utilize traditional elements in this modern form of art to redefine a modern 

Chinese personality. Liang Qichao and Lu Xun hoped for a new form of novel and, 

from it, a new cultural and literature movement which could reform the 

powerlessness inherent in the Chinese national character. On the contrary, in the 

cinematic field, filmmakers and critics believed that to reform the national character, 

going back to the tradition is the way to go in order to find good historical materials 
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to adapt from, to portray historical heroes who fight for and revitalize the nation. 

Turning from weakness to heroism, wenyi biopic desired the renewal of the national 

character of the Chinese people from harnessing tradition and history. It is in this 

sense that biopic intertwined with the notions of national character and nationalism. 

In order to analyze more closely the relationship of wenyi biopic, national character 

and nationalism, the following discussions focus on two particular wenyi biopics as 

examples: Fei Mu’s Confucius (Kongfuzi 孔夫子, 1940), produced during the anti-

Japanese war, and Bu Wancang’s National Spirit (Guohun 國魂, 1948) produced 

during the civil war period.4 From these examples one can see how the meaning of 

the nation changes from context to context. 

 

 

4.2. The Great Man in Confucius  

To study the treatment of national character on the screen, Fei Mu’s (費穆, 

1906-1951) Confucius is a good point of departure. Fei Mu began his filming career 

in the 1930s with films like Night in the City (Chengshi zhi ye 城市之夜, 1933) and 

Life (Rensheng 人生, 1934). Generally, he is regarded by scholars and critics as a 

director who “critiqued the evils of modernity and called for a return to traditional 

values in order to solve the problems facing modern China” (FitzGerald, 2013, 

p.181). Confucius is no exception and is invariably read as a work advocating a 

return to traditional morality. But by situating the film in wartime, the film can also 

read as to promote the cause of national salvation, a point which was shown 

explicitly in the promotion items. The advertisement on Shen Bao on 12 June, 1942 

(Fig. 4.1) indicated this wenyi blockbuster actually told a story of “the saint 

travelling over different feudal states, unifying the Chinese national spirit, and 

founding the basis of nation” (聖人週遊列國．統一中華國魂．奠定民族基礎). 

These three lines are indeed connected together to illustrate the relationship 

between the biopic and the nation-state: the narrative tells the experience of the hero, 

Confucius, through which one discovers the national spirit, the foundation of the 

                                                
4 One may observe a gender bias in the film practitioners’ understanding of biopic. For those 

female-centered biopics like Mulan Joins the Army (Mulan congjun 木蘭從軍, 1939) and The 

Empress Wu Tse-tien (Wu Ze Tian 武則天, 1939), critics considered them as “legend” (chuanqi 傳

奇) instead of adaptations of the biographies of historical figures. This view removed these female-

centered biopics from the area of wenyi biopic. 
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nation. The hero in the biopic is the nexus of these three elements: personal 

experience, national spirit, and (historical and cultural) foundation of the nation. 

Without a doubt, the film was produced to address the issues of nationalism and 

national character. In this sense, the question for Confucius would be: what are the 

qualities of the hero (embodying the new national character) who is the foundation 

of the nation?  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Shen Bao (12 June 1942), p.6 

 

In the very beginning of the film, the filmmaker already names the qualities 

in question. In the scene right after the prelude, Confucius is standing on a high 

land, preaching his disciples on the principles of saving the country. The shot pans 

from the three disciples, Zilu (子路), Zigong (子貢) and Yan Hui (顏回), to the left 

of Confucius, before Confucius begins to preach. This shot composition parallels 

the image of Jesus having a sermon on a mountain for his disciples. (In fact, Fei Mu 

did compare Confucius with Jesus, a point to return to later in this section.) Then 

the three disciples are introduced one by one as the camera cuts back with three 
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consecutive medium shots for each of them: Zilu is the bravest (yong 勇), Zigong 

is the most talented (cai 才), and Yan Hui is the most benevolent (ren 仁). This 

establishing scene actually sets the overall theme of the film: the rest of the film 

shows how courage, talent and benevolence are related to the ideal of saving the 

country in decline. Later in his second lecture, Confucius gives a sermon on how to 

be “the great man” (dazhangfu 大丈夫). If in the beginning ordinary people call for 

a saint to save them, then the preaching of the saint explicitly tells the audiences 

that being a great man is a way of how a Chinese should be in troubled times. 

Ostensibly, Confucius is a film about the life of Confucius. But in the context of 

anti-Japanese war, the film indeed appeals to the audience to pay heed to Confucius’ 

ideal of being the great man.  

 

In fact, the real Confucius seldom mentions the notion of “the great man”. 

Instead, it is Mencius who brings forward the notion by his famous statement “to 

be above the power of riches and honors to make dissipated, of poverty and mean 

condition to make swerve from principle, and of power and force to make bend—

these characteristics constitute the great man”.5 Here, the film attempts to subsume 

some of the teachings that do not belong to Confucius under his name for the 

purpose of giving the audience a general understanding of Confucianism. So, how 

does the film define the great man? The sequence for the first lecture in the opening 

of the film already suggests the three dimensions of the great man. From the images 

of the three disciples, the film (re)defines the notion of the great man: the great man 

should be a combination of bravery, talent and benevolence. The general impression 

of Confucius usually places benevolence at the center of his teaching. Here, on the 

level of the narrative and plot of the film, the heroic actions Confucius’ disciples, 

especially Zilu, perform are highlighted. That is why there is a small episode in the 

film where other people comment on Confucius’ disciples as being “good at the six 

arts and acquire both the qualities of wen and wu” (jingtong liuyi, wen wu 

shuangquan 精通六藝，文武雙全). The six arts, including rites, music, archery, 

charioteering, calligraphy and mathematics, were practiced by Confucius’ disciples 

according to some historical records. In the film, the director gives special shots to 

                                                
5 In Chinese it is “富貴不能淫，貧賤不能移，威武不能屈──此之謂大丈夫。” 
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Zilu showing his excellent mastery of the art of archery, highlighting his braveness 

and martial prowess. This gives us a different image from our usual understanding 

of a Confucius scholar: in the film, Zilu always wears sword, bow and arrow, 

symbols of the quality of wu.  

 

On this point, Kam Louie’s study (2002) on Chinese masculinity is useful for 

the further elaboration of the image of Confucius’ disciples in the film. Louie 

suggests a wen-wu (cultural attainment-martial valour) paradigm to define ancient 

Chinese masculinity. Ancient Chinese males, especially male leaders, “try to 

demonstrate both wen and wu prowess. That is, all ambitious males strive for both 

wen and wu, and those who achieve both are the great ones” (p.17). In his discussion 

of wu, he chooses Guan Yu as a prime example, indicating that wu characteristics 

are “behaviors such as bravery, mateship and physical strength” (p.23). In the film, 

Zilu’s image resembles that of Guan Yu, excelling at charioteering, archery and 

swordsmanship. At the end of the film, the episode of “Zilu’s tying hatbands for his 

death” (Zilu jieying ersi 子路結纓而死), which is not closely related to Confucius, 

is added. This episode effectively exhibits Zilu’s wu quality as one of the defining 

qualities of the great man: he rams into the ranks of the enemies to save Kong Kui 

(孔悝) by himself, fighting against few dozens of soldiers with his lone sword. Fei 

Mu adds a fight sequence in his wenyi film to make a case for the bravery and the 

wu quality of Zilu—visualizing Louie’s wen-wu construction.  

 

For Louie, wen is embodied by the figure of Confucius, which, by definition, 

“implied the ability to work with one’s verbal skills: thus the wenren [文人] 

influenced social events through rhetoric and not necessarily social action. The 

wenren saw himself as the moral and spiritual guide to society” (p.45). This 

description befits the image of Zigong in the film, the most talented among all the 

Confucius’ disciples who was capable of persuading the kings of feudal states to 

follow Confucius’ path.  

 

However, the image of the great man in Confucius cannot be fully exhausted 

by Louie’s wen-wu paradigm. If Zilu’s bravery can be compared to Louis’ wu and 

Zigong’s talent to Louie’s wen, what Confucius provides for us on top of that is the 
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idea that to be a great man one should also be benevolence (ren). In fact, knowledge 

(zhi 知, talent in Fei Mu’s version), benevolence and bravery are the “three great 

virtues” (sandade 三達德) in Confucius’ teaching. Benevolence is to seek to 

maintain the five human relations (wulun 五倫) or “five pervasive principles” 

(wudadao 五達道), namely the relationships between prince and minister, between 

father and son, between husband and wife, between brothers, and between friends. 

Those who can confine themselves within the realm of rite are regarded as 

benevolent. Those who can archive the three great virtues are regarded as the saint 

(shengren 聖人) or the great man who achieves “the doctrine of the mean” 

(zhongyong zhi dao 中庸之道). The meaning of the mean (zhongyong 中庸) is 

visualized in the film by an image in one of the scenes, in which Confucius utilizes 

three water barrels to explain his idea of the middle ground: barrel with a good 

amount of water stays upright; barrel with less water looks tilted; and barrel with 

too much water topples. Confucius in the film then concludes: “If the middle state 

is acquired the barrel will stay upright. No going beyond, not not-reaching it. This 

is the way of the mean” (Fig. 4.2).6 “No going beyond and not not-reaching it” (無

過無不及) is a way to understand the doctrine of the mean. Paraphrasing Kam 

Louie, we can come up with a schema for the great man in Confucius as a 

combination of wen, wu and ren, of the “three great virtues”, to achieve the doctrine 

of the mean. 

 

                                                
6 The line in Chinese is “得其中，桶就正。這就是無過無不及，中庸之道。” 
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Figure 4.2 Confucius lectures on the idea of “the mean” by three water barrels 

 

4.3. Nationalism Contested: Globalism in Confucius 

The idea of the great man was a means for Fei Mu to reinterpret the issue of 

national character. However, to Fei Mu this suggested the character in question is 

not only a national matter but it also bears upon the global. We can understand Fei 

Mu’s globalism by analyzing the ending of the film, after Zilu and Yan Hui have 

died. Confucius delivers his last lecture to his other disciples on the great man. He 

speaks of “sincere intention, upright heart, self-cultivation, family in harmony, 

kingdom well-governed to all under heaven in peace” (my emphasis). Originally, 

the notion of “kingdom” (guo 國) in the term “kingdom well-governed” (zhiguo 治

國) only refers to those kingdoms under the sovereignty of Zhou dynasty. However, 

against the context of anti-Japanese war and with the promoting materials of the 

film heavily loaded with a strong patriotic sentiment (“unifying Chinese national 

spirit” from the abovementioned advertisement), the term guo here acquires its 

modern meaning, i.e. nation. A Ying (阿英, 1900-1977) wrote an article in 

Confucius Special (孔夫子影片特刊) commenting that “Confucius knew very well 

that the task of ‘setting people’s hearts on the right path’ so as to ‘save China’” 

(2010, p.154) and pointed out that this mission could not be the work of one person 
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alone but must be built upon the cooperation of all people. He cited in his articles 

lines from Confucius’ last lecture about the great man in the film, which he 

misquoted partly, to support his point: “All men share a duty for the rise and fall of 

their nation. Look, the strong states are bullying the weak ones; the land is overrun 

by rebels and traitors terrorizing and killing civilians; countless lives plunged into 

misery and sorrow. It’s a man’s duty to save the country (tianxai 天下)!” (p.154). 

The original words from the film are as follows:  

 

You all now become ministers, sharing the duty of saving the 

world (tianxai 天下). You should understand that cultivating 

yourselves and governing a kingdom should take benevolence 

and righteousness (renyi 仁義) as the basis. In the world today, 

people are jittery; morality is degenerating; the strong states are 

bullying the weak ones; the land is overrun by rebels and traitors; 

and the nations are declaring war and fighting with each other. As 

such, how the world can be peaceful […]. After I die, you go on; 

after you all die, the generations after generations go on. As long 

as the spirit of uprightness exists, the world… (Confucius falls 

down in a swoon) 

 

Notice that there are several differences between the original lines and the lines 

recited by A Ying. The first difference is the audience. A Ying stated that the 

audience of the lines was common people. But in the film, Confucius holds his 

lecture for his disciples, who have already become the ministers of different 

kingdoms, instead of common people. By this, one can see the different attitudes of 

A Ying and Fei Mu towards reformation of a nation. A Ying, from his leftist point 

of view, mistook and rewrote the original lines by replacing ministers with the 

masses. Yet, Fei Mu’s film paid greater tribute to the intellectuals or the great men, 

in general the elites, hoping that they could bring about reformation or 

transformation to the nation.  

 

Secondly, A Ying replaced the lines “In the world today, people are jittery; 

morality is degenerating” by “All men share a duty for the rise and fall of their 
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nation” and concluded that Confucius was about “setting people’s hearts on the right 

path” so as to “save China.” Here we can see A Ying’s loaded nationalism and 

patriotism. However, Fei Mu’s ideal as conveyed in the film is broader than this. 

The English rendition of A Ying’s article translates guojia (國家) to nation and 

tianxai (天下) to country. Yet the word tianxai in the film can have another level of 

meaning. The Chinese audience of the time could have immediately read the current 

situation of their country into the line read by Confucius, “the strong states are 

bullying the weak ones” (qiangguo qiling ruoguo 強國欺凌弱國): Japan as a strong 

state was bullying China as a weak one. Following the linear hierarchy of Confucius’ 

teaching from self (shen 身), family (jia 家) to nation (guo 國), then the next level 

tianxia should be a realm larger than simply the nation or state. So I would argue in 

this context that country is not the right word; it is the world. If in Confucius’ time 

guo referred to the different kingdoms and tianxia was designated for the realm of 

Zhou dynasty  which correspond to the nation and country in A Ying’s interpretation 

respectively, then in Fei Mu’s understanding guo can still be understood as nation 

but tianxia should designate the bigger world.  

 

This worldview of Fei Mu is not only revealed through Confucius’ last lecture 

but can also be read in the beginning of the film. After the opening credits, intertitles 

are inserted to inform the audience of Confucius’ biography and to compare his 

with Jesus’ and Buddha’s. By this comparison, Fei Mu put Confucius within the 

context of world religions. Indeed, Fei Mu has written to explain this comparison. 

In his article “Confucius and His Times” (2010) he first compared Confucius’ 

philosophy with Buddhism, arguing that “the philosophy of life and moral standard 

and life principles extolled by Confucius constituted an invisible religion 

dominating the spiritual life of the Chinese people for thousands of years” (p.148). 

Following this was the comparison between Confucius and Jesus. Fei Mu indicated 

that Jesus’ central message was love but he “had no wish to see reform and the 

liberation of slaves” (p.148). Fei Mu considered Confucius was different from Jesus 

in this respect: 

  

On one hand, [Confucius] advanced a score of principles that 

matched, in substance, Christian beliefs; on the other, he called 
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for political reform with the passion of a realist wanting to save 

the world. Circuitously but surely, he started a humanistic 

revolution to overthrow a convoluted opportunistic society by 

way of instilling good character in people (p.148). 

 

From that, Fei Mu continued “To save the world, it is important to rectify the hearts 

of the people first; to practice a policy of benevolence one will need ‘good men 

politics’” (p.148). Like A Ying, Fei Mu believed in setting people’s hearts on the 

right path; but unlike A Ying, who took this as a means to save China, Fei Mu 

regarded this as a means “to save the world (tianxia)”.  He then concluded by adding 

a remark that “What [Confucius] couldn’t have known is that the world (shijie 世

界) is still one big mess 2,000 years after he first launched the campaign!” (p.148) 

Fei Mu put tianxia and shijie in the same paragraph as if they can be utilized 

interchangeably. By this, one can understand that the purpose of directing Confucius 

the film was not only to convey the message of saving China but also the ideal to 

save the world. Fei Mu reinterpreted Confucius’ notion of tianxia, which was a term 

for the sovereign Zhou dynasty, and extended it to the realm of all human lives.  

 

In short, Fei Mu responded to the issues of national character and nationalism 

through the adaptation of Confucius’ life. We see how Fei Mu reacted to the then 

situation of China and the world through this biopic. Through Fei Mu’s 

reinterpretation of Confucius’ teaching, the director puts forward the notion of the 

great man—possessing the qualities of bravery, talent and benevolence—as an ideal 

national character for Chinese intellectuals. While Fei Mu responded to the issue of 

nationalism by suggesting a new mode of national character, he never confined 

himself within nationalism. By appropriating Confucius’ notion of tianxia, Fei Mu 

extended his political thinking to the global level, embracing globalism by 

dreaming that the qualities of the great man could put a stop to the turmoil that the 

whole world was facing, the fact that “people were jittery, morality was 

degenerating, the strong states were bullying the weak ones, the land was overrun 

by rebels and traitors, and the nations were declaring war and fighting with each 

other”. 
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4.4. The Loyal Hero in National Spirit 

Another wenyi biopic addressing the issues of nationalism and national 

character was Bu Wancang’s (卜萬蒼, 1903-1974) National Spirit (Guohun 國魂, 

1948). Speaking of nationalism and nation character, Bu Wancang is a controversial 

figure. He has long been regarded as a wenyi director, and his Love and Duty (Lianai 

yu yiwu 戀愛與義務, 1931), produced alongside with A Spray of Plum Blossoms 

(Yijian Mei 一剪梅, 1931) and Peach Blossom Weeps Tear of Blood (Taohua qi xue 

ji 桃花泣血記 1931) in Lianhua (聯華), was a big success. The film is now 

regarded as one of the early wenyi classics of Chinese cinema. However, these films 

were branded as reactionary by left-wing critics because of their endings (Pang, 

2002, p.26). He was later subject to serious controversy because of his wartime 

production Mulan Joins the Army (Mulan congjun 木蘭從軍, 1939), a film which 

was made in Shanghai and became a sensation in Shanghai, Nanjing and Hong 

Kong known for its sharp critique and the double meanings in its national and 

political messages (Fu, 2003, p.17). Yet when the film was shown in Chongqing, 

rumor had it that Bu had already sought shelter from Japan. The audience protested 

by burning the film of the movie (Yau, 2010, p.130n38; Bao, 2015, pp.1-3). Bu was 

vilified as a traitor. More than that, later in 1942, he co-directed with Zhu Shilin (朱

石麟, 1899-1967), Maxu Weibang  (馬徐維邦, 1905-1961) and Yang Xiaozhong 

(楊小仲, 1899-1969) the notorious Eternity (Wanshi liu 萬世流芳; originally 

named as Ahen senso 鴉片戰爭) and was seen as a traitor as he collaborated with 

the Japanese government. All these directors were subsequently denounced as 

traitors and scums (bailei 敗類) after the end of the war (Anonymous, 1946, May 

23). But interestingly, Bu Wancang’s name was removed in the later denunciation 

in 1948, the year he directed National Spirit (Anonymous, 1948, March 25) (Fig. 

4.3). One may believe that Bu directed a film relaying such a strong national and 

pro-establishment message to settle his scores. In the following sections, I argue 

that the film indeed is calling for loyalty to the nation and the establishment. 

Meanwhile I would like to show that the same calling in the original script and in 

the adaptation in fact meant different things in different historical contexts. 
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Figure 4.3 Bu Wancang’s name was removed in the later denunciation in 1948 

 

The film is an adaptation of Wu Zuguang’s (吳祖光, 1917-2003) drama 

The Song of the Spirit of Righteousness (Zheng qi ge 正氣歌) (hereafter The Song), 

a play inspired by the life of the Song Prime Minister Wen Tianxiang (文天祥, 

1236-1283). Wen Tianxiang was snubbed by the old Prime Minister Jia Sidao and 

decided to return home to wait for the opportunity to save Song from the Mongolian 

Yuan. After Jia’s death, Wen succeeded his place and was conferred a title of Right 

Prime Minister, mandated by the imperial court to defend against Yuan army. 

However, in a negotiation with a Yuan general, Wen was arrested and kidnapped to 

Beijing. On the way, he managed to escape back to Song with the help of some 

ordinary people. Seen as a traitor, he remained at large, running from town to town. 

Later he regained the trust of the imperial court and was again appointed as the 

prime minister to fight against Yuan. But Song was eventually defeated by Yuan 

despite Wen’s resistance, and he was captured again as a prisoner of war to be sent 

to Beijing. He was kept for three years, during which the Yuan Emperor tried many 

ways to make him surrender, only to fail because of Wen’s unflinching loyalty to 

Song. After reciting the famous “Song of the Spirit of Righteousness” to his 

followers, he was executed. 

  

Wu Zuguang’s drama The Song had been staged several times from 1939 to 

1941 in Shanghai. Although it was a historical drama, the audience did not fail to 

notice the film’s nationalism and anti-Japanese sentiment. For instance, a review on 

Good Friends (Yiyou 益友) asked rhetorically, “How can one deny that it is a drama 

of Chinese national spirit? Who isn’t lifted up by the loyalty and persistency it 
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presents? Who isn’t stirred by its unyielding fighting spirit?” (Dan, 1941, 14) These 

sets of questions summed up very nicely how the drama was received in the context 

of the war against Japan. The crux of this drama was: propagating Chinese national 

spirit, promoting loyalty and persistence, and displaying the military spirit against 

the enemy. Bu Wancang’s National Spirit largely followed the same vein as 

The Song in respect of the main themes and the plot. Changing the film title to 

National Spirit belies a desire to highlight the underlying message of Chinese 

nationalism and national spirit. The questions for National Spirit then are: how, or 

through what kind of images, does the film illustrate the necessity of fighting? What 

kind of loyalty does the film put forward to the audiences? And finally, what exactly 

does the notion of “national spirit” refer to? What is the content of this notion? 

  

As a wenyi biopic, National Spirit presents the martial spirit through the 

biography of Wen Tianxiang, who embodies the qualities which the drama and film 

directors deemed necessary for the Chinese people in the face of the “Orphan Island” 

and post-war circumstance respectively. In National Spirit, when facing the attack 

of the Yuan army, Wen Tianxiang argues in favor of fighting against the enemy 

instead of brokering a deal for peace through making concessions to invaders, 

moving some of the officials around him to view him as a “contemporary hero” 

(dangdai de yingxiong 當代的英雄).7 Through the image of Wen Tianxiang, the 

film redefined the notion of the hero. 

 

Generally speaking, a hero in the Chinese context is understood as a man who 

exhibits his masculine character through martial art or military power. This image 

is featured prominently in contemporary Chinese male-oriented genres, such as 

gangster film, criminal film, cop film and martial art film. But in National Spirit, 

Wen Tianxiang’s heroism exhibits a different quality. In the film Wen Tianxiang is 

described as “top in literary talent, epitome of loyalty and righteousness” (wezhang 

yipin, zhongyi wushuang 文章一品、忠義無雙) by other film characters. He 

writes a statement with thousands of words addressed to the royalty to criticize Jia 

Sidao; later when he gained authority, he leads the army to fight against Yuan 

                                                
7 Wu Zuguang’s original script has a line which calls Wen Tianxiang a contemporary hero: “Master 

Wen is a contemporary hero. He is the one to change the future” (Wu, 1954, p.36). 
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army—in this sense he is like Zilu in Confucius, combining both wen and wu 

qualities. Through the mouth of a member of an ordinary household, the prelude of 

Wu Zuguang’s original script presents the thinking of combining wen and wu to 

save the nation. The character says “wen can stabilize a nation; wu can settle a 

country” (Wu, 1954, p.10). Here, Kam Louie’s wen-wu construct can again be 

appropriated to describe National Spirit’s Wen Tianxiang. Wen’s “literary talent”, 

like Confucius’s talent, can be explained through Louie’s definition of wen, which 

refers to “the ability to work with one’s verbal skills” (2002, p.45). The written 

statement proves his rhetorical mastery, while his debate with the Yuan’s general in 

a negotiation and his last lecture of his The Song of the Spirit of Righteousness 

before his execution demonstrates his proficiency in the art of persuasion.  

 

His leadership in the army can be understood as a wu ability that goes beyond 

Louie’s definition of wu (behaviors such as bravery, mateship and physical strength). 

Here, Wan Tianxiang’s competence includes leadership and military tactics. Like 

Confucius’s schema of the “three great virtues” that goes beyond Louie’s wen-wu 

construct, the character of Wen Tianxiang in National Spirit also has an extra 

dimension that goes beyond the construct. Besides his literary talent, he is described 

as an “epitome of loyalty and righteousness”. When analyzing Guan Yu, Louie 

points to his quality of righteousness (yi 義). Louie defines righteousness as 

brotherhood love between Liu Bei (劉備), Guan Yu and Zhang Fei (張飛) and 

loyalty (zhong 忠) as an attitude that unambiguously denotes a vertical relationship 

(see 2002, pp.36-37). In this sense, loyalty and righteousness can be regarded as 

resting on the vertical and horizontal planes respectively. In reading Romance of the 

Three Kingdoms (Sanguo yanyi 三國演義), Louie argues that, in the episode where 

Guan Yu declares his allegiance to Liu Bei, rejecting Cao Cao’s solicitation to 

surrender and switch patronage, what is in question should not be viewed as loyalty 

(as the proper object of loyalty in this case is supposed to be the Han imperial court), 

but instead as righteousness, a kind of fraternal love. In parallel, National Spirit’s 

Wen Tianxiang also exhibits this quality of righteousness. When Wen Tianxiang 

escapes from the custody of Yuan army, one of his followers despairs over not being 

accepted by the imperial court (which has been holding them in suspicion as traitors) 

and withdraws from the homosocial community of Wen and his followers. However, 
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another member of the group insists on following him till his death. This 

brotherhood love, being egalitarian in nature, exceeds the usual bottom-up loyalty 

of a marshal toward the prime minister. The bond of love between Wen Tianxiang 

and his marshal fleshes out the virtue of righteousness in both characters. On the 

other hand, Wen Tianxiang’s loyalty is shown through his persistent refusal to 

surrender. Even though the Song dynasty was eventually defeated and Wen has been 

kept for three years, he still fends off the various attempts by the Yuan emperor to 

solicit his pledge of allegiance. He is finally ordered to be executed, in his stubborn 

insistence in this loyalty to the former imperial court. This expression of loyalty 

was attacked by a number of film critics, a phenomenon this section will discuss 

later. If the righteousness of Guan Yu enables him to achieve “the unique status of 

the ultimate yingxiong in the novel and wu god in myth” (Louie, 2002, p.40), then 

the loyalty and righteousness of Wen Tianxiang in National Spirit is able to extend 

the definition of hero (yingxiong): he is a character that contains the quality of wen 

(literar talent), wu (military leadership), zhong (vertical loyalty to the imperial court) 

and yi (horizontal brotherly love to his followers), a Wen Tianxiang’s heroism 

beyond Guan Yu’s image. 

 

Indeed, the discourse of heroism began its debate in the mid-1920s. As 

mentioned above, Lu Xun at that time was a key figure in criticizing the Chinese 

national character, launching an iconoclastic attack on Chinese traditional morality 

and Confucianism in support of rationalism instead. Later, Lu Xun organized a 

“Romain Rolland Special” for his bi-monthly magazine Wilderness (Mangyuan 莽

原), introducing Romain Rolland’s heroism to help reflect on the problems plaguing 

the Chinese national character. In the special issue, Lu Xun translated an article by 

two Japanese critics. The article was entitled “Romain Rolland’s Heroism” (羅曼

羅蘭的真勇主義), in which Rolland’s heroism was defined:  

 

[A hero] says: “In this world, there is only one kind of bravery, 

that is to look at our life by its nature—and love it.” No evading 

from it; no fear of it. One shall confront it face to face, tasting 

whatever bitterness and evilness it brings to us, knowing it and 

also loving it. One shall stay upright in front of the lash of destiny, 
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trying one’s best to suffer. Yet, one shall not be defeated by one’s 

destiny. One shall be like Beethoven, who “seizes the gullet of 

the destiny, and pulls it down”. This is the essence of his heroism 

(Nakazawa and Ikuta, 1926, p.266). 

 

Here, through his translation Lu Xun brought a new character trait that may 

overwrite the enfeebled national character of the Chinese: a heroism that dares to 

be in direct confrontation with all the sufferings handed down from destiny. In this 

special issue, Rolland’s “warrior spirit” (zhanshi jingshen 戰士精神) was 

introduced in parallel with his heroism. 

 

Influenced by Lu Xun, editors and writers of Silver Star also brought 

Rolland’s heroism, or what they called the new heroism, into their writings. The 

chief editor of Silver Star Lu Mengshu published an anthology of film reviews 

under the title Sparks (Xinghuo 星火), in which he defined the new hero:  

 

A new hero is not a person with superpower. Women and children 

are qualified to be new heroes provided that they are passionate, 

with sacrificing spirit, to selflessly fight for the whole nation, to 

sacrifice, to fight against oppression, and to improve the 

abominable living situation (Lu, 1927c, p.9). 

 

Two points are particularly remarkable in Lu’s definition. Firstly, the hero Lu 

praised was a type of people different from Rolland’s Beethoven. To him, a true 

hero can be anyone, any ordinary person as long as they are passionate and willing 

to sacrifice themselves. Secondly, while in Lu Xun’s translated article, what a hero 

needs to confront is his destiny, in Lu Mengshu’s new heroism reinterpreted from 

that of Rolland, heroes need to fight for their nation. They on one hand need to fight 

against the oppression from society while on the other hand shall “selflessly fight 

for the whole nation”. By this, nationalism became a defining factor of new hero, 

and a relationship between new hero and national character was implied. 
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In Bao Weihong’s discussion of new heroism, its relation to the notion of 

national character is foregrounded. She indicates that “In the discussions on new 

heroist films, this national character complex centered on the lack of “life-force”—

Henri Bergson’s élan vital—observed in the images of frailty in traditionalist 

Chinese costume drama” (2015, p.60). By this, Bao Weihong concludes that this 

new heroism, which was touted as a means to counteract the national image of 

frailty and passivity, makes its life-force felt in martial art film. She points out that 

“martial arts films portrayed a different kind of ugliness endowed with the 

protoprimitivist life-force of the lower class, which at once competed with and 

emulated robust Western characters” (p.63). Thus she links the new heroism and 

martial art film, or the fiery cinema as her book suggests, together. However, in the 

1940s, the image of the hero was not only linked to martial art film but also biopic 

like National Spirit.  

 

 

4.5. One Nation, Two Meanings: Loyalty Contested 

Of course, the heroism in the 1940s no longer developed its image based on 

Western thoughts like Rolland’s heroism. On the contrary, it seeks its representation 

in Chinese historical stories in search for the possibility to construct a Chinese hero. 

The article “Hero and Heroism” (1937) traced various heroic figures in Chinese 

history, pinpointing heroes like Qin Shi Huang (秦始皇), Ban Chao (班超), Kublai 

Khan, Zhu Yuanzhang (朱元璋) , etc. It also named some of the foreign figures like 

Napoleon, Peter the Great, Emperor Meiji and George Washington. The article 

highlighted these heroes not because of their military achievements but their 

vanguard position, “leading the majority of people to break the chain of the tradition 

and to help forward the emergent of new society” (Bei, 1937, p.295). To the author 

of the article, heroes should be physically healthy, clear-minded and strong-willed. 

Such a hero thinks delicately with sympathy. But the most important thing was that 

he could help the society move forward to a new stage. The author explicitly stated 

that after Manchurian Incident in 1931, what China faced was a matter of life and 

death of the nation. Under this context, China needed “national heroes” (minzu 

yingxiong 民族英雄) to resolve the current national crisis: 
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The most pressing issue in China now is not the problem of 

knocking over the capitalists or bringing down the landlord class. 

It is the problem of saving the entire nation so that Chinese people 

can still live in the north and south of Kunlun Mountains. […] In 

this sense, what China needs most in this moment are national 

heroes. The true heroes are those who can correctly analyze the 

current circumstance, response to the most urgent demand of the 

masses, and resolve the biggest crisis China is facing (p.297). 

 

The heroism the author put forward here had a stronger nationalist sense than what 

Lu Mengshu had suggested a decade ago. What a hero in the late 1930s faced and 

needed to overcome was mostly the troubles of the nation, a predicament that most 

critics deemed as more important than individual frustrations. Rolland’s ideal hero 

of slighting individual destiny became here a national hero who had no excuse not 

to resolutely face and solve the national crisis. Another writer on heroism reaffirmed 

the warrior spirit suggested a decade ago but toward a totally different end. He 

defined heroes as “some extraordinary figures who carry extraordinary fighting 

spirit” (Zhang, 1939, p.4). But what they fight for were not individual glory but “for 

the whole human race or a nation or a society […] they fight for the well-being of 

human race” (p.4). Individuality was subsumed in the above-analyzed new heroism 

under the collectivity of nationalism and humanity. The former was rejected by the 

author as individual heroism while the latter was regarded as the most desirable 

heroism—social heroism—for a time when China was fighting against foreign 

enemies. From these discussions, heroism was harnessed by the discourse of 

nationalism, serving the good of the nation in the time of crisis.  

 

Apparently, National Spirit is a film depicting this kind of hero. In two and 

half hours, Wen Tianxiang is presented as a hero with wen, wu, zhong and yi. This 

hero renders service to nationalism by showing his loyalty to the nation. So zhong 

here is the overwhelming quality that overshadows the other three, which are 

subordinate to the quality of zhong. This heroism with a special focus on zhong was 

imprinted in Wu Zuguang’s original script and inherited unreservedly in Bu 

Wancang’s adaptation. In the prelude to The Song, the family discusses how to 

contribute to the nation and resist the invasion of Yuan. The father’s speech reflects 
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this specific heroism: “In the time when our nation is in crisis, it is our duty to 

devote ourselves to the service of our nation as a man” (Wu, 1954, p.11). The term 

nation (guojia 國家) frequently appeared in the original script as well as in the film. 

Although the same notion was used, it meant different things in different historical 

contexts. During the anti-Japanese war, the nation in the drama is apparently 

connected to China as a nation against Japan as its enemy. Under this situation, the 

object of loyalty became the China under threat. The invasion of Yuan, in this 

context, could metaphorically be read as the invasion of Japan. In contrast, in the 

civil war period, the nation named in the film unequivocally designates the 

establishment, the Kuomintang government. This is one of the reasons why the 

same story of Wen Tianxiang was well received during the war while severely 

attacked by those anti-establishment critics during the civil war (a point which I 

would discuss later in this section). Nevertheless, the story—in both Wu Zuguang’s 

script and Bu Wancang’s film—overly expressed the idea that during the national 

crisis, contemporary heroes should pledge loyalty to their nation, transforming 

themselves into an extraordinary person with wen, wu, zhong and yi for the service 

of the nation, as indicated exactly by the meaning of the film title. The spirit of the 

nation is a combination of wen, wu, zhong and yi while a hero with this spirit like 

Wen Tianxiang should manifest his spirit for the wellbeing of the nation (of course, 

which nation the hero should be loyal to is subject to change according to the 

historical contexts). 

 

The overwhelming quality of zhong had further implications in the actual 

performance of Wu Zuguang’s drama and screening of Bu Wancang’s film. When 

the play was performed during 1939 and 1941, it was well received by general 

theatre-goers and the critics. However, when National Spirit was shown in 1948, it 

was severely attacked, with He Fan’s critique being one of the most typical 

examples. He points out the popularity of The Song when it was performed in the 

“Orphan Island” period. But in 1948: 

 

The time has changed and the situation becomes polarized. Yet 

the author [Wu Zuguang was the scriptwriter of the film] keeps 

everything unchanged, lecturing seriously its “noble spirit” 
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[haoran zhi qi 浩然之氣] and continuing to preach the feudal idea 

of loyalty. It defends the “legitimate establishment” 

unconditionally without any principle (He, 1948, p.15). 

 

He Fan further argued that Wen Tianxiang in film “is ‘loyal’ to an impotent, weak, 

muddle-headed king. We can’t see his sincere love to the nation; we can’t see his 

concern for his fellow people” (p.14). The author contrasts loyalty to a weakened 

regime to sincere love to the nation and people. In this sense, through criticizing the 

film He Fan’s criticism targets the Kuomintang government. If The Song played in 

the context of anti-Japanese war could arouse the sentiment of saving the nation, 

then National Spirit in the context of Kuomintang’s rule was regarded, especially 

by left-wing critics, as an endorsement of its rule because of the message on 

“unconditional loyal to a country”. Similar criticisms were leveled by some other 

critics for the film: Wu Ze (1948) criticized that it was meaningless to adapt a play 

from “Orphan Island” period in that time; Bao Ling (1948) and Man Ye (1948) on 

the other hand dismissed the film as too individualistic and heroic. One may not 

need to totally agree with these criticisms, seeing that they showed a strongly 

ideological stance in attacking the film. But they were nonetheless right to point out 

the nature of wenyi biopic: it always presents someone larger-than-life people, and 

its heroism would always contain a strongly individualistic character regardless of 

how the hero indulges in the collective project of nation building. 

 

National Spirit celebrates a type of hero other than the great man in Confucius. 

It is a zhong hero with wen, wu and yi. If the discourse of heroism in the 1920s 

concerned the individual struggling against destiny, the heroism a decade later 

exhibited a much stronger sense of nationalism. Against the context of anti-

Japanese war, the original play of National Spirit was well received by the 

audiences and critics because it could equip the people with the fighting spirit. Yet, 

in the post-war atmosphere, the critics disdained the ethos of zhong of the hero in 

National Spirit as someone who unconditionally endorsed the current established 

government regardless of its performance. In the case of National Spirit, one can 

see how biopic is context-sensitive towards the issue of nationalism and national 

character. 
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4.6. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I discuss the relationship between wenyi biopic, nationalism, 

national character and heroism through two examples Fei Mu’s Confucius and Bu 

Wancang’s National Spirit. Through tracing the discourse of biopic and the related 

concept of the historical film, I argue that biopic was a genre that portrays a 

historical hero fighting for his nation, and that Chinese biopic, in the context of anti-

Japanese war, carried a function of revitalizing the nation and promoting the 

national spirit. The biopics produced in the 1940s intersected with the notions of 

national character and nationalism. In Confucius, Fei Mu reinterpreted Confucius’ 

teaching by underscoring the notion of the great man, hoping to respond to the 

historical situation of a crisis-ridden China and the chaotic world. The notion of the 

great man from Confucius acquired the “three great virtues”, i.e. bravery, talent and 

benevolence, and can be seen as an ideal national character for Chinese intellectuals 

put forward by the filmmaker. Fei Mu’s response to the issue of nationalism never 

confined himself within national boundaries. By appropriating Confucius’ notion 

of tianxia, Fei Mu extended his political thinking to the global world, hoping that 

the figures of the great man could bring the troubles that the whole world was facing 

to an end. 

 

In stark contrast to Confucius’ the great man, National Spirit upholds the 

heroism of individual merits and loyalty. The protagonist Wen Tianxiang is a zhong 

hero with the quality of wen, wu and yi. I trace the discourse of heroism back to the 

1920s and discuss how this discourse was in dialogue with the discourse of national 

character. The heroism in the 1920s concerned the individual struggling with 

destiny while the heroism in a decade later is imbibed in a stronger sense of 

nationalism, embodied by an individual serving the good of the community and 

society in term of fighting against foreign adversaries. The original story of 

National Spirit was well-received in wartime, but its film adaptation in 1948 was 

massively unpopular as the situation had changed drastically in the post-war period. 

The quality of zhong was depraved by the anti-establishment and left-wing film 

critics as pro-establishment. By these two cases, we can see that wenyi film is a 
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context-sensitive genre, for the purpose of its production is to engage in the ever-

changing cultural and intellectual discussions. 

 

The story of biopic did not end at 1949. Subsequent to the establishment of 

the People’s Republic of China, a small amount of biopics were produced in 

mainland China, such as The Story of Wu Xun (Wu Xun chuan 武訓傳, 1950), Li 

Shizhen (李時珍, 1956) and Nie Er (聶耳, 1959). As a context-sensitive genre, 

these biopics no longer responded to the issue of nationalism and national character 

as their counterparts had done in Republican time. Other issues emerged under the 

PRC’s rule, such that the meaning of biopic in this period requires further research 

and interrogations in the future. 
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Chapter 5. Art for Life’s Sake: The People in Wenyi Film 

 

In the discourse of wenyi, “people’s art” (minzhong yishu 民眾藝術) and 

“people’s film” (minzhong dianying 民眾電影) were two important concepts in 

Republican China. Theorists of wenyi film attempted to elevate the status of film as 

a form of art, attacking popular genres such as wuxia film, shenguai pian (神怪片)1 

and comedies as lower forms too vulgar for their mission of cinematic art. They 

promoted wenyi film as a higher form of film, while simultaneously arguing that it 

should not be alienated from the masses. Instead, it should be an art for the people. 

To them, wenyi film was a means to inspiring, educating and enlightening the 

people. 

 

The group of theorists from the film magazine Silver Star (Yin Xing 銀星) 

was the first group in the cinematic field to promote the ideas of “people’s art” and 

“people’s film”. That “film should depict life” was a belief shared by Silver Star 

writers (Sun, 1926; Xin, 1926; Lu, 1926a, 1927a, 1927b, 1927d; Ji, 1927). In 

arguing that cinema was an art form for and of the people, they alluded to 

Kuriyagawa Hakuson’s notion of “symbol of anguish” (kumen de xiangzheng 苦悶

的象徵), claiming that wenyi work was the outcry of the oppressed. Through the 

anguish of life, wenyi film could present the rebellious power of the (oppressed) 

people (Sun, 1926; Chen, 1926a, 1927; Zhang, 1927; Lu, 1927a, 1927b; Li, 1927). 

Their theorization of wenyi film reminds us of the earlier debate between “art for 

life’s sake” (wei rensheng er yishu 為人生而藝術) and “art for art’s sake” (wei 

yishu er yishu 為藝術而藝術) in the literary field in the 1910s and 1920s. The 

debate had a significant impact in the literary domain and also affected the 

cinematic field, especially the theorization of wenyi film. However, the impact 

remains under-represented. 

 

In this chapter, I first examine the debate between “art for life’s sake” and “art 

for art’s sake” in the literary field, and its underlying impact on the dramatic and 

                                                
1 Translation of shenguai pian vary with different authors: Zhang Zhen translates shenguai wuxia 

pian as “martial arts-magic spirit film” (2005, p.199). Zhang Yingjin translates it as “films of 

immortals and demons” (2004, p.40). I keep the transliteration here for clarity. 
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filmic domains. The notion of “people’s film” is then developed in the discourse of 

wenyi film. The analyses of the three selected films, i.e. Hong Shen and Zhang 

Shichuan’s The Young Mistress’ Fan, Li Pingqing’s The World of Gold and Silver 

and Huang Zuolin’s Night Inn, demonstrate how different people are depicted in 

wenyi films. The oppressed woman in The Young Mistress’ Fan searches for her 

fulfillment in her happy marriage; the comprised intellectual in The World of Gold 

and Silver finds himself unable to resist the corruption of the business world; and 

the underclass community in Night Inn faces a social structure that is unfavorable 

to their situation. While the vitality of the people is demonstrated in these cases, not 

every one finds a desirable denouement.  

 

 

5.1. “Art for Life’s Sake” and its Vicissitude 

In reviewing the debate between “art for life’s sake” and “art for art’s sake”, 

attention should be paid to the debate between the Literary Research Association 

(Wenxue yanjiu hui 文學研究會, hereafter LRA) and Creation Society (Chuangzao 

she 創造社, hereafter CS). The former advocated the idea of “art for life’s sake” 

and believed in a realist approach to literature, while the latter stressed the idea of 

“art for art’s sake” and practiced a romanticist approach. The LRA contended that 

the fundamental purpose of art was to enlighten people’s spirit, renewing their 

consciousness and helping them to engage in the society. The manifesto drafted by 

Zhou Zuoren (周作人, 1885-1967) for the association firmly states that  

 

The time has passed for people who regard wenyi as a game in 

favorable circumstances, or pleasure in adverse circumstances. 

We believe literature is a labor important to human lives. Those 

who work on literature should treat it as their life-long career, just 

like the farmers who labor [on their land] (1921, p.126). 

 

Writers in the LRA believed that the mission of literature was to promote “a 

literature of blood and tears” (xue yu lei de wenxue 血與淚的文學) through 

depicting people’s lives in order to renew and enlighten readers’ spirits (Xuan, 1921; 

Shi, 1921; Shen, 1921; Li, 1921; Zheng, 1921b). The idea of “a literature of blood 
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and tears” countered the idea of “a literature of flowers and moon” (hua yu yue de 

wenxue 花與月的文學). Aligning with this belief, Zhu Ziqing (朱自清, 1898-1948) 

proposed the notion of “people’s literature” (minzhong wenxue 民眾文學). He 

stated that the purpose of “people’s literature” was to present the characteristics of 

the people and claimed that  

 

People’s literature shall have its “influential power”. Its pure and 

broad taste (quwei 趣味) shall replace the filthy and narrow taste 

of the old readings and dramas. By this, it is able to grow, purify 

and expand people’s sentiments. In order to achieve this, 

[people’s literature] should not aim to fulfill people’s expectation 

for entertainment. On the contrary, it should enlighten them (1922, 

p.2). 

 

Contrary to the LRA, CS claimed that the aim of literature was to appeal to 

human sentiments. Writers in CS suggested that the purpose of literature was to 

convey a depth of sentiments from the self so as to move the readers. Contrasted 

with the enlightenment of people, they underlined the moving power of literature. 

Literature was not for directing people to virtue but presenting feelings, sensations 

and sentiments. This echoes with Yu Dafu’s (郁達夫, 1896-1945) statement that 

“literary creation comes from the depth of our hearts, not necessary to have 

predetermined purpose” (Yu, 1923). This group of writers highlighted authors’ 

temperament, emphasizing their talent and gift. They admired Romantic poets like 

George Byron, Percy Shelley and John Keats. This literary belief prevented them 

from the people and encouraged them to indulge in their feelings and inner world. 

Literary aesthetics rather than didacticism is explored. In this sense, one should not 

be surprised by Cheng Fangwu’s (成仿吾, 1897-1984) saying that a true artist is a 

superman, a god, a creature larger than humans (1923).  

 

Despite their tremendous differences, both groups attacked the Mandarin 

Ducks and Butterflies School (hereafter the Butterflies School) for debasement of 

literature into a form of entertainment. Zhou Zuoren (1921) condemned the 

Butterflies School degrading wenyi to mere entertainment, a general attitude shared 
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by LRA’s writers. Mao Dun (茅盾, 1896-1981) (1981) in 1922 commented that 

degrading wenyi to entertainment and commodity was the biggest mistake of the 

School. Zheng Zhenduo (鄭振鐸, 1898-1958) (1921a) and Ye Shaojun (葉聖陶, 

1894-1988) (1921) castigated the Butterflies School for humiliating literature by 

entertaining the masses, ignoring the fact that the masses suffered in reality. Zheng 

further affirmed that the purpose of literature is not for entertainment but to convey 

genuine sentiments to arouse readers’ empathy (1922). Interestingly, LRA’s 

criticism of the Butterflies School was supported by the CS. In a reply to Zheng, 

Guo Moruo (郭沫若, 1892-1978) (1921), a leader of the CS, agreed upon his attack 

on the Butterflies School. Cheng Fangwu (1924) also criticized the Butterflies 

School as despicable. He condemned that they captivated the ignorant youths and 

obstructed the reformation of the society, describing their work as worthless and 

crass. Although neither camp could agree on the purpose of literature, they aligned 

on the view that literature should not be a means of entertainment. Later, when 

wenyi film theorists adopted the stance of “art for life’s sake”, they showed a similar 

attitude towards the Butterflies School and the filmic adaptations from its literature. 

 

At the same time, a similar debate took place in the field of drama. In 1918, 

the flagship magazine of the New Culture Movement New Youth (Xin qingnian 新

青年) “denounced traditional theatre and introduced Ibsen’s social-critical realism 

through literal translations of several of his plays and exemplified in Hu Shi’s The 

Main Event in Life, which has since been touted as the inaugural work of modern 

Chinese drama” (Liu, 2015, p.110). The subsequent aimeiju (愛美劇) movement, 

influenced by the New Culture Movement, embraced the “art for life’s sake” 

doctrine.2 The movement invoked Bernard Shaw’s “theatre of ideas”3 and Romain 

Rolland’s idea of “The People’s Theater”. The People’s Dramatic Society 

(Minzhong xiju she 民眾戲劇社) was set up in 1921 by Chen Daibei (陳大悲, 

1887-1944), Mao Dun, Xiong Foxi (熊佛西, 1900-1965) and others. The society 

and the movement attacked the traditional theatre and the civilized drama 

(wenmingxi 文明戲) for being unable to provide a bright future for China. They 

                                                
2 Aimeiju is a Chinese transliteration of “amateur”. It literally means “love of beauty drama” in 

Chinese but nevertheless had little to do with aestheticism. 
3 For Bernard Shaw’s influence to the movement, see Larson, 1999, pp.102-103. 
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advocated that drama was a means to mobilize the society to move forward, as well 

as a means to diagnose existing problems within the society (Anonymous, 1921). 

Their ultimate goal was to effect social reform.  

 

One of the key player in this movement was Hong Shen (洪深, 1894-1955). 

In his preface to The Young Mistress’ Fan (Shao nainai de shanzi 少奶奶的扇子), 

an adaptation from Oscar Wilde’s Lady Windermere’s Fan, he highlighted “truth” 

(zhen 真), “goodness” (shan 善), “beauty” (mei 美), “naturalism” (ziranzhuyi 自然

主義) and “realism” (xieshizhuyi 寫實主義) as the keywords for his adaptation.4 

He suggested that a dramatic play should portray the truth of reality and the plot 

should follow the truth of reason and emotion. For Hong, a screenplay should 

reform the audiences’ temperament and influence them towards goodness; while a 

stage work should make good use of the mise-en-scene, lighting and color to 

inculcate the audiences’ sense of beauty (1924a, pp.25-27). His understanding of 

truth, goodness and beauty related to how he understood both naturalism and 

realism. Hong paraphrased Storm Jameson’s Modern Drama in Europe (1920) to 

define the two trends of art. He argued that naturalism “presents thing as they are 

[…] The author only reports on what s/he sees and the audiences reflect on the 

meaning by themselves” (p.26). He went on to contend that realism “presents the 

worldview [of the author]. The authors interpret things and render them into their 

works according to their worldviews. Realism points to the right and wrong, the 

happiness and sadness of human life. It shows the possible path to the ignorant 

audience” (p.26).  

 

Hong’s interpretation of naturalism and realism echoes with the discussion of 

“art for life’s sake” in the 1920s, especially Mao Dun’s essay “Naturalism and 

Modern Chinese Fiction” (自然主義與中國現代小說) (1981). In the article, Mao 

argued that the Butterflies School was not serious enough for its works were mere 

entertainment; he proposed naturalism as a way out for modern Chinese novels 

because naturalists observe and depict the reality objectively, without personal 

                                                
4 Hong’s formulation indeed invoked different foreign sources like George Pierce Bakers’s 

Dramatic Technique, George Arliss’ “Realism on the Stage”, and Storm Jameson’s Modern Drama 

in Europe. For detail analysis of how Hong paraphrased these sources, see Liu, 2015, pp.112-113. 
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prejudice or bias. Similar to Mao’s understanding, Hong regarded truth, goodness 

and beauty as key concepts of naturalism and underlined truth as the most crucial 

criteria. Yet, Hong never saw naturalism as a way out for Chinese wenyi as Mao did. 

Instead, he turned to realism as a way to archive the “truth”. He suggested that 

“naturalism only presents the reality while realism can reform and idealize it” 

(1924a, p.26; my emphasis). Hong’s idea of realism was didactic and teleological. 

He affirmed that Wilde’s play was “a play of realism” (p.27), pointing out that the 

play depicted “not only the dark side of the society but also the weakness of the 

humanity” (p.27). This is why Hong categorized Wilde’s play as a realist work. For 

Hong, the play contained a didactic message through Mrs. Erlynne’s “decadent and 

corrupted life” which was “to advise people to be loyal, honest, kind, and always 

forgive” (p.29). His statement of realism reminds us of Hong’s understanding of the 

notion of zhen (truth) that helps to transform the audiences’ temperament: the 

audiences should be more aware of the virtues of loyalty, honesty and kindness after 

seeing the play. In this sense, Hong incorporated the notion of zhen (the truth of 

humanity) to the idea of shi (reality): a lifelike enactment on the stage to convey the 

truth of humanity. Pang Laikwan’s description of realism helps us contextualize 

Hong’s idea of realism:  

 

The celebration of realism in 1920s’ Chinese literary circles was 

largely based on its philosophical principles. On the one hand, 

realism, which celebrates objectivity and therefore connotes a 

certain scientific attitude, empowered the May Fourth challenge 

to the subjective and impressionistic components in the 

intellectual tradition of China. On the other hand, as a Western 

literary style, realism was seen as an imported weapon to 

legitimate the Chinese scholars in the combat against the status 

quo (2002, p.199). 

 

Two aspects of realism elaborated by Pang are worthy of note: (i) realism celebrates 

objectivity and (ii) realism helps intellectuals combat the status quo. By pointing to 

the truth of humanity, realism helps “idealize” the reality (to use Hong’s own 

wording). Hong’s understanding of realism and truth has had a palpable influence 
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on later generations. Famous playwrights such as Gu Zhongyi (顧仲彝, 1903-1965) 

and Zhu Duanjun (朱端鈞, 1907-1978) followed Hong’s path (Liu, 2015, p.149). 

 

In the early 1930s, Gu invoked the idea of “people’s drama” (minzhong xiju 

民眾戲劇). The idea of people’s drama was criticized for degrading the artistic 

value of drama for the sake of the common people. But Gu defended people’s drama 

as a form of art that “can provide common people good entertainment, deepen their 

thought, cultivate their temperament, and mold their virtue” (1930, p.144). On the 

one hand, Gu viewed drama as a form of entertainment; on the other hand, he 

regarded it as a means for education, social criticism and reform (1932). In an article 

that traced the history of the Shanghai Stage Society (Xiju xieshe 戲劇協社), Gu 

thought that A Doll’s Family (Kuilei de jianting 傀儡的家庭)—a play based on 

Ibsen’s A Doll’s House The Doll’s House—was more significant than Hong Shen’s 

adaptation The Young Mistress’ Fan since the former addressed more seriously the 

social issue of female liberation (1934). Favoring the drama’s potential for social 

criticism and didacticism, Gu advocated works that addressed such social issues. 

This echoes the thinking behind earlier social dramas (shehui wenti ju 社會問題

劇), when Ibsenism was first introduced to Republican China. Specifically, Gu 

highlighted the importance of struggling (zhengdou 爭鬥) as the essence of drama 

(1943). The idea of people’s drama, promoted by Gu and the likes of Xiong Foxi, 

shares a close affinity with the idea of people’s film propagated by the Silver Star 

writers. Both stood behind the idea of “art for life’s sake”, aiming to enlighten 

people and criticize the corrupted society; both regarded the struggling of people as 

the essence of wenyi. 

 

The Silver Star writers borrowed the notion of “art for life’s sake” and 

promoted the idea of film as “people’s art”, arguing that film was the most 

“democratic” art form. There is a clear influence from Zhu Ziqing’s idea of 

“people’s literature”, the aimeiju movement as well as the idea of “people’s drama”. 

Yu Dafu (1927) saw film as an economic and simple medium well-suited for the 

socialist ideal. The chief editor of Silver Star Lu Mengshu (1926a) believed that 

film should depict the lives of the masses and express their resentment in daily labor 

so as to transform the audience. This enables the people to resist the hardship in 
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their daily lives and join the revolution for a better future (Lu, 1927a). Other writers 

who contributed to Silver Star also held the same belief that the film should be for 

and of the people. 

 

Moreover, the Silver Star writers also argued that realism was the most 

suitable artistic treatment for depicting the daily lives of the masses. Zhang Ruogu 

(張若谷, 1905-1967) alluded to various theorists, especially Kuriyagawa Hakuson, 

to suggest that realism was the most “advanced” way of expressing wenyi. He 

paraphrased Zhang Ziping’s (張資平, 1893-1959) remark on the importance of 

realism: “If one wants to understand naturalism, one should first understand the 

more advanced realism. Realism is a reaction to the exaggeration and fantasy of 

romantic wenyi. This school reflects the real life faithfully with comprehensive 

details” (1927, p.22). Zhang concluded that “to ‘depict slices of life’ I prefer realism 

for naturalism” (p.24). This demonstrates yet another connection between the Silver 

Star writers and LRA: both groups believed that realism was the best artistic 

treatment for wenyi to portray the life of the people. Admittedly, realism in film is 

different from that in literature. For realism, wenyi film theorists and filmmakers 

underlined its didacticism and ability to transform the society. In the theorization of 

Silver Star writers, it was related to Kuriyagawa’s notion of “symbol of anguish”. 

Silver Star writers paraphrased Kuriyagawa’s Symbol of Anguish through Lu Xun’s 

translation to illustrate that film represents life. It is a criticism of life, a reflection 

of the time, a symbol of anguish (Sun Shiyi, 1926, p.8; Lu, 1927a, 1927b). 

Generally, Kuriyagawa’s symbol of anguish is understood alongside Freud’s 

account of the dream as a process of symbolization (Bao, 2015, pp.67-68). 

Symbolism and symbolization—a way of creation opposed to realism—is 

highlighted here. Yet, the Silver Star writers regarded that the ultimate goal for films 

is to reflect life and criticize the society. In their reception of Kuriyagawa, they 

discarded the symbolist dimension while underlining the conflict between the 

liberating shengming li (vitality 生命力, literally “life-force” in Chinese) and 

social-moral constraints. Thus, they defined film as “people’s art”, an art form 

created for the sake of life so as to reflect the life-force of the oppressed underclass. 

This resonates with Gu’s idea that the struggle of people was the essence of people’s 

drama. For these artists, realism celebrated the reenactment of life events; at the 
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same time, these reenactments combated the status quo. Unlike naturalism, which 

merely reflected reality, realism transforms reality through the configuration of the 

good triumphing over the bad. 

 

The theorization of “art for life’s sake” in the cinematic field continued 

beyond the Silver Star group. Its influence was given a leftist turn in the wenyi film 

theorization in the 1930s. Based on his observation of contemporary Chinese films, 

Ming San (1933) attempted to formulate a path for the future of Chinese cinema. In 

an article, he followed LRA and CS’s attack on motion pictures adapted from 

Butterflies literature and argued that wenyi work could upgrade the artistic sense of 

the audiences. He loathed the Butterflies films for their depiction of private tragic 

loves between men and women for the entertainment of people whose lives were 

stable and settled. Instead, Ming put forward the notion of “film for the masses” 

(dazhong dianying 大眾電影)—an idea that resonates with the idea of “people’s 

film”. Ming argued that “The essence of the film for the masses is to depict the 

situation of the masses. Through this, the film can present the spirit of the time and 

the truth of all times. It has nothing to do with the works that appeal to the vulgar 

taste of the common audience” (p.11). For Ming, film for the masses should depict 

the real life of the masses and reflect the spirit of the time and the truth of all times. 

Here, the truth of all times, i.e. the truth of human history, was understood in terms 

of social relations, a classical Marxist view of human history. So Ming suggested 

that to present the truth of all times, one should present the social relations in film. 

He further proposed that a wenyi film should become “a vigorous means to the 

reform of the society” (p.2). He criticized the idea of “art for art’s sake” for its 

alienation of the people and the nation. He saw it as an empty belief of Romanticism 

and condemned it as art of the “ivory tower”.5  

 

In fact, Ming was not the only person who criticized the vulgar taste of the 

Butterflies School and advocated the idea of “film for the mass”. Ji Le (1935) joined 

                                                
5 The term “ivory tower” reminds one of Kuriyagawa’s book Outside the Ivory Tower. “Ivory 

tower” was a term that strongly appealed to Chinese intellectuals of the time who sought ways to 

be active players of modern Chinese society, continuing to tear the mask of the old society through 

cultural and social criticism. Those who were designated as residues in the “ivory tower” were 

people who were alienated from the people, ignorant to the real situation of the society. 
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Ming to discard the vulgar taste of the commercialization of film. Zhige (1934) 

opposed the “outmoded” classicalism and romanticism. Like Ming, he criticized 

humanism and individualism for it appealed to the vulgar taste of the masses. He 

further pointed out that films should be “a propagandic device to help the artists to 

behold the society objectively” (p.1). Yi Dai (1940) proposed that films should 

reflect people’s life and the social relations in a society: 

 

The reflections of these “lives” are inseparable from the social 

relations the filmmakers have. Wenyi works shall reflect the 

social relations on which it is based. In the time of the declination 

of capitalism, the film shall inevitably reflect this worldview of 

declination (p.6). 

 

The author then proposed a “new realist, healthy art work”, a work of art that should 

“face the future and reflect the present in the light of the future” (p.7). For him, the 

mission of films was not limited to reflecting present social relations, films should 

also reflect it from the perspective of the future reform of the society. This idea of 

realism and engagement of audience is similar to Pang Laikwan’s idea of “engaging 

realism” for left-wing cinema, a kind of film with a “high level of emotional 

engagement facilitates spectators’ participation in the films effectively, rendering 

the cinema politically committed yet not at the expense of the spectators’ enjoyment 

of this popular cultural form” (Pang, 2002, p.98). From the above overview, we can 

see the continuation of the idea of “art for life’s sake” from the literary field, the 

idea of “people’s film” from the cinematic field and the discussion of left-wing 

cinema in the 1930s and early 1940s. Here, we may recall Zhang Zhen’s argument 

on the relationship between the left-wing cinema movement and the New Culture 

movement: “the left-wing cinema was a screenwriting and film criticism movement, 

with its origins in the New Culture movement and its strong print media. The effort 

to channel the May Fourth ideology of the modern vernacular fiction into the 

domain of entertainment, especially cinema, coincided with the film industry’s 

crisis after the quelling of the martial arts film, and the Japanese attacks” (2005, 

p.248). This effort to channel the May Fourth ideology did not stop at the end of the 

left-wing cinema movement, but rather continued to influence later theorization of 

wenyi films for the people and the masses. 
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In sum, the idea of “art for life’s sake” permeated into an important doctrine 

in the wenyi field after the New Cultural Movement. Both literati and drama 

playwrights were influenced by the doctrine. Later, Silver Star writers absorbed the 

idea to formulate their theory for wenyi film and proposed the notion of “people’s 

film” for the first time in the cinematic field. The idea then became one of the most 

crucial components in wenyi film. The Silver Star writers emphasized that the 

purpose of art is to present people’s life, the life-force of the underclass and 

oppressed people. Through adapting literary works with the idea of “art for life’s 

sake”, filmmakers could produce films that suit the people or the masses. The idea 

of “people’s film” enjoyed a leftist turn in the early 1930s. Wenyi film was seen as 

a reflection of social relations based on the depiction of the lives of the underclass 

and proletariat. Realism was utilized by the filmmakers to achieve this goal. For 

these artists, realism celebrated the reenactment of life events; at the same time, 

these reenactments combated the status quo. Unlike naturalism, which merely 

reflected reality, realism transforms reality through the configuration of the good 

triumphing over the bad. 

 

Influenced by the idea of “art for life’s sake”, wenyi film practitioners 

conceived of the “people’s film”: wenyi film was a form of art for and of people’s 

lives. But the question is: How are people defined? What oppression does they face? 

In the following sections, I examine Hong Shen and Zhang Shichuan’s The Young 

Mistress’ Fan (Shao nainai de shanzi 少奶奶的扇子, 1928), Li Pingqing’s The 

World of Gold and Silver (Jinyin shijie 金銀世界, 1939) and Huang Zuolin’s Night 

Inn (Yedian 夜店, 1947) to illustrate how the life-force of women, intellectuals and 

the underclass combat against the patriarchic, material and capitalist world. Hong 

and Zhang’s The Young Mistress’ Fan transforms an upper class mistress into a 

female social activist to pursue the freedom of women. Li’s The World of Gold and 

Silver shows how the material world erodes an innocent and honest intellectual, 

while at the same time demonstrating how education brings forth the reform of the 

people. Finally, Huang’s Night Inn appeals to the audiences’ sympathy for the 

underclass in order to call their attention to the left-wing idea of proletarian 

oppression. 
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5.2. The People I: Oppressed Women in The Young Mistress’ Fan 

Before working with Zhang Shichuan to produce a filmic adaptation of Oscar 

Wilde’s Lady Windermere’s Fan in 1928, Hong Shen already adapted the play once 

in 1924. As one of the pioneers in westernizing Chinese theatre, Hong’s early works 

were too experimental, foreign and alienated for his contemporary audience in 

Shanghai. Chen Xiaomei sees the adaptation of Wilde’s paly was a turning point for 

Hong’s career: “Hong won over his Shanghai audience […] in 1924, with his 

successful adaptation of Oscar Wilde’s Lady Windermere’s Fan, which transposed 

the English comedy into the milieu of upper-class Shanghai, and established him as 

a new authority in scripting, directing, and managing Western-style spoken drama” 

(2014, p.227). Chen points to the fact that the adaptation was successful. At the 

same time, she indicates that the play was transposed from an English background 

to the milieu of upper-class Shanghai. In addition, Hong’s adaptation reframed the 

play from a comedy into a realist play—a realism suggested in his preface to the 

published script discussed in the previous section—a lifelike enactment on the stage 

to convey the truth of humanity in order to combat the status quo. 

 

In order to elicit the impact, Hong could not simply translate the original text 

into Chinese. Rather, he adopted a methodology of gaiyi/adaptation (改譯), literally 

meaning “revision-cum-translation” in Chinese. 6  He understood that foreign 

screenplay “has its own customs, habits, behavior and psychology of its original 

country. These may not be easily understood by people from other countries. If it is 

forcefully translated from the original regardless of the difference, the audience can 

hardly fully understand the play” (1924a, p.30). Rather than apply a “forceful 

translation”, he chose the route of “revision-cum-translation” instead. The play was 

transposed into the milieu of upper-class Shanghai, as Chen argued above, for a 

better understanding by the Chinese reader. While maintaining “the spirit and main 

theme of the play” of his “adaptation” (p.31), he also hoped to localize the customs 

and choice of words to correspond to the local culture. In other words, Hong’s 

transculturation discarded with the notion of fidelity, instead highlighting the 

                                                
6 Hong uses the English word “adaptation” in bracket for the translation of gaiyi in his preface. 
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essence of the original and localizing the customs and habits. In the late Qing period, 

the most notorious example of discarding the notion of fidelity was the case of Lin 

Shu (林紓, 1852-1924). Lin was well known for his inability of read foreign 

languages, yet he was also the most acclaimed translator at the time. To late Qing 

readers, the precision of translated works was not their concern. Based on the oral 

narration of others, Lin rewrote the foreign work from his memory and localized it 

to Chinese situation. Lin’s localization looks very similar to Hong’s transculturation. 

However, after the May Fourth Movement, readers began to pay more attention to 

the precision of translation (Kwan, 2008). It was thus crucial for Hong Shen to 

formulate his methodology of translation by introducing the notion of 

adaptation/gaiyi to differentiate himself from previous translation practices. Indeed, 

Hong’s idea of “revision-cum-translation” became a standard methodology for later 

adaptations (Liu, 2015, p.149). 

 

In 1928, Hong worked with Zhang Shichuan to produce a filmic version of 

his own gaiyi screenplay. In this adaptation, Hong further channeled the New 

Cultural Movement’s ideas of female liberation, free love and freedom of marriage 

into the motion picture. While the original film has unfortunately been lost, we may 

compare Hong’s two renditions through the recorded intertitles.7 One of the major 

changes in the cinematic version was of the main character Lady Yu Yuzhen. In the 

original play and Hong’s dramatic adaptation, the first scene begins with Lady 

Yu/Lady Windermere meeting with Liu Boying/Lord Darlington, followed by the 

entrance of Mr. Chen/Duchess of Berwick and her daughter Chen Xiuyun/Lady 

Agatha. Through their conversation, a special relationship between Mrs. Jin/Mrs. 

Erlynne and Yu Ziming/Lord Windermere is implied. However, in the filmic 

adaptation, Yuzhen is transformed into a socialite. She engages in the social 

activism of the Association of Abolishment of Concubinage and invites the 

members to her house for meetings. Yuzhen is transformed from a mistress in the 

upper class to a female social activist advocating the abolishment of concubinage 

                                                
7 Liu Siyuan also gives a detailed analysis on the changes Zhang and Hong made in their cinematic 

rendition to illustrate the work of sinicization and transculturation. Liu states that Hong sinicized 

the London Season into the zeitgeist of Shanghai. By adding the role of a private accountant (shiye 

師爺), Hong helped the audience relate this Western play to previous stage productions (2015, 

pp.120-133). 
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and fighting for the freedom of love and marriage. During the meeting, Yuzhen 

speaks out lines like: “The five-thousand-year Chinese history is a history of males 

oppressing females! We should fight for our own good. We should not compromise 

with the evil force. Today I introduce to you these committee members! I hope you 

can join us to fight against concubinage” (Hong Shen, 1928, p.61).  This revision 

corresponded to the advertisement tagline by the production company Mingxing: 

“a locally produced social and romance blockbuster” (see Fig. 5.1). The film was a 

romance because of the love relationship between Yuzhen and Ziming, but it was 

also a social film because a layer of social activism was added.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 Advertisement of The Young Mistress’ Fan  

on Shen Bao (1928, April 17), p.24. 

 

The second change that Hong and Zhang made was an additional sequence of 

flashbacks that explain Mrs. Jin’s decadence and corruption. In the sequence, Mrs. 

Jin left her husband 19 years before, and was condemned as “decadent” in the 

intertitles. Her lover soon left her. She was then refused to be engaged in a marriage 

seven years later because of her infamous history. Another three years later, another 

lover spent Mrs. Jin’s money and ran away with another woman. This is the reason 

why Mrs. Jin tries to convince Yuzhen to stay: “You are such a child. You don’t 

know how the world is. You can’t bear the consequence of being decadent. You are 

not qualified to be a decadent lady. You are not qualified…” (p.65). Then Mrs. Jin 

reminds Yuzhen of her child, convincing her to stay by appealing to her 
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motherhood.8 Staying in the family is proper while leaving brings decadence. This 

aligns with the discussion and Lu Xun’s prediction of Nora leaving her family: if 

she leaves, Nora will be mired in decadence and prostitution.9 Mrs. Jin chooses the 

latter path. Although she does not resort to prostitution, she attaches herself to rich 

men and blackmail Ziming for a living. She has become materialistic after years of 

survival. In the story of Mrs. Jin, the excessive desire for (extra-marital) love brings 

the excessive desire for money. Her double excessiveness makes her an evil lady. 

Hong and Zhang’s male perspective of female liberation and social activism is here 

revealed. They defend the modern family institution and sees it as a shelter for 

women’s careers. Leaving home to make a living was not only discouraged but was 

disrespectful. Women who were outside the institution were regarded as insecure, 

excessive in desire, corrupted and decadent.  

 

In 1924, Hong Shen’s adaptation blamed the corrupted woman, the corrupted 

world and the weakness of humanity. He depicted the hypocrisy of the gentry 

especially in the scene of the ball, where those gentlemen pretended to not know 

Mrs. Jin, despite their secret relationships with her. Yet in the filmic adaptation, the 

corrupted society was no longer depicted through a hypocritical gentry, but rather 

through the five-thousand-year oppression of women in Chinese history, as well as 

the seductions of the modern, materialist world. While the film attempted to address 

the issue of female oppression and the love of married couples, it fell short of 

dealing with two discourses at the same time. The first quarter of the film dealt with 

the social issue, while the latter part shifted its focus to the discourse of free love 

and freedom of marriage. Nevertheless, this adaptation illustrates the trajectory of 

the original’s reception against the background of the time. If Lady Windermere’s 

Fan is “a play about a good woman” just as its subtitle suggested then the filmic 

version was transformed into “a play about a female social activist and a corrupted 

woman”—to question how a “liberated” woman fights for free love and marriage 

                                                
8 In the original play Mrs. Erlynne also urges Lady Windermere not to leave by reminding her she 

has a child: “You have a child, Lady Windermere. Go back to that child who even now, in pain or 

in joy, may be calling to you. [Lady Windermere rises.] God gave you that child. He will require 

from you that you make his life fine, that you watch over him. What answer will you make to God 

if his life is ruined through you? Back to your house, Lady Windermere—your husband loves 

you!” (Wilde, 1988, p.49) 
9 The idea of “virtuous wife and good mother” is invoked here. For the discussion between this 

idea and wenyi film, please see chapter 3 for details. 
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as well as how a “corrupted” woman seeks her happiness and well-being. This was 

how Zhang and Hong transformed the original with the idea of “art for life’s sake”. 

The comedy is incorporated into the problematic of female liberation and discourses 

of free love and marriage in modern Chinese society. Although Zhang and Hong 

did not present the life of the underclass a-la the Silver Star writers, they still 

attempted to transpose the original to present the life-force of the oppressed—the 

oppressed females. The representatives include a female social activist (Yuzhen) 

and a corrupted woman who follows Nora’s path (Mrs. Jin). 

 

 

5.3. The People II: Corruption of the Individual in The World of Gold and 

Silver 

The second type of people that I intend to discuss is the intellectual. In 

Republican Chinese cinema, the intellectual always appeared as an important image 

for the filmmakers to interrogate their responsibility in the age of crisis, especially 

during the anti-Japanese war. Films like Fei Mu’s (費穆, 1906-1951) Confucius 

(Kongfuzi 孔夫子, 1940) and Yang Xiaozhong’s (楊小仲, 1899-1969) Symphony 

of Marriage (Jiehun jiaoxiangqu 結婚交響曲, 1945) portrayed intellectuals in 

ancient and modern times respectively to interrogate how to live up to the standard 

of an modern intellectual. Li Pingqing’s The World of Gold and Silver (Jinyin shijie 

金銀世界, 1939) was another attempt that depicted an intellectual contaminated by 

the corrupted society and failed to become a true intellectual in the modern world. 

Throughout his career, Li was praised as “a master of romance” for his portrayal of 

love relationships in his works. Indeed, he is more than just a filmmaker of romance. 

He is an important wenyi director who has adapted numerous foreign works into 

films throughout his career, such as Oscar Wilde’s Lady Windermere’s Fan, 

Alexandre Dumas’ The Lady of the Camellias and Giacomo Puccini’s Madame 

Butterfly. The original text for The World of Gold and Silver is the French play 

Topaze by Marcel Pagnol. In fact, the film was based on scriptwriter Gu Zhongyi’s 

rewritten version of Topaze, namely The Beginning of Life (Ren zhi chu 人之初). 

Topaze is a comedy about a school teacher called Topaze, who morphed from an 

honest and naive person to a deceitful and tactful entrepreneur. While initially 

believing that money does not bring long-lasting happiness, Topaze sees money as 
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inevitable for earning others’ respect by the end of the play. The ending of Topaze 

suggests that Topaze’s former colleague Tamise—another honest and naive 

person—cannot resist the temptation of the money world and considers himself to 

be the next Topaze.  

 

Like Hong Shen’s Lady Windermere’s Fan, Gu’s The Beginning of Life 

sinicizied Topaze. He mostly kept the main theme of the original play while 

transposing its customs, habits and names into a Chinese setting. Although he kept 

most of the plotline, Gu expressed his discontent to the original in his preface: “The 

Beginning of Life is a social satire of the modern money world. However, the 

playwright [Marcel] Pagnol in his original Topaze only expresses his passive 

sarcasm and lacks positive direction. This is the fault of the original” (1939b, p.2). 

He would like to put Tao Kanghou (Chinese Tamise) in opposition to Zhang Bonan 

(Chinese Topaze) as a positive figure to convey his message of being a decent and 

honest intellectual. However, he did not want the script to depart too much from the 

original. Thus, in The Beginning of Life, Gu merely altered the ending to erase the 

suggestion of Tamise being the next Topaze. Tamise’s horror is depicted when he 

takes up Topaze’s position. Yet in the filmic version, Gu “dares to change more … 

[describing] Bonan, albeit his success, getting lost in the world of gold and silver 

while Kanghou as the ideal new youth with great future” (1939b, p.2). This is how 

Gu transformed the original sarcasm into a social-realist criticism of the corrupted, 

money-driven world. 

 

The main plot of The World of Gold and Silver goes as follows: The primary 

school teacher Zhang Bonan (Topaze) is honest and kind, and has devoted himself 

to a career of education. The headmaster (Muche) orders him to increase the score 

of a student whose family is wealthy enough to coerce the headmaster. However, 

Bonan refuses to do so and is soon dismissed. The unemployed Bonan becomes 

acquainted with the businessman Guo Jingting (Castel-Benec) and is utilitzed by 

Jingting as a puppet his business. Bonan then becomes the manager of a trading 

company and engages in fraudulence. In the “world of gold and silver”, Bonan 

learns to trick and embezzle, successfully morphing into a rich entrepreneur. Bonan 

exacts revenge on Jingting by wresting away his trading company. At the apex of 

his career, Bonan’s former primary school colleague Tao Kanghou (Tamise) visits 
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him and starts a discussion on how to live decently in the world. At the end, the film 

juxtaposes between Bonan and Kanghou. Kanghou leaves Shanghai to educate the 

children in a poor rural region, while Bonan is betrayed by politicians and goes 

bankrupted. In the last scene, Kanghou marches and sings happily with his students 

as the film draws to a close. 

 

The main theme of The World of Gold and Silver is apparent: the opposition 

of education and the corruption and embezzlement of the business world. The film 

presents Bonan’s transformation from an honest teacher into a tricky businessman 

by money and pride. As discussed in the previous sections, Gu was a follower of 

people’s drama. He believed that the central value of drama was to evoke social 

criticism and reformation. This is the reason for Gu’s choice to adapt Topaze to a 

Chinese context. Gu was influenced by Hong Shen’s idea of gaiyi. He understood 

that gaiyi and translation (zhiyi 直譯) were two totally different rendering 

mechanisms. Zhiyi retained the original outlook of the play, including the names of 

characters, while Gaiyi was a process of sinicization (1937). The Beginning of Life 

is a gaiyi of Pagnol’s Topaze. Through the gaiyi of Topaze and filmic collaboration 

with Li Pingqing, Gu attempted to channel his social criticism to the domain of 

cinema. In an article on the film The World of Fold and Silver, Gu explained the 

film’s criticism of social phenomenon: 

 

Our world is a sheer world of gold and silver, the worse of a 

corrupted and capitalist world. This is the world in which material 

civilization is dominated by a minority of selfish people. In this 

world, money is all powerful while spirituality does not and 

cannot exist (1939a, p.11). 

 

Li and Gu’s shared belief on film art as a tool for criticizing the society 

brought them together to produce the film. Although most of his films were in the 

romance genre, Li often demonstrated his social concerns in his wenyi productions. 

For example, when he discussed the adaptation of The Lady of the Camellias, he 

pointed out that he never saw it as merely a romantic story. He found in the text 

“the oppression from the rites” (1938, p.10). He further pointed out that the main 

character was “a lady who wants to resist but does not have the courage, just like 
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most of his contemporary female counterparts in China” (p.11). Li regarded this 

will of resistance as the wenyi value of the story. Li explained that he wanted to 

criticize the people from the education and business sectors with The World of Gold 

and Silver (1939a). His later work Spring over the Lake (Hushang chunhen 湖上春

痕, 1947) was more than just a romance story. It carried the wenyi theme that 

“money is not all powerful” (1947, p.1). After 1949, Li came to Hong Kong to 

continue his career in producing wenyi films like Awful Truth (Shuohuang shijie 說

謊世界, 1950), an adaptation from Wu Tieyi’s (吳鐵翼) novel of the same title. The 

main theme was identical to The World of Gold and Silver: mocking the person who 

engages in fraudulence. It is thus only partially correct to say that Li is “a master of 

romance”. Throughout his career, he infused his wenyi films with an acute social 

awareness, where his main concern was a criticism of the cheating world of gold 

and silver.  

 

In the case of The World of Gold and Silver, the filmmaker expresses his 

major social criticism near the end of the film when Kanghou visits Bonan’s office 

to say farewell to him. In this scene, Bonan and Kanghou represent two different 

worlds. Kanghou explicitly confirms this in the dialogue. Yet, they dress in the same 

way (man’s suit) and sit on the sofa with similar gestures. While they look identical 

on the surface, deep within they have antithetical values towards their lives. The 

contrast between appearance and value is at play throughout the film: a person’s 

true self can never be discovered by his/her appearance. In Li’s film, as in Pagnol’s 

original, costumes are not arbitrary but rather carefully designed. In the original, 

Topaze is asked to change his teacher’s hat with an entrepreneur’s hat. This change 

of clothing suggests a change in identity. Moreover, in the last scene of the original, 

Tamise dresses poorly as a teacher to meet Topaze, who is dressed nicely to match 

with his manager identity. Gu’s dramatic adaptation follows the original. When 

Kanghou meets Bonan in his office, he exits with his “worn-out, cloth long gown”. 

Yet Li and Gu deliberately alters this set up in the film by matching Bonan’s 

entrepreneurial attire with Kanghou’s nice suit. The discrepancy between 

appearance and true self continues in the extended dialogue between Bonan and 

Kanghou. Despite their identical looks, Bonan represents the world of cheating 

while his former colleague represents the world of hope. The fontal two shot of the 
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two characters capture the collision of their two worlds. Li uses the mise-en-scene 

to signify this collision underneath their common appearance. They sit shoulder by 

shoulder and speak of their future plan: Kanghou will leave Shanghai for his 

education career in the frontier, enlightening the people (minzhong 民眾) to fight 

against the national enemy. Bonan expresses his disappointment with being a good 

man and insists upon his current way of life. Kanghou criticizes Bonan for 

becoming a friend of capitalists and bureaucracy; Bonan argues that in the money 

world, wealth is the only tool to earn respect. Finally, Kanghou leaves the office, 

leaving Bonan alone to face his denouement. 

 

In the final scene, Bonan and his lover stands desperately in his office after 

receiving news that he is fooled by the politicians and losses everything. The dark 

environment of the office indicates the collapse of the world of gold and silver. At 

this moment, Bonan hears a marching song sung by a group of children from outside. 

He and his lover open the windows. A reverse shot shows Kanghou leading a group 

of children marching towards their future. Kanghou’s dream is actualized. The film 

juxtaposes the two contrasting worlds through a frontal two shot of the two 

characters, with a similar outlook in the previous scene. In this sequence, the two 

worlds are contrasted with a shot reverse shot. In the second juxtaposition, Kanghou 

replaces his man’s suit with a teacher’s uniform, which is similar to what Bonan 

wears in the beginning of the film. In this final scene, they look different and the 

appearance finally matches that of the true self. Before ending the film, Bonan gives 

a final remark to Kanghou: “Kanghou is successful now”. Bonan affirms his loss, 

and sees Kanghou as the one who represents the future. This demonstrates the 

filmmaker’s emphasis on his message that money leads to corruption, and education 

brings the people to the future. 

 

In sum, The World of Gold and Silver aims to reveal the selfishness and 

embezzlement in a money-driven society. If in The Yong Mistrress’ Fan family and 

true love protect women from decadence, then in The World of Gold and Silver 

education and its subsequent enlightenment is the way out of cheating and 

fraudulence. The didactic message of the film is conveyed in the ending, when 

Kanghou leaves Shanghai for his devotion to education. The film contrasts between 

the inland as a place for enlightenment and metropolis Shanghai as a place of 
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corruption. The conventional dichotomy in Li Pingqian’s time between country and 

city is again reinforced, as the former is the place for hope, future, reform and 

revolution, while the latter is the center of capitalist activities that coerces honest 

people into evilness. The film finds no room in a city like Shanghai for morality, 

spirituality and the future. Education is the final hope that the next generation may 

be redeemed from the dog-eat-dog world. 

 

In this particular example of wenyi film, the wenyi director Li Pingqian 

expressed his social concern through the text of one of the advocators (Gu Zhongyi) 

of “people’s drama”. The people’s lives are represented through two intellectual, 

Bonan and Kanghou. Bonan fails to exhibit his life-force towards the erosion of the 

corrupted business world and is trapped in the money world. On the contrary, 

Kanghou is enlightened enough to escape from corruption. Individual 

enlightenment and choice are thus highlighted. To Li and Gu, the key player of this 

individuality is first and foremost the modern intellectual. Actually, Li Pingqian 

received criticism for his focus on the intellectual and the upper class. In response 

to this, Li explained the depiction of the upper class in relation to the general 

struggle of the society:  

 

Someone comments that the scope presented in The World of 

Gold and Silver is too narrow, only portraying the disgraceful 

manners of the upper class for the sake of money. Yes, this indeed 

is my “intuition”—actualizing what I have intuited. This is of 

course only a part of the world but it can also be its prototype. 

Because the so-called upper class hopes to grab and own 

everything in the world, the ugly struggling then appears. The less 

powerful in turn grabs the lesser powerful and etc. The society 

becomes a society of ugly struggling; the world is caught in an 

unending loop of ugly struggling (1939b, p.23). 

 

Li’s idea of “struggling” reminds us of Gu’s idea of struggling as the essence of 

drama as well as the idea of life-force in “people’s film”. Nevertheless, for Li and 

Gu, intellectuals are key figures that guide the future development of modern 

Chinese society. If they are corrupted, the world will become a dog-eat-dog world; 
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if they can remain as sober as Kanghou, they can lead the children (a metaphor for 

the future) of China to march towards the correct direction. In the specific context 

of the anti-Japanese war, the final marching and singing can be interpreted as the 

marching and singing of the entire China. Concurrently, Kanghou’s heading to the 

inland can also be read as a longing for the reunion with inland comrades for the 

director trapped in the Orphan Island. 

 

 

5.4. The People III: Oppressed Underclass Community in Night Inn 

The third kind of people I would like to discuss is the oppressed underclass 

community. Wenyi films depicting this group of people were mostly left-wing film. 

The left-wing position absorbed the doctrine of “art for life’s sake” to formulate its 

theory about wenyi film. For the leftists, wenyi productions should portray the truth 

of human history through the representation of social relations. The leftists would 

have attacked films like The World of Gold and Silver for its reliance on individual 

enlightenment and decision as the drive for social reformation. Leftist filmmakers 

tried hard to use realism to engage their audiences for evoking their empathy 

towards the underclass and oppressed. This type of film was dubbed “the film for 

the masses”. Night Inn (1947), directed by Huang Zuolin (黃佐臨, 1906-1994) and 

scripted by Ke Ling (柯靈, 1909-2000), is one of the wenyi film examples that can 

be used to illustrate the left-wing idea of “film for the masses”. If The Young 

Mistress’ Fan and The World of Gold and Silver present a humanistic worldview 

with its emphasis on the individual struggle for liberation and enlightenment, then 

Night Inn depicts the underclass world from a leftist worldview—the community 

consists of a group of proletariats oppressed by the capitalist society. Humanism 

begins its analysis of the society from the “universal” experience of humanity, like 

the love relationship and family experience in The Young Mistress’ Fan and the 

greed and deceit in The World of Gold and Silver. Good or evil depends on the 

decisions and deeds of the individual. On the contrary, the leftist worldview sees 

the world from a materialistic perspective, interrogating the society through its 

social relations and material conditions. This is why the leftist would attack films 

like The Young Mistress’ Fan and The World of Gold and Silver as too 

individualistic. Instead of individual deed and decision, leftist films pay more 
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attention on the social relations and structure and regard them as the source of 

impoverishment and corruption. This is the reason why leftist films always portray 

the common fate of a community instead of the deed of an individual.  

 

Night Inn was adapted from Shi Tuo (師陀, 1910-1988) and Ke Ling’s 

screenplay, which in turn was an adaptation—or gaiyi, to use Hong Shen’s term—

of Maxim Gorky’s 1902 play The Lower Depths. The drama was first performed in 

1946 and was well received at that time.10 Ke Ling decided to turn the play into a 

film script. As the stage and screen productions of Night Inn was a gaiyi of The 

Lower Depths, Cheng Jihua and his co-editors wrote that “the film Night Inn is a 

new creation that refers to the original work” (Cheng, Li and Xing, 1963b, p.262). 

The gaiyi made several changes to Gorky’s original. Firstly, the collectives are 

depicted in a better and happier light, with more agency than Gorky’s play (Qin, 

2007, 94, p.107). In Gorky’s original, the poor community lives in a devastating 

situation, where the members mock instead of help each other. In Huang Zuolin’s 

version, however, solidarity is found among members of the “lower depths”. 

Secondly, the film highlights the mutual interaction of the four main characters, i.e. 

Wen Taishi, Sai Guanyin, Yang Qi and Sister Shi (Pickowicz, 1993, p.13). It also 

pits the former and latter duo into opposition, so as to intensify the oppression 

between the inn owner and the tenants. This explains Paul G. Pickowicz’s 

observations that the picture is a melodramatized version of Gorky’s original and 

Shi and Ke’s screenplay. Pickowicz argues that by putting the characters in clear 

opposition, the screen production erased the moral ambiguity of Gorky’s original 

and attempted to demarcate clear moral poles (1993, pp.23-24).  

 

The main plot of the film goes as follows: People from the underclass live at 

a inn run by Wen Taishi and his wife Sai Guanyin. The former young master Jin 

Buhuan now becomes jobless and listless, forcing his wife into prostitution for a 

living. Cobbler Lai works very hard every day but what he earns is not enough for 

his living. Because of the heavy sickness of his wife, Lai is heavily in debt. Hai 

Yuelou was a famous Peking opera singer but now sojourns in the inn without any 

                                                
10 The film was also a huge success. It premiered in five Shanghai theaters and had 520 showings 

between February and April 1948. This illustrated the audience’s appreciation of the film (Ding, 

1998, p.263). 
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income. Yang Qi cannot find any job and unwillingly becomes a thief in the end. 

Yang falls in love with Guanyin’s younger Sister Shi. Guanyin treats Shi as a servant 

and always beats and shouts at her. Guanyin wants to break away from Wen Taishi’s 

control and take away his fortune so she decides to kill Wen and sell Sister Shi with 

the help of her lover Little Fang. Cobbler Lai is unable to pay the rent. He is kicked 

out by Wen and dies on the street. Later, Yang Qi decides to elope with Sister Shi 

but both of them are captured by Wen. Wen Taishi dies in a fight with Yang Qi. In 

fact, Wen is poisoned to death by Guanyin, but Yang Qi is accused of murdering 

Wen and is sentenced to prison for ten years. Sister Shi is sold by Guanyin and 

becomes a prostitute. Guanyin and Little Fang take away everything Mr. Wen owns 

but are also arrested at the end. Finally, Sister Shi takes her own life by hanging. 

The screen production made Yang Qi—the Chinese Peppel (the thief)—the main 

protagonist and turned him into a person who was respected and beloved by other 

residents in the inn. The Chinese Kostylyov (the cruel innkeeper), i.e. Wen Taishi, 

on the other hand becomes the epitome of everything evil of the society. This is the 

reason why Pickowizc sees the picture as a Hollywood melodrama-like production, 

where the confrontation between the good (Yang Qi and Sister Shi) and the bad 

(Wen Taishi and Sai Guanyin) is clearly defined. 

 

The portrayal of the underclass community in the inn has a heavy imprint of 

leftist ideology. Most of the members in the community are honest and upright but 

falls into poverty due to the social structure of the time. For instance, Hai Yuelou 

used to be a famous opera singer. A sequence of the film explains his misfortune 

through flashback. The image of the poor Yuelou is superimposed on his former 

image as a renowned singer performing on a street corner for a living. When he 

turns around to face the street, a flashback image of his previous performance, 

dressed in costume, is superimposed onto his performance on the street. The on-

street image gradually fades as he continues his performance in costume. The 

flashback conveys his good old days. With his former self singing, an image of the 

audience is superimposed onto his costumed figure to indicate his past popularity 

as a Peking opera singer. The image fades out as his image as a poor old man 

performing on the street corner fades in. He mourns that people no longer recognize 

him as a famous singer. The juxtaposition of two images/times tells the audience 

that Yuelou has fallen into misfortune, not because he does not work hard enough, 
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but because the social situation has changed. Despite being a hardworking, honest 

singer, he cannot escape the fate of becoming a proletariat, a member of the 

underclass. This is just like how Qin Liyan comments on the poor community 

Yuelou belongs: “Their marginality and outcast status is not due to their own fault, 

but because of the social wrongs done to them” (2007, p.107). 

 

What kind of social structure does Night Inn depict? The inn in the film can 

be read as a metaphor for Shanghai, in which two groups of people can be found. 

Wen Taishi and Guanyin represent the oppressive force from the upper class. They 

possess property from which they can make a living while others who live in the 

inn are oppressed by him as well as the society as a whole. The residents, i.e. the 

lower class, will be abandoned if they are unable to pay the rent. The upper class 

squeezes the last bit from the lower class due to its ownership of different kinds of 

capital while the lower class, as property-less members, has no place in society. We 

can see similar setups in wenyi pictures like Sunrise (Richu 日出, 1938) and the 

post-war Cantonese film In the Face of Demolition (Weilou chunxiao危樓春曉, 

1953). The members of the upper class are greedy and cruel, but this does not affect 

their social position. This departs from Lady Windermere’s Fan, where honest 

people can find a shelter in the family to protect them from the corrupted society, 

or The World of Gold and Silver, where devotion to education and enlightenment 

project bring well-being to the people. While the upper class of Night Inn is either 

dead or arrested by the end of the film, the livelihood of the underclass has not 

changed because of the persistent, oppressive nature of the current social 

structure.11 The underclass is defeated by the society. No future can be found in this 

community. Nonetheless, the film is able to delineate the social relations of the 

society. 

 

Although the film successfully portrays the social relations and the oppressive 

economic system, Night Inn did not satisfy the left-wing critics, especially with its 

depiction of misfortune in the ending. The original function of the misfortune of the 

underclass shown in the ending was to engage the audiences emotionally. It can be 

                                                
11 Alison Conner extends the discussion of people being trapped in an oppressive economic system 

to a harsh political system (2010, p.22). 
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read as a social criticism of the Nationalist regime if one reads the film as a national 

allegory. But from a leftist perspective, criticism of the Nationalist regime 

notwithstanding, a brighter and more hopeful future for the underclass community 

in the film should be depicted. This was especially so because, by the time Night 

Inn was shown in theatres, the Nationalist regime had crumbled. This explains why 

the picture was condemned as too pessimistic and incomplete (Cheng, Li and Xing, 

1963b, p.262).  

 

Moreover, the final question posed by the film seems to deviate from leftist 

ideology. After Sister Shi commits suicide, the camera gives a medium shot of Elder 

Quan outside the broken wall of the inn. Quan looks into the camera and speaks to 

the audience this final line: “This world is too cold! You talk about heavenly justice? 

Good people suffer and bad people live longer… Heavenly justice? Where is it?” 

The camera then pans to the left, capturing the final collapse of the broken wall. As 

discussed, the film attempts to depict the social relations of the society. However, 

the last line from Elder Quan does not question the oppressive structure of the 

society but rather questions heavenly justice (tianli 天理). With this sequence, the 

film successfully reveals the rotten side of the society through the tragic community, 

and engages the audience emotionally. As one critic commented: “I can see [the 

characters’] physical disabilities, spiritual fouls and personality defects […] The 

scriptwriter show his pity and sympathy towards them and through them to reveal 

the rotten side of the society” (Ni, 1949, p.7; my emphasis). The director’s own 

words also confirmed that arousing sympathy was one of his goals (Zuo Ling, 1949, 

p.15). This was why Yu Keng (1946) condemned the filmmakers as hypocritical 

philanthropists who only “understood humans’ good and evil from an idealist’s 

perspective” as if they represented the higher order of heavenly justice (p.24). This 

was not a solution the leftists searched for. Yu further pointed out that in order to 

discover a solution to social problems, one should begin the analysis from social 

relations. He clearly stated that the crime committed by the underclass in Night Inn 

did not originate from the evils in the individuals “but their environment. The 

absurd society pushes them to live in such an inappropriate way” (p.24). From this, 

Yu concluded that Night Inn is too “humanistic” and failed to provide a true picture 

of this group of people (p.25).  
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Although Night Inn could not completely fulfil the leftist critics’ expectation, 

its depiction of the society is apparently different from that of The Young Mistress’ 

Fan and The World of Gold and Silver. The Young Mistress’ Fan portrayed the upper 

class, in which people live for dignity and nobility and regard materialism and 

extra-marital love as the main sources of evil. On the other hand, The World of Gold 

and Silver reflects on greediness in the capitalist society. The pursuit of money and 

profit transforms one good teacher into a corrupted businessman. In other words, 

the main concern of the film is still about the intellectual (teacher) and the upper 

class (the business world). However, the society depicted in Night Inn is drastically 

different. It is the underclass community of the metropolis, the dark corner of the 

city. People living in the inn become part of the underclass community not because 

of their own deeds but because of changing social structure and relations. Yang Qi 

strives to improve his living status but the oppressive structure inhibits him from 

climbing up. In the world of Night Inn, the source of corruption is not the seduction 

of the money society which brings down the humanity, but the social structure and 

the distribution of the capital which inhibits social mobility. This is the reason why 

the underclass cannot leave their devastating situation, but are oppressed by the 

owner of the inn and the society as a whole. The film provides the image of a third 

kind of people, i.e. the underclass community, which is the crucial focus of 

“people’s film”. Yet, the query of heavenly justice at the end fails to satisfy leftist 

ideology. The film was criticized as regressive, individualistic and too humanistic 

by the leftists at the dusk of the Nationalist regime. 

 

5.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I began with a delineation of the vicissitudes of the “art for 

life’s sake” idea which first appeared in the literary field. Film theorists later 

appropriated the idea of “art for life’s sake” to formulate their theory of wenyi film. 

Silver Star writers were one of the most devoted group of theorists for this notion 

and its related idea of “people’s film”, which later became one of the crucial 

theoretical nexus of wenyi film. For them, wenyi films should present the life-force 

of the underclass and oppressed people through realism. Their realism did not mean 

the use of amateur actors and actress, natural lighting and setting. Rather, it meant 

to imbue the film with social criticism. Armed with such realism, the film would 

come with clearer moral poles, so that the audience sees a clearer opposition 
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between good and bad, upon which a social criticism may be drawn. Through 

adapting literary works with the idea of “art for life’s sake” by means of realism, 

filmmakers could then produce wenyi films that suit the people.  

 

Hong Shen’s adaptation of Oscar Wilde’ Lady Windermere’s Fan illustrates 

the transposition of “art for life’s sake” from a comedy into a social moral play. 

Hong’s adaptation/gaiyi transposed the play into the Chinese context. Through his 

belief in truth, goodness, beauty, and realism, Hong suggested that an artwork 

should portray the reality so as to present the true reason and emotion. By means of 

realism, a film could then reform and idealize the society. For Hong, a screenplay 

has the mission to reform the audiences’ temperament and make them good. In the 

film with the same title, Hong Shen and Zhang Shichuan transformed the upper 

class mistress into a social activist for female liberation. They added a lesson for 

this family woman to avoid being corrupted and decadent in the modern society. 

Excessive desire for materiality and extramarital love were criticized. In this case, 

we can see how wenyi filmmakers transpose a foreign work for didactic and 

enlightening purposes through the depiction of the life of a first group of people, 

i.e. women. The life-force of the female protagonist is expressed through her social 

activism. With her practice of free love and free marriage, she remains happy and 

fortunate within the family institution, sheltered from the corrupted and decadent 

society. 

 

The social criticism and didacticism of “art for life’s sake” and “people’s film” 

continued their influence on wenyi productions of the 1930s and 1940s. Li 

Pingqing’s The World of Gold and Silver and Huang Zuolin’s Night Inn are two 

examples which illustrate the respective struggle between the life-force of the 

intellectuals and underclass community against the material and capitalist world. 

The World of Gold and Silver aims to reveal the selfishness and embezzlement in 

the money society and believes that education and the subsequent enlightenment is 

the way out of cheating and fraudulence. Education is the final hope that the next 

generation may be redeemed from the dog-eat-dog world. The compromised 

intellectual gets lost in his way while his resolute counterpart finds his enlightened 

future in the inland areas. Night Inn depicts the underclass community in modern 

society. The people living in the inn become part of the underclass because of the 
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changing social structure and the uneven distribution of capital. The members of 

the underclass community try hard to improve their living situation but the social 

structure and relations render them to immobilize. The main protagonists in the 

underclass community are defeated by oppression. While the life-force of the 

underclass is presented in Night Inn, it serves the purpose of arousing viewer’s pity 

and sympathy, rather than depicting a transformation of the living situation of the 

underclass. The hopelessness and despair presented in the end fails to satisfy the 

leftist reviewers. The film was thus criticized as too regressive, individualistic and 

humanistic. In both cases, although the films tell their stories from different 

ideological perspectives, the belief of “art for life’s sake” can be traced. This type 

of social criticism and didacticism of “art for life’s sake” foreshadowed a trend of 

socialist realism cinema in the 1950s (Clark, 1987, pp.25-124). 

 

Through a delineation of the theoretical trajectory from “art for life’s sake” to 

“people’s art”, “people’s drama” and “people’s film”, I show that wenyi film was 

formulated to be a means to inspire, educate and enlighten the mass. The interaction 

between the films and the audiences is important here for wenyi film is argued to 

be of and for the underclass and oppressed people. The life-forces presented in the 

films should be able to move the audiences so that they will be transformed by the 

films’ message. As seen from Hong and Zhen’s male-centered perspective, the 

social activism and reconciled marriage relationship in The Young Mistress’ Fan 

shows that a female social activist can find her shelter within the family institution 

for the continuation of her career. As seen from Li Pingqian’s intellectual position, 

the defectiveness of the business and the celebration of the reformer in The World 

of Gold and Silver show how an oppressed intellectual can find his way in the 

devastating situation. Finally, from Huang Zuolin’s leftist worldview, the 

oppression of the people in Night Inn illustrates how the poor is undermined by the 

social relations and calls for justice to arouse viewers’ sympathy. In these cases, 

films with heterogeneous voices may be categorized under the same label of wenyi 

film for they translate modern ideas to criticize the society and enlighten the people. 

This is another example that shows how wenyi films, as a clustered idea, is capable 

of incorporating heterogeneous voices. 
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Conclusion 

 

This dissertation seeks to study Chinese wenyi films from a cultural-historical 

perspective. In their discussion of wenyi films, Stephen Teo and Emilie Yeuh-yu 

Yeh refer the genre to adaptations of foreign and modern Chinese literature (Teo, 

2005; Yeh 2012), with Teo going so far as to claim that the genre is an enigmatic 

nomenclature unique to the Chinese. By capturing the adaptation as well as 

translation processes of wenyi films, this dissertation aims to elaborate the four 

intersections between film and the domains of society, culture and politics, i.e. 

tragic love, family structure, heroism and national character, and the people. As a 

prominent genre in the Republican Chinese cinema, wenyi film offers a convenient 

window not only for us to see the efforts the filmmakers put into elevating film 

from a means of entertainment to a form of art, but also the dialogue between the 

medium and the cultural milieu. By exploring in detail some representative figures 

and cultural debates, this dissertation seeks to shed light on the cultural history 

during the period. Building on the existent scholarship on wenyi film, I want to see 

why filmmakers adapt, how they adapt and translate the works, and in sum, how 

they intersect with the cultural milieu.  

 

From the very beginning, cinema was an import from the West. During the 

time when Chinese people could only watch but not yet produce movies, they 

already discussed and theorized what cinema was. Mandarin Ducks and the 

Butterflies School writers were the important mediators who provided a premise 

for Chinese viewers to become aware of and receptive towards foreign productions. 

Their label of aiqing (tragic love 哀情) was used since the 1910s for films that were 

later classified as wenyi film. In this sense, aiqing becomes an inseparable feature 

in relation to wenyi films while ai (tragic) sentiment becomes one of the emblematic 

emotions that people usually associated with wenyi film. The most tragic moment 

in a romance story is usually when one of the lovers die, and the moment of dying 

becomes the most distinguished episode for the narrative of aiqing wenyi film 

 

The source of ai or the cause of death usually resulted from the predicaments 

the free love and free marriage faced, like the pressure of arranged marriage or 
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poverty. This is where the domain of film and the domain of cultural discussion 

intersect. As a new form of love was introduced, cultural critics in modern China 

attempted to highlight the individuality of freedom of choice, which was suppressed 

by the old generation, causing many tragic stories which we can read from historical 

materials. By adaptation aiqing novels, aiqing films embodied the call for 

individuality and freedom of love through the depiction of tragic love and the tragic 

faces of the dying female protagonists. 

 

The struggle between individuality of the lovers and the suppressive power 

of the old generation extends from romantic love to familial relationship. Familial 

relationship then becomes one of the major themes in wenyi films. As one of the 

most-discussed issues of the changing China in Republican period, the family 

institution drew attention from cultural people and film practitioners who aimed for 

enlightening people in emancipation from the oppression of the tradition. Wenyi 

film, as an adaptation and translation process, becomes the site of intersection 

between cultural productions and family-related debates. The family reform debate 

initiated by the New Cultural radicals and the May Fourth writers argued for the 

reformation of traditional, large family led by the patriarch to small, conjugal family 

based on mutual love. 

 

Ba Jin’s Torrent Trilogy already showcases how the head of the traditional 

family is the cause of tragedy of other younger family members. Its filmic 

adaptation follows the same vein, showing on the screen how the head occupies the 

central position of the family and how he exerts power on his descendants. In this 

family-themed style of wenyi film, the tragic sentiment also persists. The tragedy in 

the film lies in the dominating presence of the patriarch, who controls every 

member’s life, especially his/her marriage. The eventual departure of the youngest 

generation symbolizes the determination to desert the old family institution, an act 

which modern writers and wenyi film practitioners hope to serve as an example for 

their readers and audiences. 

 

Leaving home thus becomes a leitmotif in wenyi films. But bidding farewell 

to the old family institution does not mean one can secure a happily-thereafter 

marriage and life for sure. The specter of the patriarch can reincarnate in the modern 
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family structure. The oppression from the family head and the leaving leitmotif in 

modern family remind us of the discussion of Nora’s leaving home. “To leave or 

not to leave, this is a question”, especially if the woman does not have enough 

economic power and resources to sustain her life. Yet in the case of Mother and Son, 

Nora-like mother chooses not to reunite with the family head but instead leave with 

her son. The mother and the son in this case form a new form of family which 

belongs neither to the traditional family nor the modern nuclear family. This 

recreation of the image of Nora responds to the notion of “new virtuous wife and 

good mother” to display the maternal goodness of the mother through the wish to 

reconcile with the son. The mother is a virtuous and good one but no longer 

confined within conjugal relationships. She is daring enough to leave, to leave the 

patriarch behind, and to form a new mode of family with her son. Through 

adaptation, wenyi film intersects with the problematics of the family arising from 

the New Cultural Movement and May Fourth Moment. 

 

In fact, these cultural movements call for not only the renewal of the 

relationship between the individual and the family, but also between the individual, 

the society and the nation. Stability of family constitutes the lifeblood of a nation, 

while recalling the historical hero can reinvigorate the muddle and obscurant 

national character. Wenyi biographical pictures take part in this through adapting 

the lives of historical heroes to heroic figures on the screen. In the time of the 

invasion of Japan, Chinese film industry massively imported Hollywood 

biographical pictures, in which viewers found a way of redefining their own 

national character, to equip the nation with the necessary means to fight against 

foreign invaders. If family-themed wenyi films hope to redefine Chinese femininity 

as exemplified by Mother and Son, wenyi biopics on the other hand redefined 

Chinese masculinity. The most typical way of understanding traditional Chinese 

masculinity is through two prominent historical figures, namely Confucius (the god 

of wen) and Guan Yu (the god of wu). This is the reason why scholars propose to 

formulate traditional Chinese masculinity through the dialectic of wen and wu. In 

modern times, Chinese masculinity on the screen can be found in Fei Mu’s 

Confucius, Bu Wancang’s National Spirit and other wenyi biopics and infuse the 

muddle-minded Chinese national character with a specific kind of heroism 

combining different qualities, like the qualities of bravery, talent and benevolence 
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in Confucius and the qualities of wen (literacy), wu (military ability), zhong (loyalty) 

and yi (brotherhood) in National Spirit. 

 

The quality of zhong/loyalty is the most problematic one for its sensitivity 

towards context. The question of which nation a person belongs to was of utmost 

importance during the Japanese invasion and also during the civil war. During the 

Japanese invasion, it was a question of being a Chinese or a traitor. In this case, the 

quality of zhong was expressed in terms of nationalism and patriotism. Either you 

were a loyal Chinese or you were a traitor working for the invader’s government. 

However, during the civil war, the question was transformed into one of being pro-

establishment or being anti-establishment. The question of nationalism reclined to 

give priorities to the question of which political party a person belonged to. This 

created a problem to Bu Wancang, for on one hand he was condemned as a traitor 

by the Nationalist government because of his former collaboration with the 

Japanese government during the occupation, while on the other hand he was 

deemed by the radicals as pro-establishment for directing a film which expressed 

his loyalty to the Nationalist government. Nevertheless, the heroism the wenyi 

biopics projected intersected with the notions of nationalism and national character. 

The practitioners hoped to reinvigorate the weak Chinese national character to 

strengthen it.  

 

In wenyi film, this modern Chinese masculinity is projected to redefine the 

character of the intellectual. In both Confucius and National Spirit, the man of men 

occupies the central position. This is how wenyi directors imagine their position in 

relation to their nation, society and community. Apart from the transformation they 

desire for, wenyi film practitioners also regard the film as a means to educate and 

enlighten the masses. They appropriate the idea of “art for life’s sake” from the 

literary field to theorize their “people’s film”, an idea which hopes to represent and 

engage the people at the same time. To wenyi filmmakers, wenyi film should present 

the life-force of the underclass and oppressed people through realism, presenting 

social criticism in film with a clear moral compass. The audiences can then see a 

clear opposition between the good and the bad upon which a social criticism can be 

drawn.  
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By recontextualizing and sinicizing foreign literature, wenyi filmmakers 

produce films for didactic and enlightening purposes for different kinds of people. 

The women’s question was the most-debated issue in modern China. The 

oppression of women by the patriarchy was a target of social criticism of wenyi film. 

The intriguing question of free love and free marriage reappears here. One can see 

the interconnectedness of tragic love, family reform and oppression of the people 

in this case. The position of the intellectual is always a concern for wenyi film 

practitioners as this is their identification. The modern “heroism” is the answer 

wenyi filmmakers provide for the relationship between intellectual and the nation, 

in which conscience and honesty are the qualities that wenyi filmmakers hope 

intellectuals can acquire and uphold in an unforgiving and corrupt capitalist society. 

They believe that education can bring society onto the road to a brighter future. In 

the dark corners of society, there are underclass communities from which people 

learn the specific ways of being dishonest and deceitful not due to any inborn 

proclivities but in adaptation to the changing social situations or relations. Even 

honest people may not be able to escape the dreadful living situation. In this case, 

wenyi filmmakers become a mediator for telling the story of the underclass and for 

engaging and motivating the audience for social reform. They dramatize or 

melodramatize the life of the underclass to put forward their social criticism of their 

contemporary society. This type of wenyi film foreshadowed a trend of socialist 

realism cinema in the 1950s. 

 

The field of Chinese wenyi film in Republican period has been a largely 

unstudied area. This dissertation begins with the understanding of wenyi film as 

adaptation from foreign and modern Chinese literatures. Through the analysis of 

the four intersections between wenyi film practices and the cultural milieu, I show 

that this supraconcept was configured differently in different moments by different 

people with different ideological backgrounds in modern China. I taxonomize 

wenyi films into subsets that address different cultural issues across time, to account 

for the themes of the genre in terms of their cultural and political significance, and 

thus to offer insights into the cultural and political history in the Republican China. 

With my dissertation, I hope to point to new departures for future studies, which 

can focus on wenyi film in other periods from other regions. Post-war wenyi film in 

Hong Kong, Taiwan, and other Chinese-language regions can be a possible topic 
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for future research. Research of wenyi film will never exhaust the complication 

between film and literature in modern China as it is only an investigation of the 

transposition from film to literature. Literary adaptation of film, a product called 

cine-fiction (yingxi xiaoshuo 影戲小說) in the Republican period, remains an 

unstudied area (Chen 2014; Shan, 2014). This may call for a new project with a new 

theoretical framework to study it. 
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